
KVEA Quarterly Issues Report
Length Date Start Category Notes

02:54 Thu 10/1/09 6:00:40 PM Latino Issues

Thousands of people crowded the Fred Jordan Mission 

today where free shoes and school supplies were handed 

out. V; kids receiving their gifts. I; parent, commented on 

the event. I; I; Walter Contreras, Mission Jordan, says the 

number of donations has decreased because of the 

recession. By the end of the day Foot Locker, which is one 

of the main contributors, started running out of shoes. V; 

Foot Locker workers handing out shoes at event, kids 

getting free hair cuts. I; Jessica Moreno, Paul Mitchell 

stylist, commented on providing the free service to 

children. V; children trying on shoes, kids getting free gifts. 

I; Oscar Del Rio, student volunteer, says it feels good to 

help out. I; Aurora, mother, says she's been suffering the 

recession. I; Laura, parent, is thankful for the event. 

Roberto Lacayo reporting.

02:24 Thu 10/1/09 6:03:34 PM Neighborhoods

The city of Costa Mesa has immigration agents working in 

its municipal jail. Undocumented immigrant laborers who 

wait for work on the street sides run the risk of being 

arrested. V; laborers waiting for work, U-Haul truck. I; Sgt. 

Bryan Glass, Costa Mesa police department, says 

immigration had orders against 12 workers who were 

arrested. I; Luis Leyva, laborer, commented on a recent 

arrest. I; Fernando Miranda, says he narrowly escaped 

being arrested. Laborers wait for work in front of a U-Haul 

store, near a 7-Eleven and a burger shop in Costa Mesa. 

V; exterior of 7-Eleven. I; Husay Montes, laborer, says 

they take the risk of being arrested because they need to 

work. Martin Plascencia reporting.

00:15 Thu 10/1/09 6:05:58 PM Neighborhoods
Los Angeles authorities arrested the driver of a fatal hit 

and run. V; family at press conference.

00:17 Thu 10/1/09 6:06:13 PM Neighborhoods

San Bernardino police arrested members of the East Side 

gang today in Victorville. V; police arresting suspects, 

police press conference.

00:26 Thu 10/1/09 6:06:30 PM Neighborhoods

Mayor Villaraigosa and Cardinal Mahony have joined the 

Ya Es Hora Agase Contar campaign which seeks to get 

the Hispanic community to take part in the 2010 census. 

V; mayor and cardinal at press conference.

00:40 Thu 10/1/09 6:08:54 PM Neighborhoods

Stater Brothers supermarket is giving out free antibiotics. 

V; dispensing medication, child drinking medication. GR; 

more information. The medication includes Bactrim, 

Peniciline and Doxycycline. Albertsons representatives 

says they may start doing the same. Vons and Ralphs say 

they will not take part in the initiative.

00:26 Thu 10/1/09 6:09:34 PM Latino Issues
A painting of the virgin of Guadalupe was on display in 

Rialto. V; picture of believers praying to the virgin.

00:32 Thu 10/1/09 6:10:00 PM Crime & Gangs

The Autopsy performed on Michael Jackson's body found 

that the singer was in good health. His heart was in good 

condition, but his lungs were swollen. V; footage from his 

final rehearsal, courtesy AEG.
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01:54 Thu 10/1/09 6:12:56 PM Children's Issues

The Los Angeles philharmonic orchestra's concert to 

present new conductor Gustavo Dudamel is only a few 

days away. V; poster of Dudamel, orchestra hall. I; 

Gustavo Dudamel, orchestra conductor, says the youth 

needs to be taught the meaning of music.

03:02 Thu 10/1/09 6:14:50 PM Children's Issues

Samuel Perez managed to send his 11 children to college. 

V; pictures of Samuel as a young man. I; Samuel Perez, 

father, says he and his wife only finished high school, so 

he wanted his children to go further. V; pictures of Samuel 

and his wife on their wedding day, couple with their 11 

children. V; pictures of Samuel and his children. I; Samira 

Perez, daughter, says her father always had time for them. 

I; Esau Perez, son, say his father always attended school 

events. V; more pictures. I; Isai Perez, son, says his father 

taught him that hard work goes a long way. V; more 

pictures.

03:35 Thu 10/1/09 6:27:48 PM Latino Issues

The Harmonies girls choir will perform for Gustavo 

Dudamel, the Los Angeles philharmonic orchestra 

conductor. SI; Antonio Espinal, director, commented on 

how the girls got invited to perform with the orchestra. V; 

girls performing in studio.

03:04 Fri 10/2/09 6:00:45 PM Neighborhoods

The family of a man killed by Los Angeles sheriff officers 

say the officers used excessive force. V; picture of victim, 

residents out in their neighborhood. I; Samuel Aguilar, 

victim's uncle, says the man was shot in the back. 

Authorities claim the man threatened them with a knife 

after the pursued him for an attempted car theft. V; home 

where the man was shot, woman cleaning up near crime 

scene. I; Carmen Guerrero, resident, described what she 

saw and heard. V; authorities removing body from scene. 

The is the 14th shooting involving sheriff officers this year. 

I; neighbors, say officers used excessive force. I; Karen 

Aguilar, victim's cousin, says the man was very laid back. 

Roberto Lacayo reporting.

00:23 Fri 10/2/09 6:03:49 PM Employment
Unemployment levels rose to 9.8 percent last month. V; 

job seekers in unemployment office.

02:53 Fri 10/2/09 6:04:12 PM International Affairs

Mexicans working in the US are sending much less money 

home because of the recession. V; people in money wiring 

business. I; Dalila Alvarez, money wiring employee, says 

people are sending much less money home. I; Mexican 

immigrant, says she's had to sacrifice to send a little bit of 

money home. I; Francisco Chavez, says he's had to send 

money home to help his sick father. GR; more information. 

I; Carmen Renteria, says she's not had money to send 

home. The Bank of Mexico says that remittance 

represents close to 19 percent of the income in urban 

households. Martin Plascencia reporting.

00:36 Fri 10/2/09 6:07:05 PM Employment

The director of the Los Angeles Department of Water and 

Energy has resigned. V; workers repairing a broken water 

line, director working in his office.
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00:27 Fri 10/2/09 6:07:41 PM Neighborhoods

Another investigation has been opened into Station fire. V; 

firefighters battling fire. Authorities are trying to determine 

if firefighters were ordered to cut back their efforts in 

combating the fire.

00:23 Fri 10/2/09 6:08:08 PM Neighborhoods

A recent report shows that the USC student who was 

killed in a hit and run accident had high levels of alcohol in 

her blood. V; pictures of the victim, vigil.

00:20 Fri 10/2/09 6:10:35 PM Neighborhoods

Authorities are looking for the driver and passengers of a 

vehicle which fell into the San Gabriel canal. V; authorities 

at scene.

00:29 Fri 10/2/09 6:10:55 PM Neighborhoods

Two men broke into a Rancho Cucamonga home and 

stole money and jewelry. V; sketch of the mask the men 

were wearing.

00:22 Fri 10/2/09 6:11:24 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The Gold line will make trials funs this weekend in Los 

Angeles. V; people at train station. GR; route

01:08 Fri 10/2/09 6:11:46 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

A group of experts held an event today to discuss the 

chagas disease spread by insects. V; people at event. 

UCLA doctors and members of Doctors Without Borders 

are trying to bring awareness of the disease to the Los 

Angeles community. I; Dr. Victor Condo, Doctors Without 

Borders, says the disease is fatal. GR; more information.

01:51 Fri 10/2/09 6:15:15 PM Neighborhoods

Women are murdered on a daily basis in Ciudad Juares, 

Chihuahua. V; police at scene of crimes. I; Jesus, 

resident, says theres no longer any respect for women. V; 

covered body on ground. I; Victoria Caravero, Justicia 

Para Nuestras Hijas, says they want to know if these 

women were sexually assaulted before being murdered. 

Authorities, however, are not revealing details. V; covered 

bodies on ground, official press conference. I; Enrique 

Torres, Operativo Conjunto operation, says they believe 

that many of the victims are involved with drug traffickers. 

I; residents, are concerned. V; men behind bars, police at 

scenes of crimes, packages of drugs. Agustin Olias 

reporting.

01:14 Fri 10/2/09 6:17:06 PM Minority Concerns

Mexican singer Julieta Venegas was named a UNICEF 

goodwill ambassador. Julieta has joined other celebrities 

like David Beckham in this cause. V; Venegas at UNICEF 

event. Comedian Paul Rodriguez was hospitalized in 

Washington. TMZ reports that Rodriguez was suffering 

from chest pain. V; Rodriguez speaking, Nike logo in 

background. The comic convention kicked off today in 

Long Beach. The event opened with a tribute to Stan Lee, 

co-creator of Spiderman, Fantastic Four and X-Men. V; 

people at event.

01:55 Fri 10/2/09 6:18:20 PM Minority Concerns

Halloween Horror Nights kicks off tonight at Universal 

Studios. V; footage of horror nights attractions. I; Raul 

Becerra, Universal Studios spokesperson, says there are 

many new attractions this year. V; character Jigsaw from 

the movie Saw chasing weather woman.
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00:59 Fri 10/2/09 6:23:05 PM Minority Concerns

The Halloween Horror Nights kicks off tonight at Universal 

Studios. The attractions features horror characters like 

Chucky, Jig Saw from the movie Saw and Rocky Horror 

Picture Show. V; character Jigsaw from Saw.

03:26 Mon 10/5/09 6:01:18 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

People talk about the swine flu vaccine. The swine flu is 

now available in the US. V; Woman coughing, injection 

being administered, photo. I; Woman, wants to know the 

price on the swine flu vaccine. The first dosages of the 

swine flu vaccine should arrive to the clinics at Orange 

county by next week. V; Scientists in a lab. There are two 

different flu vaccines. I; Dr. Laura Salazar, Public Health 

Agency, talks about the nasal mist vaccine. V; kids getting 

the nasal mist, County Health Clinics of Orange County. 

The second dose of the swine flu will be administered in a 

injection form. V; Swine Flu Vaccine and its Priority. I; 

Woman, says she's scared her baby might get sick. V; 

Disease Control Epidemiology. I; Cristina Morgan, Family 

Medical Center, says health insurance will cover the costs 

of the vaccine. People who don't have insurance there will 

be charged $9 for the vaccine. Martin Plascencia 

reporting.

02:16 Mon 10/5/09 6:04:44 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Swine Flu, highlights. Many people have died around the 

world due to the swine flu. V; Map. Reporter talks about 

the total deaths reported around the world. SI; Dr. Brian 

Johnston, White Memorial Hospital, Los Angeles has not 

received the swine flu vaccine. V; Influenza A (H1N1) 

Monovalent Vaccine Live Intranasal. V; People receiving 

an intranasal vaccine. SI; Dr., says people should wait for 

the vaccine to arrive to Los Angeles. SI; Dr., says people 

who had the normal flu vaccine are not protected against 

the swine flu. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

00:25 Mon 10/5/09 6:07:00 PM Neighborhoods

In San Bernardino, the fire department is trying to put a 

forest fire out. V; Scene of fire. Reporter talks about the 

fire. V; Sheep Canyon and Lytle Cree street road signs, 

debris. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

00:26 Mon 10/5/09 6:07:25 PM Neighborhoods

Security cameras are going to be installed at MetroLink 

transportation system. V; Antonio Villaraigosa, security 

cameras, scene of a train accident. The security cameras 

should try to help to avoid accidents. Azalea Iniguez 

reporting.

00:32 Mon 10/5/09 6:07:51 PM
Government, 

Politics

Bill Clinton supports Newwome, the mayor of San 

Francisco. V; Bill Clinton. Reporter talks about the 

campaign of Newsome. Azalea Iniguez reporting.
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02:52 Mon 10/5/09 6:10:42 PM Latino Issues

People talk about the Census 2010. Pro immigrant 

organizations say the government should suspend the 

immigration raids if they want the Hispanics to participate 

in the 2010 census. V; Police ICE-immigration and 

customs enforcement. The Census just wants a number of 

people that lives in the US. They're not concern about 

peoples legal status. I; Sandra Alvarado, Census 

Spokesperson, says ICE has nothing to do with the 

Census bureau. I; Alvarado says the information is kept 

confidential. I; Jorge Mario Cabrera, CHIRLA-coalition of 

humane immigrant rights of Los Angele Spokesperson, 

says the ex president's Bush both supported the 

immigration raids. I; Cabrera, says the Census bureau 

needs the amount of population in the US. Dinorah Perez 

reporting.

00:37 Mon 10/5/09 6:16:15 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Toys R Us will be hiring 35,000 new positions due to the 

holidays. V; Toys R Us, people shopping. Toys R Us will 

be opening 80 stores. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

03:33 Mon 10/5/09 6:16:52 PM Latino Issues

People talk about the issues of immigrants who cross the 

US border. I; Woman, talks about her faith to her Mexican 

saint. V; Saint painting. I; Gloria, talks about the money 

she paid to cross the US/Mexico border. I; Gloria 

Tlapalcoyoal, Crossed the Border with her saint Painting, 

talks about her faith. V; White bag being picked up, people 

crossing a fence. I; Gloria, doesn't' understand the death 

of many immigrants in the desert. I; Angelica Salas, 

CHIRLA-coalition of humane immigrant rights of Los 

Angeles, talks about the Gate Keeper . V; Men sitting 

down. I; Salas, talks about the US immigration authorities. 

V; Sign, desert, Border Patrol agent. I; Gloria, says she 

wouldn't' cross the border again. Gloria says now its very 

dangerous to cross the border. Maria Garcia reporting.

00:37 Mon 10/5/09 6:20:25 PM Minority Concerns

Mexico City is one of the biggest cities in the world. 

Mexico city is also very loud. V; Traffic, PEMEX gas 

station, El Fenix Pharmacy. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

00:26 Mon 10/5/09 6:21:02 PM Minority Concerns

Entertainment, highlights. Mercedes Sosa died at 74 due 

to a renal problem. V; Scenes of Sosa's funeral. Sosa will 

be cremated. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

03:30 Tue 10/6/09 6:00:49 PM Neighborhoods

An elderly woman was killed in hit and run accident. V; 

picture of victim, people leaving flowers at scene of 

accident. I; Jinx Lambo, victim's daughter, commented on 

the tragedy. V; pictures of victim, police at scene, home 

where victim lived. I; Cynthia Morales, tried to help the 

victim. GR; description of suspect and vehicle. Maria 

Corrales reporting.
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04:01 Tue 10/6/09 6:04:19 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Federal authorities announced today that a new system 

has been developed to categorize immigrant detainees 

based on the danger they may present to the community. 

Some of these immigrants will also be housed in hotels 

instead of detention centers. V; immigrant who was 

arrested, detainees in center. I; Enrique, was detained, 

commented on the condition of the center he was kept in. 

V; police arresting immigrants, Sec. of homeland security 

Janet Napolitano at a press conference, exterior of ACLU 

headquarters. I; Ahilan Arulanantham, ACLU attorney, 

says many immigrants are kept in these centers for too 

long. V; detained immigrants. GR; question to viewers. SI; 

Alma Rosa Nieto, immigration attorney, says this is a good 

move on the part of the government. Roberto Lacayo 

reporting.

00:22 Tue 10/6/09 6:10:33 PM Neighborhoods
The Honduran consulate in Los Angeles may re-open 

tomorrow. V; people outside office, interior of office.

00:26 Tue 10/6/09 6:10:55 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

San Bernardino health officials report that 3 more people 

have died from the new flu. V; woman and child getting 

vaccine, man carrying box, box of vaccine.

01:11 Tue 10/6/09 6:11:21 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

The H1N1 flu vaccine is being distributed all over the 

country. V; people getting nasal spay vaccine. GR; 

Altamed is offering regular flu shots to the elderly.

02:56 Tue 10/6/09 6:14:56 PM Neighborhoods

The Second Harvest food bank has received tons of food. 

V; warehouse workers delivering boxes of food. I; Selene 

Creekpaum, food bank employee, says she's never seen 

this much fruit and vegetable donated to the bank. V; fruit 

and vegetables. I; Manuel Cervantes, Second Harvest 

supervisor, says over 200 volunteers worked to packaged 

the food for distribution. V; cargo trucks filled with food. 

Martin Plascencia reporting.

02:55 Tue 10/6/09 6:17:52 PM Minority Concerns

La Banda el Recodo stopped by the studio today. SI; 

unidentified band member, commented on the success of 

their song Te Presumo. Mas Sabe El Diablo. Ninos Ricos 

Pobres Padres and Los Victorinos will air tonight. V; 

scenes from soaps. GR; more information. El Clon starring 

Mauricio Ochmann and Sandra Echeverria will air soon on 

Telemundo. V; scenes from the soap. I; Sandra 

Echeverria, actress, commented on the soap. I; Mauricio 

Ochmann, actor, commented on his character.

01:14 Tue 10/6/09 6:29:55 PM Latino Issues

Several Hispanic groups are boycotting CNN because of 

Lou Dobbs. V; Dobbs reporting, immigrants crossing 

border, border agents.

03:05 Wed 10/7/09 6:00:04 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Singer Alejandra Guzman sent a message to her fans 

confirming she is very sick and that she was hospitalized. 

V; Guzman in concert. SI; Mario Bernal, producer, says 

there's a lot of confusion, rumor has it she has severe 

back pain, others say she could have breast cancer, the 

first rumor was that she used Botox to increase the size of 

her body.
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03:25 Wed 10/7/09 6:05:40 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

The first batches of the flu vaccines arrived to Los 

Angeles. V; Vaccines. Health authorities will first distribute 

2 million of nasal sprays vaccines. V; People getting the 

nasal spray. I; Marina Alvarez, Public Health department, 

says there are 2 types of vaccines, they have the same 

effect, comments on the priority victims. V; Website for 

more info. Vicky Gutierrez reporting

01:08 Wed 10/7/09 6:09:05 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Women that have been diagnosed with breast cancer will 

participate at a march in Los Angeles next Saturday. V; 

Pink slip, participants. I; Rosa Maria Covarrubias, says 

she is a Cancer survivor, this has been very difficult for 

her, the people around her suffered because of her.

00:24 Wed 10/7/09 6:10:13 PM
Government, 

Politics
Honduras consul finally reopened. V; Consul office.

02:00 Wed 10/7/09 6:12:36 PM Crime & Gangs

A woman was hit by a vehicle and the driver left her to die. 

But minutes after the driver came back. The woman was 

accused of homicide. V; Candles for the victim, street 

where victim was hit. I; David Ramirez, LAPD, says in 

cases like this one the driver can't leave, people shouldn't 

be afraid. I; Resident, says it's a crime what this woman 

did. Roberto Lacayo reporting

01:46 Wed 10/7/09 6:17:09 PM
Government, 

Politics

Obama's administration wants to portray the war in 

Afghanistan as the good war. V; US soldiers. Obama was 

told by one of his advisors to retire the troops in 

Afghanistan because there are only 100 members of Al 

Qaeda in that area. V; Obama. Ruben Luengas reporting

02:18 Wed 10/7/09 6:19:05 PM Culture

This segment deals with expert Jaime Maussan showing 

never shown videos of flying objects, that according to 

him, prove the existence of aliens. V; Objects flying in the 

air, alien form. GR; For more info.

00:23 Wed 10/7/09 6:31:15 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Anchor invites viewers to participate in a virtual chat about 

the H1N1 vaccines. V; Website for more info.

02:14 Thu 10/8/09 6:00:31 PM
Government, 

Politics

Dana Point residents say that border agents have been 

conducting immigration raids. V; traffic. I; Florencia 

Cortazar, mother, says her son was arrested. V; mother 

with baby. I; Dominga Tzip, wife, is not sure where he 

husband was taken. Hispanic residents in Dana Point are 

afraid to leave their homes. V; empty grocery store. GR; 

statement from border patrol. V; residents in a store. 

Martin Plascencia reporting.

00:28 Thu 10/8/09 6:02:45 PM Crime & Gangs

The Montebello driver suspected of killing an elderly 

woman has been arrested. V; picture of suspect and his 

accomplice.

00:25 Thu 10/8/09 6:03:13 PM Crime & Gangs
A man stabbed a woman on the UCLA campus. V; police 

at scene.

00:26 Thu 10/8/09 6:03:38 PM  
A 20 year old Lake Elsinore man lost both his arms while 

making a bomb. V; authorities at scene.
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02:03 Thu 10/8/09 6:04:04 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

The first batch of H1N1 vaccine has arrived in California. 

V; packets of Flumist. I; Marina Alvarez, Los Angeles 

County public health dept., says they have 92,000 

vaccines. V; official press conference, people getting 

vaccine, man carrying box of vaccine, pregnant woman. I; 

Gabriela Rubio, Valley Community Clinic nurse, says she 

is exposed to disease in her line of work. V; Rubio 

working. I; Roger Peeks, medical director of Valley 

Community Clinic, says people should get the vaccine as 

soon as possible. V; people at clinic. Mariate Ramos 

reporting.

02:29 Thu 10/8/09 6:08:06 PM
Environmental 

Issues

Southern California authorities are on the alert after a 

member of the Shark Research Committee photographed 

a white shark on sunset beach. V; pictures of shark, 

people on beach, sharks in aquarium. I; Milena Acosta, 

biologist at the Long Beach Aquarium, says the shark was 

probably looking for food. I; Danny, tourist, says that will 

not stop them from enjoying the beach. Roberto Lacayo 

reporting.

00:51 Thu 10/8/09 6:13:07 PM International Affairs

The Honduran consulate office in Los Angeles has re-

opened. V; Hondurans in consulate office. I; Edgardo 

Benitez, asst. Honduran consulate, commented on the 

services being offered.

02:04 Thu 10/8/09 6:13:58 PM International Affairs

The New York Times reports that Honduras' interim 

president is spending hundreds of thousands of dollars on 

public relations workers, attorneys and lobbyists to try and 

influence the US congress to support his government. V; 

Honduran leaders, Micheletti speaking. Some of the 

people hired by Micheletti worked for the Clintons and for 

John McCain.

03:15 Thu 10/8/09 6:16:02 PM Education

Isabel and Jorge dedicated all their resources to raising 

and educating their two children. V; parents looking at 

photos, pictures of the family. I; Isabel Casillas, says she 

and her family always went to the library together. V; kids 

on college campus. I; Jorge Casillas, father, says the 

secret to raising good kids is to invest time in them. I; 

Emmanuel Casillas, son, says his parents worked hard for 

them. I; karina Casillas, daughter, is proud of her parents.

01:34 Thu 10/8/09 6:19:17 PM Culture

Singer Alejandra Guzman has been hospitalized and is 

being treated for an infection. V; Guzman performing. Her 

agent denies that a relapse into drug addiction caused her 

hospitalization. The agent also denied that the infection 

was caused by a botch esthetic procedure on her gluteus. 

Jose Jose is promoting a campaign to raise funds for 

medical treatment for Hispanics. SI; Jose Jose, singer, 

says the city of Los Angeles was instrumental in the 

launching of his singing career. He will perform at the 

Hollywood Park Casino on Sunday. GR; more information.

02:15 Fri 10/9/09 6:00:16 PM Children's Issues

A woman abandoned her 3 year old child at a bus stop in 

Los Angeles today. V; police officer playing with child. I; 

Lolita De Leon, LAPD, says the case is hard to believe. 

Dinorah Perez reporting.
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03:57 Fri 10/9/09 6:02:31 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

The CDC reports that 76 children have died of the H1N1 

flu. GR; more information. The chances of contracting the 

flu increases during activities like celebrating mass in 

church. V; people celebrating mass, parishioners shaking 

hands, parishioners receiving the holy communion in their 

mouth. I; Guillermo, parishioner, says he will not change 

the way he receives the holy communion. V; parishioners 

dipping their hands in the holy water bowl. I; residents, 

commented on the flu concern. I; Father Richard Estrada, 

Nuestra Sra. de Los Angeles church, says they will keep 

sharing the wine and offering the sign of peace. V; people 

celebrating mass, children getting vaccine. Lorena 

Dominguez reporting.

01:50 Fri 10/9/09 6:06:28 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

The Mexican consulate office in Santa Ana is offering free 

health screenings over the next few weeks. V; people 

getting free medical exams. I; Maria De La Luz 

Hernandez, patient, benefits from the free health 

screenings. I; Ricardo Sanchez, health coordinator, says 

people need to start learning how to prevent illnesses. I; 

Lourdes Chavez, Mexican consulate, says everyone is 

welcome. V; people waiting their turn. I; Martin Prado, 

resident, benefits from the free screenings. Martin 

Plascencia reporting.

04:42 Fri 10/9/09 6:10:13 PM
Government, 

Politics

President Obama was awarded the Noble peace prize. 

Many people are questioning wether the president 

deserves the award. V; Nobel prize committee director 

announcing the president as winner. V; president in 

Washington. PC; President Obama, says he's surprised 

and humbled. V; missile launching, Muslims praying, UN 

meeting. I; Luis Alvarado, Republican strategist, says the 

whole world knows that the president does not deserve 

the award. V; soldiers, president meeting with heads of 

state. I; Carlos Rajo, political analyst, says the president 

has created a dialogue with the world. V; people out 

walking. I; residents, believe the president deserves the 

award. The president says he will donate the monetary 

prize to charity. V; president swearing in, president 

meeting with world leaders. Film director Michael Moore 

sent a card to the president congratulating him on the 

award and urging him to earn it. Mariate Ramos reporting.

03:52 Fri 10/9/09 6:17:23 PM Culture

The Los Angeles Latino International Film Festival starts 

this weekend in Hollywood. Actor Edward James Olmos is 

the creator of the festival. I; Edward James Olmos, co-

creator LALIFF, invites everyone to attend the event. 

Actors Benecio del Torro and Eva Longoria among others 

will attend the event. Paraiso is one of the movie which will 

be screened at the festival. SI; Leon Ichaso, director of 

Paraiso, commented on the film. V; scenes from the film.
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02:34 Mon 10/12/09 6:00:48 PM
Environmental 

Issues

People are worried due to possible mudslides. Many 

people are now worried, mudslides may form due to the 

rain that should be falling this week. V; Bags, people filling 

up bags with sand. I; Man, talks about the dangers of the 

loose dirt near some homes. V; Barriers. There is lots of 

loose dirt due to the forest fires. V; Bags. I; Man, says he 

hopes the barriers will prevent the dirt from coming down 

when it rains. V; Concrete barriers, bags. I; Woman, says 

everyone is worried due to the possible mudslides. 

Roberto Lacayo reporting.

01:56 Mon 10/12/09 6:04:35 PM Neighborhoods

The Los Angeles mayor talks about the Los Angeles police 

department. V; People at a conference, Antonio 

Villaraigosa. I; Women, say they're against a police cut. V; 

Antonio Villaraigosa, police officers. I; Antonio Villaraigosa, 

Los Angeles Mayor, talks about crime. V; Police Officers, 

Los Angeles Police Department. I; Villaraigosa, says he is 

not going to drop the LAPD standards. Reporter talks 

about the Los Angeles deficit. I; Eric Garcetti, Counselor, 

talks about the police department. V; Crime scene. Dunia 

Elvir reporting.

00:30 Mon 10/12/09 6:06:31 PM Children's Issues

No one knows where the mother of Xavier Nelson is. V; 

Boy. The grandmother finally went and picked up her 

grandson. Palmira Perez greets viewers.

00:16 Mon 10/12/09 6:07:01 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Governor Schwarzenegger met with legislators due to the 

water issue in California. V; Governor Schwarzenegger, 

rivers. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

00:24 Mon 10/12/09 6:07:17 PM Education

School officials will be raising college fees on students 

majoring in business and engineering. V; Students. These 

two fields are considered to be very promising in the job 

field. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

02:39 Mon 10/12/09 6:09:41 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

A doctor talks about the dangers among teens and cough 

medicine. Reporter talks about the purple drunk. V; 

YouTube videos, Robitussin. I; People comment on teens 

who use cough medicine to get high. I; Dr. Daisy Pat, 

Pediatrician at Kaiser Permanent, talks about 

dextrometorfane an ingredient in cough syrups. V; 

Hallucinations. I; Dr. says teens drinking cough medicines 

to get drink can see hallucinations or feel they're on PCP. 

I; Dr. says teens taking cough syrups just for the fun of it 

can make them a heart attack. Most of the good kids at 

school take cough syrup for fun and use it at purple drunk. 

Maria Garcia reporting.

01:41 Mon 10/12/09 6:14:37 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

A man talks about the swine flu vaccine. V; Scientists at a 

lab, injections being administered. I; Jorge Arana, CDC-

center for disease control, Specialist in Public Health, says 

the swine flu vaccine is very safe. V; Injection, vials, 

Possible Side Effects due to the Swine Flu Vaccine. I; 

Arana, says the swine flu vaccine is free. I; Arana, 

recommends people to get their vaccine now. V; Swine 

Flu Information, www.cdc.gov/spanish. 1(800) 232-

4636Norma Garcia reporting.
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02:11 Mon 10/12/09 6:16:18 PM Latino Issues

A mayor talks about the importance of the Census 2010. 

V; Mayor of Santa Ana, US Census 2010. I; Miguel Pulido, 

Mayor of Santa Ana, talks about the importance for 

Hispanics to get counted on next years Census. I; 

Men,say they don't trust the Center committee. San Ana is 

a region is very hard to count. V; www.telemundo52.com. 

I; Pulido, says the information giving to the Cencus is 

confidential. I; Pulido, says the census is done every 10 

years. Martin Plascencia and Ruben Luengas reporting.

00:58 Mon 10/12/09 6:21:06 PM Culture

Entertainment, highlights. A singer talks about his new 

album. I; Juan Rivera, Singer, talks about his new album. 

V; Music video. Francella Perez reporting.

01:30 Mon 10/12/09 6:30:07 PM Culture

A man talks about the Latino Film Festival. V; Scenes of 

several Latino films, Tijuanero , Tag . Roberto Inigo 

reporting.

02:18 Tue 10/13/09 6:00:16 PM
Environmental 

Issues

Rain fell today in Los Angeles, but the worst of the storm is 

yet to come. Authorities are warning people of the dangers 

of landslides in the area with recent wildfires damage. V; 

Tujunga area, men preparing for storm, boarding up 

windows, man laying down sandbags, CHP officer 

speaking to driver. Dinorah Perez reporting.

01:47 Tue 10/13/09 6:03:41 PM Crime & Gangs

Tustin authorities are looking for a man who's been 

breaking into homes. V; CCTV footage of suspect. I; Sgt. 

Luis Garcia, Tustin police, says the man has sexually 

molested 2 women. The suspect was seen entering the 

Stonebrook apartments over the weekend. V; exterior of 

apartments. I; resident, says police was asking questions 

at her apartment complex. Two incidents have taken place 

at the Windsor Garden apartments. I; residents, leave their 

windows open. Martin Plascencia reporting.

02:51 Tue 10/13/09 6:07:56 PM Children's Issues

Several California children have died while in custody of 

the state. Over 200 children have died between January 

2008 and August 2009. V; picture of teen who committed 

suicide. GR; more information. I; Trish Ploehn, director of 

Children and Families Dept., says the department has 

undergone several changes. V; people protesting, empty 

playground, community activists at a press conference. 

Maria Garcia reporting.

02:03 Tue 10/13/09 6:13:13 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Only a limited amount of H1N1 flu vaccine is available. V; 

people getting vaccine. GR; priority list. V; kids at school. 

I; Dr. Jorge Arana, CDC, says kids under the age of 10 

should get 2 doses. V; kids getting vaccine, exterior of 

CDC, patient in doctor's office. GR; more information.

02:02 Tue 10/13/09 6:15:16 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

The senate finance committee has approved the 

healthcare reform bill. V; senate session, president in 

Washington, patients in ER, people out walking. Ruben 

Luengas reporting.
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02:07 Tue 10/13/09 6:17:18 PM
Environmental 

Issues

Thousands will take part in the great shakeout this 

Thursday in California. V; people inside an earthquake 

simulator. I; Brian Lowe, Ready America, says people 

should get under a table in the event of an earthquake. 

Roberto Lacayo reporting.

02:28 Tue 10/13/09 6:19:25 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Pro immigrant activists marched today in Los Angeles 

demanding an immigration reform. V; people marching. I; 

Jorge Mario Cabrera, spokesperson for CHIRLA, wants 

the president to keep his promise to pass an immigration 

reform. V; people playing the drums and dancing. SI; Alma 

Rosa Nieto, immigration attorney, says protests took place 

in DC today as well. The attorney will host an online chat 

this evening.

00:18 Tue 10/13/09 6:21:53 PM Culture

Gov. Schwarzenegger signed a bill which will give 

celebrities the right to protect themselves from paparazzi. 

V; Britney Spears driving her car, images courtesy TMZ.

03:36 Thu 10/15/09 6:00:16 PM Children's Issues

Colorado authorities are searching for a 6 year old boy 

who supposedly floated away in a helium balloon. V; 

balloon floating away. The child's father, who is a 

meteorologist and storm chaser, constructed the balloon. 

V; pictures of the child and his family. V; balloon landing, 

emergency crew looking in balloon for the child. 

Authorities later realized that the child was not in the 

balloon. He was found at his home in the attic. The family 

has also appeared in the reality show Wife Swap. Viewers 

say that during the reality show, the kids appeared to be 

very spoiled and unsupervised. Some people say that the 

family may have staged the whole thing in order to get the 

media's attention. Maria Garcia reporting.

02:14 Thu 10/15/09 6:03:52 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

A Huntington Beach school is battling a lice infection. V; 

kids playing in school yard. I; grandparent, says up to now 

her grandchild has not been infected. I; Karhy Kesler, 

school superintendent, says kids are sent home 

immediately if they are found to be infected. V; exterior of 

Ralph E. Hawes M.D. school. Authorities are 

recommending using RID products to prevent infection. V; 

cans of RID products. GR; more information. I; parent, 

says she's protecting her child from lice. Martin Plascencia 

reporting.

00:48 Thu 10/15/09 6:06:06 PM Crime & Gangs
Los Angeles police arrested close to 300 gang members. 

V; police arresting suspects.

02:08 Thu 10/15/09 6:09:04 PM
Environmental 

Issues

The earthquake exercise called the Great Shakeout took 

place today in California. V; kids practicing to take cover 

and evacuate. I; teacher, says the drill was successful. V; 

kids outside in school yard, picture of earthquake damage. 

I; Ivan, has experienced an earthquake. I; Gabriela 

Cardenas, teacher, says the kids took the drill seriously 

and were very responsive. I; students, are confident they 

will know what to do in case of a real earthquake. Roberto 

Lacayo reporting.
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02:46 Thu 10/15/09 6:13:22 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

California health authorities say that the H1N1 flu is 

spreading very rapidly across the state. Families need to 

take precautions not to catch the flu if one of their 

members are sick. V; woman sneezing, person washing 

hands. I; Dr. Jorge Arana, public health specialist, 

commented on the basic precautions people need to take. 

V; unidentified people, people suffering from the flu, 

people wearing protective masks, pills, package of 

Tamiflu, doctor examining patient, people getting vaccine. 

Norma Garcia reporting.

03:03 Thu 10/15/09 6:16:08 PM Neighborhoods

Ninfa and Salvador Jimenez are exemplary parents. V; 

family at home, picture of Ninfa on her way to school with 

her kids. I; Ninfa, mother, says her kids were never late to 

school. V; pictures of kids, picture of Salvador's truck. 

Salvador works as a truck driver. I; Salvador Jimenez, 

father, says his job is risky, but has allowed him to provide 

for his family. V; family eating dinner. I; Joan Jimenez, 

daughter, wants to study law. V; students on campus. One 

of the couple's daughter is about to graduate from 

CalState Northridge and the other attends Harvard. V; 

students on Harvard campus, picture of Harvard student, 

pictures of the kids. I; Brian, son, wants to attend Harvard 

as well. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

01:16 Thu 10/15/09 6:27:15 PM Culture

Viewers are invited to check out footage of the white 

house Hispanic heritage party online at telemundo52.com. 

V; President Obama dancing with his wife.

02:14 Fri 10/16/09 6:00:14 PM International Affairs

A young Honduran woman may have been kidnapped by 

drug traffickers in Los Angeles. The woman's boyfriend 

was murdered only a few days ago. V; official press 

conference, picture of kidnapping victim, picture of murder 

victim, area where man's body was found. I; resident, 

commented on the murder. V; official press conference. 

PC; unidentified official, commented on the case. I; 

victim's sister, is pleading for the woman's return. V; 

pictures of the man's vehicle found at a Home Depot's 

parking lot. Mariate Ramos reporting.

00:28 Fri 10/16/09 6:02:28 PM Crime & Gangs
A woman was shot and killed in Huntington Park. V; police 

at scene.

00:33 Fri 10/16/09 6:02:56 PM Crime & Gangs
Four inmates were arrested today. The men escaped on 

their way to court. V; pictures of inmates.

00:54 Fri 10/16/09 6:03:29 PM Crime & Gangs

A suspected rapist has been arrested. V; picture of 

suspect, LAPD press conference. I; Det. Sony Romero, 

LAPD detective, is asking for more victims to come 

forward.

01:48 Fri 10/16/09 6:04:23 PM Culture

The Dodgers played today. Fans are concerned that Frank 

McCourt and his wife Jaime's separation may affect the 

team's future. McCourt is the owner of the team. V; 

McCourt at press conference, Jaime hugging a friend, 

MLB footage. I; Armando Aguayo, ESPN radio analyst, 

doesn't think this will not affect the players. I; Dodgers 

fans, commented on the future of the team. V; Dodgers 

fans arriving at stadium.
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01:50 Fri 10/16/09 6:08:27 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

The US Today reports Sen. Vitter has authored a bill 

seeking to have the census questionnaire ask about 

respondents' legal status. V; couple looking at 

questionnaire, census worker going door to door, people 

out walking. I; unidentified activist, says this is a measure 

to block undocumented immigrants from participating. I; 

unidentified activist, says this is unconstitutional. V; people 

filling out questionnaire, workers, people out walking. 

Juany Bazan reporting.

00:55 Fri 10/16/09 6:10:17 PM Children's Issues
A baby in Australia survived after a train hit his stroller. V; 

stroller falling unto train track.

00:58 Fri 10/16/09 6:13:43 PM International Affairs
Nine mutilated bodies were found in Guerrero. V; scenes 

of crimes. Gr; more information.

02:26 Fri 10/16/09 6:14:41 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Health authorities are warning people against self 

medicating for the H1N1 flu. V; bottling vaccine, packet of 

Tamiflu, people out walking. I; unidentified official, says the 

majority of people have recovered from the flu without the 

need for medication. V; exterior of CDC, patients in 

doctor's office. Gr; more information. A health fair will take 

place tomorrow in Anaheim. Gr; more information.

02:14 Fri 10/16/09 6:17:47 PM Culture

Gov. Schwarzenegger has signed a bill which will allow 

celebrities to sue the paparazzi who take invasive pictures 

of them. V; photographers, Mexican actors. I; Pedro 

Rivera, singer, does not thing the law will pass. I; Julio 

Aleman, actor, says photographers do not have the right to 

intrude in people's private lives. V; Gov. Schwarzenegger. 

I; unidentified woman, commented on the sensationalism 

in the media, Mexican TV host Fabian LaValle. PC; Fabian 

LaValle, TV host, says he hates it when the media make 

up lies about him.

01:33 Fri 10/16/09 6:29:19 PM Culture
Viewers are invited to visit telemundo51.com for the 

weekend calendar. V; images on website.

02:57 Mon 10/19/09 6:00:43 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

People complaint about the funds used in immigration. 

Reporter talks about immigration raids. V; Protest against 

the immigration department. I; Gloria Saucedo, 

Hermandad Mexicana, talks about the advice they give the 

illegal immigrant community. V; Legalization Yes 

Deportation No sign. I; Woman, talks about the 

psychological abuse she received at a detention. I; 

Roberto Bravo, Activist, says we pay lots of tax money and 

its just being use to abuse illegal immigrants. I; Luis Judiz, 

Activist from Arizona, talks about a program in Arizona 

called Street Line and their monthly expenses. V; People 

arrested. I; Javier Rodriguez, Activist, talks about Lee 

Baca and compares him to Sheriff Arpiao. Mariate Ramos 

reporting.
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02:33 Mon 10/19/09 6:03:40 PM Culture

Men talk about Halloween costumes. Reporter talks about 

Halloween in the US. V; Costume store, photo of the 

costume Illegal Alien. Reporter talks about the illegal alien 

costume. I; Jorge Cabrera, talks about the illegal alien 

costume. V; CHIRLA, William Guin. Guin, said the illegal 

alien costume is going to be the most popular costume this 

year. V; Photo of a costume. I; Cabrera, says these 

costumes are racist. V; Target. Target withdraw the illegal 

alien costume. Jose Ronstadt reporting.

00:19 Mon 10/19/09 6:06:13 PM Neighborhoods

Students at Hollywood are getting counseling due to the 

death of a student on campus. V; Hollywood High School, 

students. Reporter talks about the death of the student. 

Palmira Perez reporting.

00:14 Mon 10/19/09 6:06:32 PM Children's Issues

In Compton, a mother gave her twins away. The mother 

took her twins to a fire station. V; Compton Fire 

Department Station 2, sign, photo. Azalea Iniguez 

reporting.

00:18 Mon 10/19/09 6:07:01 PM Neighborhoods

Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa announced the new program in 

the city. V; Antonio Villaraigosa. The name of the program 

is Family Source. Reporter talks about the program. V; 

Family Source Center Service Areas. Azalea Iniguez 

reporting.

02:50 Mon 10/19/09 6:09:18 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Obama's administration said there will be no more funds to 

monitor stores who sell marihuana for medical purposes. 

V; Plant, person smoking. Reporter says many locations 

who sell marihuana will have to modify their security due to 

the lack of funds by the government. Federal agents will 

now focus more on drug trafficking. V; Los Angeles 

Patients and Caregivers Group. The priority will no longer 

be the patients who need the use of marihuana for medical 

purposes. V; The Farmacy Organic Medicine, I.D. 

Department of Public Health, man smoking. V; NoHo 

Compassionate Caregivers, people smoking, Kush House. 

Reporter talks about Legislator Lamar Smith. Reporter 

says this issue is very controversy. People say this is an 

opportunity to sell marihuana legally. Dinorah Perez 

reporting.

00:28 Mon 10/19/09 6:12:08 PM Employment

California says it will be more expensive to pay public 

employees on their day off. V Inmates, Inmate Reception 

Center Lobby. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

00:18 Mon 10/19/09 6:12:36 PM Neighborhoods

In Los Angeles County the sale of homes has increased. 

V; Coldwell Banker, houses. Reporter talks about the sale 

increase on houses. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

00:16 Mon 10/19/09 6:13:20 PM Minority Concerns
Reporter encourage viewers to text in their answer. V; 

Question and answer. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

01:27 Mon 10/19/09 6:15:46 PM Neighborhoods

People talk about a walk to raise funds. Reporter talks 

about walk. V; People at a walk. I; Iris Coral, Raised More 

than 700 Dollars. I; Coral, talks about the fundraiser and 

the walk. Reporter talks about her baby sleeping. I; Teen, 

talks about her donation. Maria Garcia reporting.
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00:49 Mon 10/19/09 6:18:54 PM Culture

Entertainment, highlights. A group talks about their new 

album. I; K-Paz de la Sierra, talks about their new album. 

V; K-Paz De La Sierra performing.

01:37 Mon 10/19/09 6:29:32 PM Culture

A producer talks about the news web page. Carlos 

Covarrubias, Producer of Telemundo 52, talks about the 

news highlights on the Internet. V; Telemundo 52 web 

page.

02:35 Tue 10/20/09 6:00:12 PM
Environmental 

Issues

Three water pipes ruptured today in Los Angeles. V; 

authorities working at scene. I; resident, says they did not 

have any water. I; Mario, commented on the incident. 

Authorities are investigating the incidents. I; resident, 

hopes the problem is fixed soon. Mariate Ramos reporting.

00:26 Tue 10/20/09 6:02:47 PM Crime & Gangs
A man tried to kidnap a 13 year old girl in Hawthorne last 

week. V; blurry video of crime.

00:23 Tue 10/20/09 6:03:13 PM Neighborhoods
Members of the passengers union protested today against 

MTA increase. V; train.

00:22 Tue 10/20/09 6:03:36 PM Crime & Gangs

A 17 year old gang member has been charged with 

murder for the shooting death of a 4 month old. V; picture 

of suspect, picture of victim, scene of crime.

03:08 Tue 10/20/09 6:03:58 PM Culture

Angels won yesterday. They are playing again tonight. V; 

fans arriving at stadium, fan holding his tickets. I; fan, 

commented on how much he spent on tickets. I; Ruben, is 

a Yankees fan. V; kids throwing and catching. I; fan, wants 

Angels to win. Azucena Garcia reporting.

02:05 Tue 10/20/09 6:09:07 PM
Environmental 

Issues

A study conducted by Monterey Bay Aquarium says that 

commercial fishing is doing away with species of fishes 

and turtles. V; people fishing. I; resident, says fishing 

relaxes him. I; Jenny De La Hoz, Montery Park Aquarium, 

says consumers can make a difference. The son of 

Mexican wrestler El Santo has joined this cause. V; Son of 

Santo, fishing boat on ocean. I; Son of Santo, wrestler, 

commented on how turtle eggs are harvested and sold. V; 

fishes. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

01:54 Tue 10/20/09 6:14:38 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

A new study found that a quarter of the US population are 

immigrants. V; people out walking. I; resident, says this is 

good news. V; woman working her office. Gr; more 

information. V; man working in fruit market. I; immigrant, 

says things have changed since he first moved to the US. 

Juany Bazan reporting.

04:09 Tue 10/20/09 6:16:32 PM Culture

Miguel Ruiz, author of The Four Agreements, visited the 

studio. SI; Miguel Ruiz, author, commented on how a crisis 

can truly turn into an opportunity. V; unidentified people, 

tiger, flowers. Ruiz is taking part in a conference in Los 

Angeles. Gr; more information.

01:25 Tue 10/20/09 6:29:33 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Immigration attorney Alma Rosa Nieto is hosting an online 

chat. SI; Alma Rosa Nieto, attorney, answered question 

from viewer. V; website.
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02:24 Wed 10/21/09 6:00:14 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

USC Hospital patients say something needs to be done 

about wait time in the emergency room. V; people in 

hospital waiting room. I; Noel Ruvalcaba, patient, says he 

waited for 20 hours. I; Gloria Molina, Los Angeles county 

supervisor, says many patients are leaving because they 

cannot wait. Authorities say the long waiting period may be 

due to the closure of the Martin Luther King Jr. Hospital. V; 

King Hospital. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

00:19 Wed 10/21/09 6:02:38 PM
Environmental 

Issues

A house was destroyed by fire in Pasadena. V; firefighters 

at scene of blaze.

00:56 Wed 10/21/09 6:02:57 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

MTA has responded to complaints about fare increase 

from the passengers union. V; train. GR; statement from 

MTA. V; commuters at train station.

02:28 Wed 10/21/09 6:03:53 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Marta Rodriguez paid 12,000 dollars to a Pico Rivera loan 

modification company called Safe Haven and claims 

nothing was done to help her keep her home. I; Marta 

Rodriguez, lost her home. V; home for sale, exterior of 

Your Dreams Come True Inc. Three hundred other victims 

have come forward. I; Sgt. Jorge Valadez, LA sheriff fraud 

division, commented on how the fraud worked. Azucena 

Gomez reporting.

05:01 Wed 10/21/09 6:08:45 PM Latino Issues

CNN anchorman Lou Dobbs is know in the Hispanic 

community as the most dangerous man on TV. V; footage 

from Lous Dobbs broadcast on CNN. SI; Carlos Rajo, 

political analyst, says Lou Dobbs claims that Hispanics 

want to take back California. Pro immigrant groups all 

across the country protested against Dobbs today. They 

are asking that CNN fire him. V; border agents, people out 

walking. I; Angela Sambrano, CARECEN, wants Dobbs to 

stop his telling lies. GR; more information.

03:06 Wed 10/21/09 6:16:11 PM Neighborhoods

The Los Angeles police department has started 

interviewing candidates for the position of chief. V; Police 

chief William Bratton, police officers. The assistant chief is 

also a candidate for the position. V; new officers 

graduating from the academy, Asst. Chief Diaz speaking 

at event. The assistant chief along with reporter Ruben 

Luengas took a tour of some of the most dangerous parts 

of the city. V; homeless on the street. I; residents, 

commented on police presence in the area. Ruben 

Luengas reporting.

01:22 Wed 10/21/09 6:19:17 PM Culture

Singer Alejandra Guzman was released from the hospital 

following a surgery to remove a substance injected into 

her gluteus during an esthetic procedure. V; Guzman 

leaving hospital in wheelchair. I; Alejandra Guzman, 

singer, says she still has a ways to go before she's 

completely recovered.
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02:14 Thu 10/22/09 6:00:12 PM Crime & Gangs

FBI and police officers arrested dozens of gang members 

in California. V; suspects in custody, FBI agents, bus 

transporting suspects to prison. I; Lourdes Arocho, FBI 

spokesperson, says the Rolling 40 gang is very violent. V; 

people out walking, pictures of drugs, official press 

conference. PC Carman Teutonic, city attorney, 

commented on the operation. I; resident, hopes his 

community will be safer. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

01:41 Thu 10/22/09 6:02:26 PM International Affairs

Mexicans officials also arrested 6 drug traffickers in 

Mexico. V; suspects in police custody. Gabriel Huerta 

reporting.

00:19 Thu 10/22/09 6:04:07 PM Crime & Gangs
A child was injured in a shooting today in Inglewood. V; 

police at scene.

00:17 Thu 10/22/09 6:04:26 PM Neighborhoods
Interviews for the position of Los Angeles police chief 

continues today. V; Chief Bratton with new police officers.

00:16 Thu 10/22/09 6:04:43 PM Neighborhoods

The Los Angeles sheriff department put its vehicles' 

efficiency to the test today during a race. V; officers at 

event, car racing.

04:56 Thu 10/22/09 6:07:13 PM Latino Issues

Mexicans are now paying higher taxes. V; people 

shopping in produce market, president speaking, house 

meeting. GR; more information. SI; Carlos Rajo, political 

analyst, commented on how this will affect the lower class. 

V; PEMEX gas plant, Shell gas station, workers on oil rig.

02:18 Thu 10/22/09 6:14:41 PM Culture

Amalia Deaztlan worked long hours to make sure their 

children were successful. Amalia worked alongside labor 

leader Cesar Chavez when she was a young woman. V; 

Amalia with her kids, pictures of Cesar Chavez with other 

labor activists. I; Toni Deaztlan, Amalia's daughter, says 

her mother is still doing a lot for the community. I; Tizoc 

Deaztlan, Amalia's son, says his mother worked hard. V; 

pictures of Amalia's 3 children. Amalia children are the 

founders of an organization which provides equine therapy 

for children. V; Toni with one of her horse. Mariate Ramos 

reporting.

00:47 Thu 10/22/09 6:18:14 PM Culture
The Fixnation organization held an event today where cats 

were spayed. V; cats being spayed.
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02:08 Thu 10/22/09 6:19:01 PM Culture

Silvia Pinal was honored for her long acting career during 

an event at a boutique in Mexico. V; Pinal at event, 

performance at event. Silvia's daughters Alejandra 

Guzman and Silvia Pasquel congratulated their mother 

over the phone. V; Silvia and Alejandra. Alejandra 

Guzman is recovering following surgery to stop an 

infection caused by a botched esthetic procedure. PC; 

Silvia Pinal, actress, says she's relieved that Alejandra is 

recovering. Silvia and her ex husband Enrique Guzman 

came together to support Alejandra during these difficult 

times. V; Enrique Guzman. Silvia says she does not have 

any hard feelings against Valentina Albornoz, the owner of 

the clinic where Alejandra's underwent the botched 

procedure. V; pictures of Alejandra and Valentina, pictures 

of clothing Pinal wore during her acting career, painting of 

her by Diego Rivera, picture of Rivera painting. Magaly 

Ayala reporting.

01:15 Thu 10/22/09 6:29:44 PM Culture
Viewers are invited to check out the website. V; images on 

website.

02:56 Fri 10/23/09 6:00:12 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Hundreds of people lined up today in LA to get the H1N1 

vaccine for free. V; people lined up to get vaccine. I; 

residents, commented on the vaccine. V; people getting 

vaccine. I; Keny Ortega, LA county volunteer, says they 

ran out of the vaccine for the pregnant women. V; 

pregnant woman. I; residents, say it's the first time they've 

gotten a flu vaccine. V; kids getting vaccine. Gr; more 

information. Azucena Gomez reporting.

01:48 Fri 10/23/09 6:03:08 PM Crime & Gangs

A high school student was raped in Los Angeles a few 

days ago. V; student walking to school, Fontana high 

school. I; student, says she will be more careful. V; sketch 

of suspect. Another girl was almost raped in Chino. V; 

sketch of Chino suspect. I; Michelle Van Der Linden, 

Chino city spokesperson, says police believe the suspects 

may be the same person. V; people out walking. Maria 

Garcia reporting.

00:50 Fri 10/23/09 6:04:56 PM Crime & Gangs

Two men robbed a parking lot attendant at gun point. V; 

CCTV footage of robbery. I; Det. David Del Toro, LA police 

dept., commented on the robbery.

00:20 Fri 10/23/09 6:05:46 PM Crime & Gangs
Three local men were arrested on charges of setting fire to 

7 vehicles. V; suspects in custody, damaged vehicles.

00:43 Fri 10/23/09 6:06:06 PM Culture

Car wash workers and activists rallied today to bring 

awareness to new laws protecting these workers. V; 

people at rally. I; Chloe Osborne, activist, commented on 

the law. The law was signed by Gov. Schwarzenegger.
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04:30 Fri 10/23/09 6:09:13 PM International Affairs

The crisis in Honduras seem to have no end. Ousted 

leader Manuel Zelaya says he's done with the 

negotiations. V; officials at a meeting. SI; Carlos Rajo, 

political analyst, says the international community has 

done nothing to help solve the crisis. V; Zelaya with 

supporters, interim president speaking. V; Zelaya in his 

office, riot police on the street.

00:32 Fri 10/23/09 6:16:17 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

The Sacramento police chief says he supports an 

immigration reform. V; people out walking, man selling 

fruit, construction workers.

00:27 Fri 10/23/09 6:16:49 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

The senate has approved a bill which will allow the 

spouses and children of deceased US citizen to continue 

with their immigration application after the passing of their 

loved one. V; immigrants in immigration office.

00:44 Fri 10/23/09 6:17:16 PM International Affairs
An oil refinery in Puerto Rico belonging to the Gulf 

company was destroyed by fire. V; fire blazing.

02:15 Fri 10/23/09 6:18:00 PM International Affairs

Families in Ciudad Juarez live their lives battling hunger 

and violence. V; unemployed Mexicans in line at soup 

kitchen. I; Jorge Angulo, unemployed, says the violence 

has affected the business industry. V; people dancing. I; 

Rosario Sanchez, house wife, says they do not even have 

money for food. V; dead body on ground, soldiers on 

patrol, more unemployed people. Agustin Olais reporting.

00:30 Fri 10/23/09 6:21:44 PM Culture U2 will perform this weekend in Pasadena. V; Rose Bowl.

01:46 Fri 10/23/09 6:29:20 PM Culture
Viewers can find a social calendar online at 

telemundo52.com. V; images on website.

03:19 Mon 10/26/09 6:00:55 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

People talk about the swine flu vaccine. Anchor talks 

about the swine flu vaccine. Reporter talks about a 

conspiracy against the swine flu vaccine. V; People in line. 

I; Woman, talks about getting the swine flu. V; People in 

line I; Man, says he's scared due to the swine flu. V; 

Pregnant woman. I; Marina Alvarez, Los Angeles Health 

Department, talks about the swine flu vaccine, YouTube, 

Dr. Rauni and the swine flu scandal. I; Alvarez, says she 

has no comments on the video of Dr. Rauni. Reporter 

talks about the swine flu vaccine and pregnant women. 

Mariate Ramos reporting.
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02:39 Mon 10/26/09 6:04:14 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

People talk about mortgage modification and fraud. The 

governor and the mayor are defending home owners. 

Reporter talks about the modification house campaign. V; 

Safe Haven Protection Families, Mayor Villaraigosa, 

Governor Schwarzenegger. Governor Schwarzenegger 

signed a law for those companies who ask for a pre 

payment for a modification on their mortgage adjustment is 

illegal. I; Ronald Calderon, State Senator, says mortgage 

companies who are helping people with mortgage issues 

are not helping them. I; Ronald Martinez, L.A 

Neighborhood, talks about theft. V; LA NHS-Neighborhood 

Housing Services, Foreclosed. I; Martinez, says people 

have to be very careful who they are paying for their 

mortgage modifications. More foreclosures are expected 

due to the increase of unemployment. The government 

now have more information on mortgage fraud in Spanish. 

V; ALERTA, 1- 888-995-4673, www.telemundo52.com. 

Roberto Lacayo reporting.

00:19 Mon 10/26/09 6:06:53 PM Crime & Gangs

A man is under investigation due to the murder of his son. 

Joshua Woodworf was arrested. V; 3 rd Street sign. 

Woodworf caused an abortion on the mother of his son. 

Azalea Iniguez reporting.

00:29 Mon 10/26/09 6:07:12 PM Neighborhoods

In Anaheim, two women were killed in a car accident. V; 

Scenes of a car accident. Reporter talks about the car 

accident. Police are investigating the accident scene. 

Palmira Perez reporting.

00:25 Mon 10/26/09 6:07:41 PM Neighborhoods
The OCTA will have to cut several bus routes. V; Bus, 

OCTA bus stand. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

00:29 Mon 10/26/09 6:08:06 PM Neighborhoods
Reporter talks about the new metro line. V; Subway. 

Azalea Iniguez reporting.

01:54 Mon 10/26/09 6:11:18 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

People talk about the deportation program. Anchor talks 

about the federal voluntary deportation program. This year 

10,550 immigrants were part of the voluntary deportation 

program. V; People boarding an airplane. I; Man, talks 

about a report on the deportation program. I; Woman, 

says the program causes more suffering to many 

immigrants. V; US Border Patrol badge. Reporter says 

most immigrants deported try to cross the border again. 

Alejandra Limon reporting.

00:37 Mon 10/26/09 6:13:12 PM Employment
Seguro Sin Barreras is hiring personnel. V; Job Fair, 1-800-

290-4255.

02:25 Mon 10/26/09 6:16:51 PM Culture

A man talks about the legends of a town. V; Village of 

Sleepy Hollow. Reporter talks about the Village of Sleepy 

Hollow. V; Horse Rider without a head. I; Shane Murphy, 

Assistant-Night of Legends, talks about the legends told at 

Sleepy Hollow. I; Murphy, talks about the story of the 

Horse Rider without a head and other stories. Yaima 

Crespo reporting.

01:48 Mon 10/26/09 6:19:16 PM
Government, 

Politics

Reporter talks about the issue between president Obama 

vs Fox News. V; President Obama. Reporter talks about a 

book. The full story will be given at the 11pm news. Ruben 

Luengas reporting.
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02:00 Mon 10/26/09 6:21:04 PM Culture

Entertainment, highlights. Juan Gabriel faces a lawsuit in 

Las Vegas. V; Juan Gabriel. Ivanka Trump, the daughter 

of Donald Trump got married this weekend. Ivanka 

converted to Judaism. U2 broke record at the Rose Bowl. 

V; U2 live from the Rose Bowl. Melissa Martinez reporting.

00:53 Mon 10/26/09 6:28:58 PM Employment
A job fair will be held at Wilshire Boulevard. V; Job Fair, 1-

800-290-4255. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

01:44 Tue 10/27/09 6:00:03 PM Neighborhoods

LA Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa gave a speech to comment 

about the candidate for the Chief of police in the city. V; 

Villaraigosa speaking. Reporter talks about the candidates 

for Chief police of Los Angeles. V; Candidates speaking. 

Jose Ronstadt reporting.

00:19 Tue 10/27/09 6:01:47 PM
Environmental 

Issues

A car turned on fire in Alameda Highway today in LA. V; 

fire scene, firefighters and police at scene.

01:55 Tue 10/27/09 6:02:06 PM Neighborhoods

Street workers's rights are being violated in Los Angeles. 

V; street workers operating. I; Workers, say they have 

been abused, their rights have been violated. V; 

functionaries in audience. I; Richard Alarcon, Counsel, 

says many people are employing street workers without 

payment. I; Raul Anorve, Idepsca Director, says the poor 

people is being very affected. Roberto Lacayo Reporting.

00:19 Tue 10/27/09 6:05:50 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

New clinics are available in LA to provide the vaccines 

against the H1N1 virus. V; patients at clinics. GR; clinics, 

info.

01:57 Tue 10/27/09 6:10:20 PM International Affairs

Analyst Ruben Luengas comments about war issues in 

Iraq and Afghanistan. V; troops at war. An US civil soldier 

reassigned his position as he concluded that the war is 

focusing in a civil war and more soldiers are dying. GR; 

more coverage at 11:00 pm.

01:47 Wed 10/28/09 6:00:07 PM Crime & Gangs

Santa Ana police are looking for the men who raped a 

woman earlier this week. V; woman out walking. I; Ruben 

Ibarra, Santa Ana police, says the men forced the woman 

into the vehicle. V; sketch of one suspect, area where 

crime occurred. I; Patricia Maldonado, business owner, 

says she's captured crimes on her surveillance camera. I; 

merchant, commented on the crime. Martin Plascencia 

reporting.

00:24 Wed 10/28/09 6:01:54 PM Crime & Gangs

Authorities have found some similarities between an 

attempted kidnapping in Maywood and the kidnapping and 

rape of another young girl last week in Baldwin. V; 

sketches of the suspects.

00:18 Wed 10/28/09 6:02:18 PM Crime & Gangs
Los Angeles police are looking for the suspect who shot 

and killed a woman in West Covina. V; police at scene.

00:41 Wed 10/28/09 6:02:36 PM
Environmental 

Issues

Heavy wind knocked down trees and power lines in Los 

Angeles county. V; fallen tree, water and electric 

department workers at scene, other fallen tree, man 

cleaning up.
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02:07 Wed 10/28/09 6:04:05 PM Crime & Gangs

Los Angeles police are looking for the suspect who robbed 

the Chivas soccer team. V; CCTV image of suspect in 

hotel where robbery occurred, CCTV footage of people 

outside the hotel. The man has managed to steal from the 

Chivas team, a salsa group and an Israeli basketball team 

playing at the Staples Center. The man also managed to 

talk his way into the Wilshire Hotel where some of his 

victims were staying. Dinorah Perez reporting.

02:22 Wed 10/28/09 6:08:40 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Many Los Angeles residents are wondering whether the 

new police chief will keep special order 40 which protects 

undocumented immigrants. V; out going police chief 

William Bratton. PC; William Bratton, LAPD chief, says 

local police should not act as immigration agents. V; new 

LAPD cruiser, immigrant laborers. I; Michael Moore, chief 

candidate, wants to maintain the confidence between the 

LAPD and the Hispanic community. LA sheriff Lee Baca's 

department uses 287G which allows local sheriff and 

police officers to act as immigration agents. V; Sheriff 

Baca speaking, detained immigrants. I; Charlie Beck, chief 

candidate, says 287G will not be implemented in the 

LAPD. V; Mayor Villaraigosa. I; Pedro Muniz, LAPD public 

relations, says many of the programs implemented by 

Bratton will be upheld by the new chief. Roberto Lacayo 

reporting.

01:07 Wed 10/28/09 6:11:02 PM Neighborhoods

Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa interviewed Charlie Beck today 

for the position of LAPD chief. V; mayor at press 

conference, pictures of chief candidates. Gr; e-mailed 

comments from viewers.

00:24 Wed 10/28/09 6:16:31 PM International Affairs
Mexican authorities found a drug tunnel equipped with air 

conditioning and electricity. V; inside of tunnel.

01:54 Wed 10/28/09 6:16:55 PM International Affairs

The public safety office in Nuevo Leon, Mexico is now 

headed by a woman. The woman is an active member of 

the military. V; woman at meeting, woman at military 

event. She has worked on cases against drug traffickers. 

V; confiscated weapons, military ceremony, authorities 

removing body from crime scene. I; Guadalupe Anguiano, 

mayor, says her priorities are lower crimes and gang 

activities. Agustin Olais reporting.

02:16 Wed 10/28/09 6:18:49 PM Culture

A San Francisco woman claims to be able to see and 

communicate with ghosts. V; interior of a home, pictures of 

apparitions. I; Irma, says the ghosts manifest themselves 

as spheres of light in pictures. Maria Garcia reporting.
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01:38 Wed 10/28/09 6:21:05 PM Culture

This Is It, the film based on Michael Jackson's final days, 

premiered last night in over 100 movie theaters. Stars like 

Jennifer Lopez, Will Smith, Paris Hilton, Daisy Fuentes 

and Roselyn Sanchez attended the Los Angeles premier. 

V; Jennifer Lopez, Will Smith, Paris Hilton on red carpet. I; 

Daisy Fuentes, model and actress, says Michael Jackson 

is a big part of her history. V; Jackson performing. I; 

Roselyn Sanchez, actress, says Jackson is a legend. The 

villain, Martin Acerro, from the soap Mas Sabe El Diablo 

will guest star on the soap Los Victorinos. V; scenes from 

soaps. Miguel Varoni plays the character. Melissa 

Martinez reporting.

03:21 Thu 10/29/09 6:00:05 PM Crime & Gangs

A man opened fire at a synagogue in North Hollywood. 

GR; area map courtesy Google Earth. V; police at the 

scene, bullet riddle door. I; Jorge Villegas, LAPD 

commandant, says they are not sure if the person in 

custody is the shooter. PC; Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa, 

LA, commented on the crime. I; resident, commented on 

the shooting. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

00:26 Thu 10/29/09 6:03:26 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

A wake was held for the pregnant woman who died from 

the H1N1 flu. V; pictures of the victim, victim's husband. 

The family is considering suing Del Monte Hospital where 

the woman tried to get help twice before ending up at 

Arcadia Medical Center where she was diagnosed with the 

virus and later died. V; people outside hospital.

02:02 Thu 10/29/09 6:03:52 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Orange County officials say the H1N1 flu shots are ready. 

I; resident, is ready to get the vaccine. V; patient in 

doctor's office, patient getting vaccine. I; Dr. Antonio 

Carbayo, commented on vaccinating the high risk groups. 

GR; more information. Martin Plascencia reporting.

00:25 Thu 10/29/09 6:05:54 PM Neighborhoods

A local businessman Patrick Soon-Shiong has made a 

donation which will make it possible for the King Drew 

Hospital to re-open. V; exterior of hospital.

00:19 Thu 10/29/09 6:06:19 PM
Environmental 

Issues

A Pomona man rescued his neighbor from a house fire. V; 

firefighters at scene.

00:23 Thu 10/29/09 6:08:47 PM Education

The LAUSD superintendent is considering cutting the 

school year in order to save money. V; superintendent 

meeting with school board, students in classroom.

01:44 Thu 10/29/09 6:09:10 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

A study published today found that abusive practices by 

credit card companies have increased since January and 

that interest rate has been hiked up by 20 percent. V; 

shoppers paying with credit cards. I; consumer, says his 

interest rate went up even though he always pays on time. 

V; couple paying bills. I; unidentified expert, says that's the 

most significant interest rate increase in recent time. V; 

GM cards. I; consumer, commented on having interest 

rates increase twice this year. V; exterior of Citi Bank and 

Bank of America, Chase, people using ATM machine, 

office workers, JP Morgan Chase bank. Juany Bazan 

reporting.
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03:06 Thu 10/29/09 6:13:27 PM Culture

A woman who lived in Culver City in the 1970s claims she 

was attacked by ghosts. V; pictures of paranormal images, 

image of a person entering a home. V; Dr. Barry Tap who 

investigated the case. I; Javier Ortega, writer for 

ghosttheory.com, commented on the paranormal activities 

the team of expert experienced at the woman's home. V; 

Javier and his friends looking at their website. The movie 

The Entity starring Barbara Hershey was based on the 

phenomenon at the Culver City home. V; scenes from film 

courtesy 20th Century Fox, home. Azucena Gomez 

reporting.

01:45 Thu 10/29/09 6:16:33 PM Culture

Seventeen victims have now come forward claiming they 

were injured by esthetic procedures at Valentina 

Albornoz's clinic in Mexico. Singer Alejandra Guzman 

almost died after undergoing a botched procedure at the 

same clinic. V; Alejandra Guzman leaving hospital. Singer 

Shakira told Rolling Stones that she is ready to have 

children and hopes to get pregnant next year after her 

tour. V; scenes from her Loba video. The Radio Super 

Estrella Halloween party took place yesterday at the 

Conga Room in Los Angeles. V; people at event, Tito El 

Bambino performing. Melissa Martinez reporting.

02:53 Thu 10/29/09 6:19:58 PM Children's Issues

The Rodriguez family moved from El Salvador in order to 

provide better opportunities for their children. V; picture of 

the couple's daughter as as child, couple together, pictures 

of the children. I; Juan Rodriguez, exemplary father, 

commented on how he got on his feet and moved his 

family ahead. V; Juan's son working. I; Juan Rodriguez, 

son, commented on what his father taught him. V; picture 

of the family. GR; how to nominate parents.

00:35 Thu 10/29/09 6:30:12 PM Culture

The Noticias 52 crew dressed up for a Halloween event. V; 

person dressed as Mario from the video game, other 

characters.

02:47 Fri 10/30/09 6:00:41 PM Crime & Gangs

2 people died and a third victim was injured in a shooting. 

Police suspects organized crime gang is behind the 

shooting. V; Police at the scene. They have not made any 

arrests yet. I; Neighbor, heard the gun shots, they saw the 

victims on the floor. Lorena Dominguez reporting

02:35 Fri 10/30/09 6:03:28 PM Minority Concerns

A few officers were accused of police abuse at an event in 

McArthur park. A judge decided not to apprehended any of 

the officers. V; Images of the violence committed by 

officers. I; Luis Carrillo, lawyer, says these officers were 

beating protestants, women and children were also 

attacked. V; Police chief, protestants with injuries. Roberto 

Lacayo reporting

00:20 Fri 10/30/09 6:06:03 PM
Government, 

Politics

Candidate Newson will retire as a candidate for governor. 

V; Newson.

00:17 Fri 10/30/09 6:06:23 PM Minority Concerns

A Coast Guard plane crashed with a helicopter. Authorities 

are looking for survivors. V; Images of the accident, Coast 

guard.
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00:51 Fri 10/30/09 6:06:40 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

19 children died with the H1N1 virus. V; Health fair, 

vaccines, website for more info.

02:00 Fri 10/30/09 6:09:41 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The economy is finally showing signs of improvement. V; 

Stores, people shopping. I; residents, tell if they think the 

recession is over, stores have great offers but there's no 

money, the unemployment rate it's still very high. GR; 

Statistics.

01:34 Fri 10/30/09 6:14:05 PM Children's Issues

There's a few things parents should keep in mind when 

they go and buy a Halloween costume. V; Masks, 

costumes for sale. I; Parents, tell the costumes they will 

buy to their children. V; Children dressed with costumes. I; 

Fabian Pacheco, police, recommends they wear costumes 

with bright colors so they are visible at night, children 

shouldn't go inside any house. Alexandra Limon reporting

03:17 Fri 10/30/09 6:15:39 PM Culture

Some residents in CA believe a house is haunted down by 

a ghost. V; Residency with ghosts. I; Journalist, tells of the 

things he has seen in that house. V; Man who died in the 

house. I; Javier Ortega, writer, says he has screams there 

and seen some things. Azucena Gomez reporting

02:29 Fri 10/30/09 6:18:56 PM Culture

There are some really popular costumes this year, such as 

Michael Jackson. V; Costumes for sale. V; Model wearing 

costumes. I; Owner, talks about different prices. V; Wigs 

and other accessories. I; Residents, tell the outfit they are 

looking for. Melissa Martinez reporting

01:07 Fri 10/30/09 6:30:23 PM Education
Anchors talk about the most famous news of the week 

online. V; Website for more info.

02:19 Mon 11/2/09 6:00:48 PM Crime & Gangs

In Long Beach, a student was shot during a football game. 

Reporter talks a shooting at a school which killed a 

student. V; Sad students. I; Students, talk about the 

suspects of the shooting. V; City of Long Beach logo, altar, 

photo of Melody Ross. Melody Ross was walking in front 

of her school after a football game when a shooting broke 

out and a bullet killed her. V; Candles, altar. I; Student, 

talks about Ross. I; Woman, says everyone asks why did 

Ross died. The police are looking for the suspects. 

Roberto Lacayo reporting.

00:23 Mon 11/2/09 6:03:07 PM
Environmental 

Issues

In Van Nuys, a water pipe broke. V; Scene of a water pipe 

breakage. Reporter talks about the water pipe. Azalea 

Iniguez reporting.

00:23 Mon 11/2/09 6:03:30 PM Neighborhoods

In Pasadena, an apartment building is being moved on 

wheels. V; Building on wheels. The remodeling of the 

building will take one year. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

00:31 Mon 11/2/09 6:03:53 PM Children's Issues

In West Covina, a six year old dies after a TV set fell on 

top of her. V; Neighborhood, GayBar and Larkwood street 

signs. The girl was playing with her brothers when the TV 

accidently fell on top of the girl. Azalea Iniguez reporting.
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00:44 Mon 11/2/09 6:04:24 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

At the Olvera Plaza, people gathered to celebrate the day 

of the dead celebration and the people who died due to 

not having health insurance. V; People at a festival. Many 

people want a health reform. I; Nancy Gomez, Health 

Access California, talks about people who die due to not 

having health insurance. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

00:45 Mon 11/2/09 6:09:22 PM Neighborhoods

Tomorrow, mayor Villaraigosa will be announcing the new 

chief police. V; Antonio Villaraigosa, William Bratton. The 

new chief police will be announced at 11am tomorrow at 

the home of mayor Villaraigosa. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

03:37 Mon 11/2/09 6:14:04 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

People talk about the swine flu. Anchor talks about a 

survivor of the swine flu. V; Teen, emergeny logo. I; Leleth 

Zuniga, Mother of Ruth, thought her daugher was going ot 

die. V; Photo of Ruth, Influenza (H1N1). I; Ruth Zuniga, 

Has Influenza A, say she was afraid of being rejected due 

to the H1N1 influenza, vials. I; Dr. Jorge Ramirez, Kaiser 

Permanente Downey, says the best thing to do to avoid 

getting the swine flu is to always be cautious. The swine 

flu has created many hypothesis. GR; Statistics, source 

CDC-center of disease control. I; Ruth, talks about the 

recommendations of the doctor. V; Photos. V; Heath 

Centers, www.telemundo52.c om. Azucena Gomez 

reporting.

00:31 Mon 11/2/09 6:17:41 PM Neighborhoods

In Sacramento, the nurses union will not go on a strike. V; 

Kids at doctors office. Reporter talks about the contract of 

most nurses. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

00:29 Mon 11/2/09 6:18:12 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Several cereals from Kellogg are now promoting the 

benefits of an immune system due to the swine flu. V; 

Cocoa Krispies. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

00:32 Mon 11/2/09 6:18:41 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

President Obama talked to several businessmen of the 

Chamber of Commerce about the health reform. V; 

President Obama. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

01:36 Mon 11/2/09 6:19:13 PM Culture

Entertainment, highlights. Many people went out to see the 

film This Is IT . V; Footage of the film, This Is It . The film 

has made over $101 million dollars. The film will be 

extended to be on cinemas longer. A Mexican band reality 

show came to an end. V; Band performing. Telemundo will 

be launching the new image of Telemundo. Melissa 

Martinez reporting.

00:45 Mon 11/2/09 6:29:06 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Many woman are now getting a gluteus surgery. V; People 

walking. Palmira Perez reporting.

04:12 Tue 11/3/09 6:00:03 PM Crime & Gangs

A suspect engaged in a fire fight with Los Angeles police 

today. V; scene of shooting, police conducting operation. I; 

Sgt. Francisco Banuelos, LAPD, says officers called in the 

SWAT team for back up. V; residents out. I; witnesses, 

described what they saw and heard. V; bullet riddled 

vehicle. I; resident, says police should have acted more 

responsibly. Maria Garcia reporting.
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03:02 Tue 11/3/09 6:04:15 PM Neighborhoods

Los Angeles' mayor presented the new police chief today. 

V; Mayor Villaraigos and Police Chief Beck at a press 

conference. PC; Mayor Villaraigosa, says Chief Charlie 

Beck has worked in almost every corner of the city. V; 

people out walking. PC; Charlie Beck, new chief, says 

special order 40 will remain in place because it has 

brought many benefits to the city. I; Jorge Mario Cabrera, 

CHIRLA, says Beck understands the diversity in the city. I; 

Van Nuys residents, hope the new chief will crack down on 

drug dealing and violence in their area. V; police arresting 

suspect. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

02:17 Tue 11/3/09 6:09:43 PM
Environmental 

Issues

Eight fires broke out in Diamond Bar today. V; fire, man 

spraying water. I; resident, commented on his concern. V; 

resident spraying water. Authorities say a vehicle giving off 

sparks started the fire. V; helicopter dumping water on fire, 

firefighter spraying water, highway patrol officer speaking 

to residents trying to make their way home. I; residents, 

are concerned. Martin Plascencia reporting.

03:50 Tue 11/3/09 6:14:14 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Zoila was diagnosed with breast cancer while she was 

pregnant with twins. V; pictures of Zoila when she was 

pregnant. I; Zoila, cancer patient, says she was told she 

had to abort the babies. V; ultrasound image. Zoila refused 

to abort the children instead she decided to lean on her 

faith and on her 2 new doctors from Orange Coast 

Memorial Hospital. V; pictures of the doctors, exterior of 

hospital, picture of Zoila after the treatment, Zoila's twins 

playing, doctor looking at images from mammogram. I; Dr. 

Debra Reigel, Kaiser Permanente Downey, says the key to 

surviving cancer is early detection. V; woman getting 

mammogram, Zoila with her children. Azucena Gomez 

reporting.

01:42 Tue 11/3/09 6:18:04 PM Culture

Mexican actor Jorge Vargas has passed away. Vargas is 

Lupita D'Alessio's ex husband. V; scene from Vargas' 

movie. Vargas' son Ernesto D'Alessio says his father will 

be buried despite his wishes to be cremated. I; Ernesto 

D'Alessio, Vargas's son, says he will do God's will. A Las 

Vegas judge absolved Juan Gabriel from breach of 

contract charges. I; Juan Gabriel performing. Juan Gabriel 

is the Latin Grammy person of the year and will be 

honored in a special ceremony this week. Melissa 

Martinez reporting.

00:35 Thu 11/5/09 6:00:07 PM
Government, 

Politics

An Army psychiatrist shot and killed 12 soldiers today at 

Ft. Hood. V; transporting victims off base, picture of 

suspect.
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03:56 Thu 11/5/09 6:00:42 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

A group of residents in Anaheim gathered today to protest 

against Sheriff Arpaio's visit to Orange County. V; people 

protesting. Arpaio is in Santa Ana campaigning for sheriff 

candidate Bill Hunt. V; Hunt speaking, former sheriff 

Carona. I; Bill Hunt, May 06 interview, criticized the plan to 

train officers to act as immigration agents. V; Arpaio. I; 

Amin David, president of Friends of Orange County, says 

he's offended by Arpaio's visit. Martin Plascencia 

reporting.

02:29 Thu 11/5/09 6:04:38 PM Culture

The Pro America organization has launched a campaign 

using text message to get the urgency of the immigration 

reform across. V; immigration march, person sending text 

message, Pro America website. I; Jorge Mario Cabrera, 

CHIRLA, urges people to take part. V; people out walking. 

Roberto Lacayo reporting.

02:04 Thu 11/5/09 6:09:27 PM Education

The prestigious UNAM National Autonomous University of 

Mexico has a branch in Los Angeles. I; Jose Luis Palacio, 

director UNAM center for foreign students, says the 

University has branches in Canada and across the US. V; 

university classroom. Vicky Guttierez reporting.

03:55 Thu 11/5/09 6:13:46 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Twenty five percent of Hispanic children living in Los 

Angeles county are over weight. V; people out walking. 

GR; more information. I; Maria Gonzalez, parent, was 

feeding her family lots of fast food because of their busy 

schedule. V; Maria playing with her kids at the park. Maria 

and her family were part of the documentary entitled Food, 

Inc. by producer Robert Kenner. V; scenes from the film 

courtesy Magnolia Pictures. I; Maria Lopez, Romero Clinic, 

commented on the reason immigrants suffer from obesity. 

V; kids in pool, patients in doctor's office, over weight 

people out walking. Baldwin Park was named the Los 

Angeles county city with the highest level of obesity. A 

group of Baldwin Park kids took action and started a 

website aimed at combating obesity. V; teens putting up 

posters, teens working on the computer. I; Christina 

Cardenas, wearefedup.com, says they want to spread 

obesity prevention information. V; teens out walking. 

Azucena Gomez reporting.

01:45 Thu 11/5/09 6:17:41 PM Culture

Juan Gabriel was honored with the Latin Grammy person 

of the year award during a special tribute concert last night 

in Las Vegas. V; Juan Gabriel performing. Luis Fonsi and 

Shaila Durcal were among the stars who performed Juan 

Gabriel's songs during the event. Britney Spears' new 

video for the song 3 is raising eyebrows. The single is at 

the top of the billboard chart and will be released on 

November 16. V; footage from video. The restaurant 

Samba has opened up at Citywalk. V; women dancing 

samba outside the new restaurant. Melissa Martinez 

reporting.
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02:34 Thu 11/5/09 6:20:33 PM Culture

Cristobal and Raquel Franco immigrated from Mexico 

looking for a better life for their 5 children. Four of their 

children went on to be teachers and 1 became a TV host. 

V; pictures of the Franco siblings, pictures of the children 

they've thought. I; unidentified sibling, says she always 

thought that being a teacher was the way to leave her 

mark on the world. V; picture of Cristobal and Raquel. I; 

Cristobal Franco, son, says his father always thought them 

to work hard. V; pictures of Mr. Franco. I; Martha Franco, 

relative, says Cristobal Sr. had a difficult life. I; Raquel 

Burgoa De Franco, mother, says she always wanted the 

best for her children. V; pictures of the Franco family. GR; 

more information.

03:21 Fri 11/6/09 6:00:02 PM Crime & Gangs

Los Angeles police are looking for a suspect who's 

attacked several young girls on their way to school. V; 

CCTV footage of suspect, sketches of suspect, girl 

walking to school, kids in school yard, parents walking 

their kids to school. I; parents, are concerned. Roberto 

Lacayo reporting.

03:36 Fri 11/6/09 6:04:17 PM Children's Issues

A 3 year old girl almost died after a TV set fell on top of 

her. V; child's school picture, picture of child in hospital 

bed. I; Vanessa Ray, great grand mother, says the child 

was in a coma for 8 days. V; child at home, child's mother 

and father. I; Vanessa Ray, Bianca's mother, says her life 

changed in a matter of minutes. Experts say it's very easy 

to harness a TV set so it won't fall. V; Home Depot 

associate showing a product that can be used. I; Manny, 

Home Depot associate, commented on the products that 

can be used to keep TV sets from falling over. GR; more 

information from Products Commission Safety.

00:23 Fri 11/6/09 6:09:48 PM Crime & Gangs
North Hollywood police are looking for the suspect who 

shot a person. V; ambulance on the way to hospital.

00:18 Fri 11/6/09 6:10:11 PM Crime & Gangs

Two 16 year old will face murder charges for the death of 

a high school girl. She was killed in a gang shooting last 

week. V; official press conference, pictures of victim.

00:16 Fri 11/6/09 6:10:29 PM Culture
An event to honor veterans and survivors of the holocaust 

took place today. V; people at event.

05:36 Fri 11/6/09 6:13:09 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Diabetes affects Hispanics disproportionately. V; people 

out walking, patient checking blood sugar. I; Lorena 

Bonilla, diabetic, commented on getting the diagnosis. V; 

Hispanics out. I; Maria Lopez, Romero Clinic, says rice 

and tortillas are very bad for diabetics. V; doctor examining 

patient, patients in waiting room. V; Lorena fixing dinner, 

Lorena having dinner. I; Francisco Tzicap, diabetic, 

commented on the illness. V; people getting blood drawn. 

SI; Elsa Saucedo, diabetes expert American Diabetes 

Association, invites viewers to an event in Placito Olvera 

this weekend. V; pills. GR; more information. Azucena 

Gomez reporting.
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01:51 Fri 11/6/09 6:23:23 PM Culture

Viewers are invited to log unto telemundo52.com to see a 

photo gallery of actress Niurka Marcos. V; pictures of 

Niurka Viewers can also find a cultural calendar with 

information on concerts. Pepe Aguilar will perform at the 

Honda Theater on Friday. Vicente Fernandez will perform 

at the Gibson Amphitheater at the Universal Studio. 

Christmas Carol will premier this weekend.

02:17 Mon 11/9/09 6:01:00 PM International Affairs

People talk about the damages of hurricane Ida in El 

Salvador. V; Report. Anchor talks about the latest report 

from El Salvador. V; Scenes of homes destroyed, people 

carrying kids. 130 deaths have been reported. Man people 

are homeless. V; Flood. I; Man, talks about the damages 

in El Salvador due to the hurricane. I; Woman, talks about 

her family in El Salvador. I; Miguel Angel Servando, His 

Family Was Greatly Affected due to a Flood, talks about 

the losses his family had in El Salvador. In the El Salvador 

consulate, many people are trying to get their passport to 

return to El Salvador. People in California want to sent 

help to El Salvador. V; President Funes. I; Rina Medina, 

Consul of El Salvador in Los Angeles, talks about previous 

experiences in sending help to El Salvador. Roberto 

Lacayo reporting.

02:48 Mon 11/9/09 6:04:18 PM Crime & Gangs

The police are still looking for the second suspect who was 

involved in a shooting. A baby was killed during the 

shooting. Reporter talks about a police press conference. 

V; Photo of Ricardo Hernandez, press conference, photo 

of Andrew Garcia, Reward $75,000, Van Nuys Area Los 

Angeles Police Department. I; Detective Pedro Barba, Los 

Angeles Police Department, talks about the nickname of 

Ricardo Hernandez. V; Crime scene, Kittridge street sign. 

Reporter talks about the shooting which killed baby 

Andrew Garcia. Reporter talks about the shooting. I; 

Detective, talks and makes a dramatization of the 

shooting. One suspect is already arrested. I; Neighbor, 

talks about being scared in a neighborhood. V; Police 

officers, Detective Barba (818) 374-1918. Reporter talks 

about the suspects. Mariate Ramos reporting.

00:18 Mon 11/9/09 6:07:06 PM Crime & Gangs

In Hawthorne, a shooting broke out between the police 

and several men during a burglary. Reporter talks about 

the shooting and the burglary. V; Crime scene. Azalea 

Iniguez reporting.

00:23 Mon 11/9/09 6:09:31 PM
Government, 

Politics

The House of Representatives approved the health 

reform. V; President Obama, Nancy Pelossi. Reporter 

talks about the approval. The proposal will now pass to the 

Senate. Azalea Iniguez reporting.
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01:42 Mon 11/9/09 6:09:54 PM Culture

People talk about the Habitat for Humanity program. In 

San Juan Capistrano, is offering new homes for thousands 

of families. V; Construction workers. Reporter talks about 

the Habitat for Humanity program. I; Woman, says they 

want to give families the chance to own their own home. 

18 homes will be available for families at reduced price. V; 

Homes being build. I; Woman, talks about the Habitat for 

Humanity program. Reporter talks about the requirements 

to apply for a new home. V; Man wearing a shirt with the 

Habitat for Humanity logo. I; Man, talks about the program. 

V; Inside a home. I; Man, recommends the program to 

everyone. Martin Plascencia reporting.

03:59 Mon 11/9/09 6:13:59 PM Neighborhoods

People of a town talk about Sheriff Arpaio. Anchor talks 

about a town who refuses sheriff Arpaio. Reporter talks 

about an investigation on sheriff Arpaio. Reporter talks 

about an attempt to terrify a town due to his famous 

immigration raids. V; Town of Guadalupe logo, scene of a 

Town. Reporter talks about Guadalupe Arizona, footage of 

Guadalupe Arizona, Joe Arpaio, Town of Guadalupe. 

Guadalupe has no sheriff department and hires the 

services of the sheriffs of Maricopa county for $1 million 

dollars per year. V; Maricopa Sheriff Department, Sheriff 

Joseph M. Arpaio, scene of a protest. I; Lydia Guzman, 

President of We Are America , says sheriff Arpaio lied 

about an immigration raid. V; Man arrested. I; Andrew 

Sanchez, Yaqui Activist, says sheriff Arpaio is racist. V; 

Footage of a protest. I; Alfredo Gutierrez, Editor of 

lafronteratimes.com, says the town of Guadalupe is paying 

sheriff Arpaio $1 million to protect the town. V; Sheriff 

Arpaio, The New York Times. V; Do Not Illegally Enter 

sign, people yelling Arpaio go home. The FBI is 

investigating Sheriff Arpaio. Jose A. Ronstadt reporting.

01:15 Mon 11/9/09 6:19:30 PM Culture

Entertainment, highlights. An announcement was made 

reporting the separation of Luis Fonsi and Adamari Lopez. 

Rumors say Fonsi cheated. V; Adamari Lopez and Luis 

Fonsi. Jennifer Lopez is very nervous for the posting of a 

home video of her and her first husband. V; JLo and her 

firts husband. Reporter says the video has sex footage of 

JLo and her first husband. JLo is suing her ex husband for 

ten million dollars. Melissa Martinez reporting.

01:17 Mon 11/9/09 6:29:19 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Telemundo 52.com will be having live immigration chats 

with immigration attorney, Alma Rosa Nieto. V; 

www.telemundo52.com. Azalea Iniguez reporting.
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04:00 Tue 11/10/09 6:00:05 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

The Los Angeles Unified School District is investigating 

the origin of a flyer cautioning undocumented parents not 

to sign a petition for a charter school petition less they be 

deported. V; flyer, group of parents, school kids. PC; 

Monica Garcia, school board president, says intimidation 

will not be accepted. V; press conference. I; David 

Goldberg, UTLA spokesperson, says this is a lie. V; 

construction site for school, school board meeting. I; 

parents, commented on the flyer. Azucena Gomez 

reporting.

02:17 Tue 11/10/09 6:04:05 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

A court's ruling will force the immigration department to 

process US citizenship applications in as little time as 6 

months. V; new citizens swearing in. I; Jennie Pasquarella, 

ACLU attorney, says this is a victory. SI; Alma Rosa Nieto, 

immigration attorney, says this is the time to apply for 

citizenship.

00:24 Tue 11/10/09 6:08:45 PM International Affairs

The death toll from hurricane Ida is up to 144 in El 

Salvador. V; residents out, hurricane damaged areas, 

president touring devastated area.

01:59 Tue 11/10/09 6:09:09 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Pregnant women are still on the priority list for the H1N1 

vaccine. Three pregnant women died of the flu recently in 

Orange County. V; pregnant woman in doctor's office. I; 

Dolores, pregnant, says she's concerned. I; Dr. Nancy 

Bowen, health services director, says women have a much 

higher risk of being hospitalized from the flu. V; woman 

getting vaccine. GR; more information. Martin Placencia 

reporting.

04:34 Tue 11/10/09 6:13:15 PM Crime & Gangs

Celia Alvarez is an immigrant who claims that Sheriff 

Arpaio's officers arrested her at gunpoint and beat her. V; 

Sheriff Arpaio, detained immigrants, protest against the 

287G program, Celia at home. I; Lydia Guzman, president 

of Somos America, says Celia was injured during the 

arrest. V; Celia with her children. Sheriff Arpaio refused to 

comment on the case. Jose Ronstadt reporting.

01:21 Tue 11/10/09 6:17:49 PM Crime & Gangs

Dozens of inmates are being released early from US 

prisons and deported to Mexico. V; gang members, 

inmates in prison.

01:36 Tue 11/10/09 6:19:10 PM Culture

Singer Alejandra Guzman announced that she will be 

suing Valentina Albornoz, the owner of the clinic where 

she underwent a botched procedure. V; Alejandra leaving 

the hospital. People en Espanol has released it's issue 

featuring winners of reader's choice award. V; Aracely 

Arambula on cover of People, pictures of Luis Fonsi and 

his wife Adamari Lopez, Charytin and other unknown 

celebrities. There are rumors of the existence of a 

document where Aracely Arambula claims to be married to 

Luis Miguel. Melissa Martinez reporting.
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02:29 Wed 11/11/09 6:00:08 PM Crime & Gangs

Los Angeles police are looking for a suspect who beat and 

raped his girlfriend. V; apartment where crime occurred, 

picture of suspect. I; Det. Eloy Ochoa, Southwest division, 

commented on the crime. I; neighbor, says she's not seen 

the suspect in a while. V; picture of vehicle similar to the 

one the suspect is driving. Azucena Garcia reporting.

00:51 Wed 11/11/09 6:02:37 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Health authorities have added morbidly obese people to 

the list of those who should get the H1N1 vaccine. V; 

obese people. GR; more information from Kaiser 

Permanente.

00:21 Wed 11/11/09 6:03:28 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

San Bernardino county has declared a state of emergency 

due to the swine flu. V; packaging vaccine.

01:54 Wed 11/11/09 6:03:49 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

The Los Angeles county 211 operators receive hundreds 

of calls on the swine flu on a daily basis. V; operators 

accepting calls. These operators have now been trained 

by the health department to answer flu related questions. I; 

unidentified official, says they are trying to help dispel 

myths. V; people line up to get the vaccine, people getting 

vaccine. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

01:23 Wed 11/11/09 6:08:17 PM Neighborhoods

Today is veteran's day. V; President Obama taking part in 

a ceremony at Arlington. The annual veteran's day parade 

took place in San Fernando today. V; parade. The Ross 

Valencia Community Park named after a veteran was 

inaugurated today. V; inauguration of Ross Valencia 

Community Park. The Union Rescue celebrated the day by 

offering lunch to dozens of vets and homeless people. The 

Daily Grill donated food for the event.

00:30 Wed 11/11/09 6:10:50 PM Culture
CNN anchorman Lou Dobb's has submitted his resignation 

letter. V; Dobbs broadcasting.

05:15 Wed 11/11/09 6:13:46 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

A young girl witnessed her father's arrest on TV. Her 

father was one of the immigrants whom Sheriff Joe Arpaio 

had arrested at a car was in Arizona. V; Sheriff Arpaio. I; 

Carlos Figueroa, Katherine's father, commented on how 

they were arrested. V; Carlos arrested. I; Katherin 

Figueroa, describes seeing the raid on TV. V; ICE police. I; 

Sandra Figueroa, Katherine's mother, commented on her 

daughter. The little girl has taped a youtube video asking 

the president to stop the immigration raids. V; detained 

immigrants. Jose Ronstadt reporting.

03:23 Thu 11/12/09 6:00:05 PM Crime & Gangs

A Los Angeles woman was stabbed and killed by her 

boyfriend while police was outside her home. V; police at 

scene. I; neighbor, says the man entered the apartment 

through the bathroom window. V; fire truck at scene. I; 

Ramon Medrano, victim's uncle, is not sure what 

happened. V; counselors working at domestic abuse 

center. I; Imelda Talamantes, Peace Over Violence, says 

they've seen an increase in domestic violence incidents 

due to the recession. Vicky Gutierrez reporting.
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00:24 Thu 11/12/09 6:03:28 PM Culture

Mike Tyson was released from jail today after being 

arrested yesterday at the Los Angeles international airport. 

V; Tyson leaving jail, passengers at airport. Tyson is 

accused of hitting a paparazzi.

00:35 Thu 11/12/09 6:03:52 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

A clinic was opened today in Pasadena where residents 

were able to get the swine flu vaccine for free. V; people 

lined up to get vaccine, kids getting vaccine.

01:49 Thu 11/12/09 6:04:27 PM Minority Concerns

Thirteen law enforcement agencies collaborated with an 

operation at the Los Angeles port today. V; dog sniffing 

truck, agents inspecting cargo trucks. I; Carla Garcia, 

LAPD officer, says they were focusing on cargo trucks. V; 

traffic. Azucena Gomez reporting.

02:31 Thu 11/12/09 6:08:48 PM Neighborhoods

Luis and Amparo Gordillo have been through many trying 

times, but it never stopped them from providing the best to 

their children. V; couple at home, Amparo sewing. I; Luis 

Gordillo, father, commented on his wife's battle with 

cancer and his battle with alcohol addiction. V; pictures of 

the couple and their child. I; Amparo Gordillo, mother, says 

she did her best to keep her son away from the gang 

violence in their neighborhood. I; Raul Gordillo, son, says 

many of his friends fell into gangs along the way. The 

Gordillos managed to send Raul to college. Raul now 

works as a spokesperson for the Southern California 

Edision company. V; Raul at work. V; picture of Raul and 

his parents.

05:54 Thu 11/12/09 6:13:48 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

An immigrant woman claims she gave birth while chained 

up after being arrested by Arizona sheriff officers following 

orders from Sheriff Joe Arpaio. V; Sheriff Arpaio, 

immigrants, picture of beaten immigrant. I; Pastor 

Magdalena Schwartz, community activist, says all babies 

born in this country has the right to be born with dignity. I; 

Alma Minerva Chacon, gave birth in chains, says she was 

arrested just because she's Hispanic. Jose Rondstadt 

reporting.

01:22 Thu 11/12/09 6:19:42 PM Culture

Comedian Roberto Bolanos underwent emergency surgery 

for a problem with his prostate. V; Roberto Bolanos. 

Mexican soccer player Chuatemoc Blanco has insured is 

legs for 3 million dollars. V; soccer footage. Blanco's ex 

girlfriend Rosana Najera says his legs are worth much 

more than 3 million dollars. Melissa Martinez.
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02:27 Fri 11/13/09 6:00:09 PM Children's Issues

Hundreds of police officers conducted an operation 

against minors out on the street after ten at night in 

Orange County. V; police arresting minors. I; Roxi 

Sotomayor, Orange County attorney, says they are trying 

to prevent gang violence. I; Gustavo Maya, Anaheim anti 

gangs officer, commented on all the reasons teens gave 

for being out so late. V; parents waiting to pick up their 

kids. I; Carmen Avalos, parent, commented on her son 

being arrested. I; Socorro Figueroa, parent, says she 

asked her son to come home at nine. V; arrested teens. 

Martin Plascencia reporting.

00:22 Fri 11/13/09 6:02:36 PM Neighborhoods
A truckers' protest caused traffic chaos in Los Angeles. V; 

caravan of trucks on the road.

02:55 Fri 11/13/09 6:02:58 PM Neighborhoods

The metro Golden line will be inaugurated in East Los 

Angeles this weekend. V; construction workers. I; Jose 

Huizar, district 14 councilman, says the construction took 4 

years. V; metro station. Many merchants say their 

businesses were affected because of the ongoing 

construction. V; construction site. I; Melissa Valenzuela, 

merchant, says her sales fell. V; interior of Mi Ranchito 

restaurant. I; Genoveva Hernandez, Mi Ranchito 

Restaurant, says it was very difficult for restaurant patrons 

to enter the restaurant during the construction. V; mariachi 

playing guitar. I; Eleno Caro, musician, hopes the new line 

will help improve business. Lorena Dominguez reporting.

00:27 Fri 11/13/09 6:08:06 PM Crime & Gangs
Long Beach police are looking for a man suspected of 

robbing several business. V; CCTV footage of robbery.

00:21 Fri 11/13/09 6:08:33 PM Crime & Gangs
Huntington Beach police are looking for a man suspected 

in 4 rape cases. V; sketch of suspect.

00:21 Fri 11/13/09 6:08:54 PM
Environmental 

Issues

Six families were evacuated due to a landslide near the 

Ocean Boulevard area. V; heavy machinery helping with 

cleanup.

03:24 Fri 11/13/09 6:12:55 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Millions of people immigrate everyday leaving their loved 

ones behind. The documentary entitled Los Que Se 

Quedan explore the lives of 9 Mexican families whose 

loved ones have crossed the border looking for 

opportunities. V; footage from documentary. I; unidentified 

man, commented on the cost to those families left behind. 

V; more footage from the documentary.

01:27 Fri 11/13/09 6:18:22 PM Culture

Actress Adamari Lopez has undergone surgery in Miami. 

V; Adamari and Luis Fonsi. Their are rumors that the 

former wife of a Miami basketball player is the woman who 

came between Luis Fonsi and Adamari. A Mexican judge 

will decide in a few days wether to imprison Valentina 

Albornoz, the owner of the clinic where singer Alejandra 

Guzman underwent a botched esthetic procedure. V; 

Albornoz in police department, Alejandra leaving hospital.
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02:24 Tue 11/17/09 6:00:05 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

A federal report suggests that women should wait till they 

are 50 years old to start getting breast exams. V; picture of 

Mayte Prida in hospital. I; Mayte Prida, cancer survivor, 

says she was diagnosed with cancer before age 40. The 

study also questions the validity of self exams. V; woman 

getting mammogram. The American Cancer Association 

and the Susan G. Komen Foundation does not agree with 

this study. V; worker in Komen foundation office. I; Maritza 

Collins, Susan G. Komen For the Cure spokesperson, 

says there are many women much younger than 50 years 

old dying of cancer. V; woman getting MRI, doctors 

looking at breast exam images. Azucena Gomez reporting.

00:43 Tue 11/17/09 6:02:29 PM
Government, 

Politics

A series of immigration talks will take place starting 

tomorrow. V; people protesting. I; Alicia Flores, 

Hermandad Mexicana Oxnard, says immigrants need to 

be united in this struggle.

01:13 Tue 11/17/09 6:03:31 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Members of the Los Angeles city council is discussing the 

legalization of the sale of medicinal marijuana. V; home 

grown plants, smokers, packages of marijuana.

00:32 Tue 11/17/09 6:04:44 PM Neighborhoods
Charlie Beck was sworn in as the new Los Angeles police 

chief today. V; Beck swearing in.

00:27 Tue 11/17/09 6:09:05 PM Minority Concerns

Gay rights activists are going door to door getting 

signatures against proposition 8 which makes it illegal for 

gay couples to get married in California. V; activists 

picking up signatures, gay rights parade.

02:30 Tue 11/17/09 6:09:32 PM
Government, 

Politics

The California gubernatorial candidates are already vying 

for votes despite the election being months away. V; Meg 

Whitman, former Ebay executive, at a campaign event. I; 

Meg Whitman, gubernatorial candidate, says lowering 

taxes on businesses is the only way to bring jobs to the 

state. The Meg-A-Mujeres is a group of Hispanic women 

who support Whitman. I; Teresa Hernandez, Meg-A-

Mujeres, says Whitman is a smart business women. V; 

immigrants out walking, immigrants along the border, 

street merchants, doctor examining patients. Whitman 

does not agree with driver's license of undocumented 

immigrants and sanctuary cities. I; Daniel Aguilar, resident, 

does not agree with Whitman's stance on immigration. V; 

students in classroom. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

00:32 Tue 11/17/09 6:12:02 PM Neighborhoods

The Los Angeles district attorney's office has inaugurated 

a 24 hour hotline to report dog fighting. V; official press 

conference, dogs.

02:53 Tue 11/17/09 6:15:08 PM Minority Concerns

Working Wardrobes is an organization which provides free 

business attire to low income people. V; picture of woman 

wearing a business suit, Ana trying on a new suit. I; Ana 

Jimenez, job seeker, was concerned with making a 

profession impression at job interviews. I; Rose Rivera, 

Working Wardrobes spokesperson, says they help both 

men and women. V; accessories, shoes and clothing. 

working Wardrobes also prepares job seekers for 

interviews.
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02:07 Tue 11/17/09 6:18:01 PM Culture

Enrique Iglesias' music video for the song Sad Eyes where 

he's seen masturbating to the image of a young woman on 

TV has raised some eyebrows. The video was filmed 10 

years ago. V; scene from video. Photographer David Lapel 

released the video on the Internet knowing that MTV had 

censored it. Janet Jackson gave an interview to a US TV 

network. Janet accuses Dr. Conrad Murray of her brother's 

death. V; Janet performing, Michael's memorial service. 

Telemundo's president, Billboard's executive director and 

the Puerto Rican tourism company director announced 

that the next Billboard award ceremony will be presented 

in Puerto Rico. The award ceremony is sponsored by 

State Farm. V; executives at press conference, footage 

from tourism ad, Ricky Martin, Marc Anthony, Daddy 

Yankee, Juan Luis Guerra and other unknown stars 

performing. Chayanne, Ricky Martin, Luis Fonsi and other 

Puerto Rican stars are very happy with this decision. 

Melissa Martinez performing.

03:03 Wed 11/18/09 6:00:06 PM Education

A student protest turned violent on the University of 

California campus in LA. V; students protesting. I; 

students, are upset over tuition increase. I; student, says 

that many will have to abandon school because of tuition 

increase. I; student, will have to drop out if tuition is 

increased. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

00:19 Wed 11/18/09 6:03:09 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

An analyst reports that California is facing a 21 million 

dollar budget deficit. V; capitol building.

00:16 Wed 11/18/09 6:03:28 PM
Government, 

Politics

Governor Schwarzenegger says he will not run for re-

election. V; governor with supporters.

00:26 Wed 11/18/09 6:04:14 PM Crime & Gangs
A 17 year old was shot in Baldwin Park. V; police at 

scene.

00:28 Wed 11/18/09 6:08:23 PM
Environmental 

Issues

International aid has started arriving in El Salvador. V; 

press conference, scene of landslide.

00:18 Wed 11/18/09 6:08:51 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Authorities announced that security measures will be 

beefed up along the border over the holidays. V; vehicles 

crossing border.

00:31 Wed 11/18/09 6:10:55 PM Children's Issues
Over half a million baby pacifiers have been recalled. V; 

Bobby Chupete pacifiers.

00:32 Wed 11/18/09 6:11:26 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The sale of plasma TV sets will be prohibited if 

manufacturers do not start complying with new regulations 

adopted by the California Energy Commission. V; plasma 

TV sets.

02:46 Wed 11/18/09 6:14:35 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Free furniture and other stuff can be found online at 

craigslist. V; pictures of furniture and a Jacuzzi, person 

looking online. I; resident, says many people are in need. 

V; men waiting to pick up free sofa set. I; resident, looks 

for free stuff and stuff at garage sales. Roberto Lacayo 

reporting.
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01:23 Wed 11/18/09 6:17:21 PM Culture

The dentist who'd accused Michael Jackson of molesting 

his son has been found dead. V; dark video of Jackson 

during the trial. People Magazine has named Johnny Depp 

sexiest man alive for the second time. V; Depp. Brad Pitt 

and George Clooney were also in the running. Melissa 

Martinez reporting.

02:06 Wed 11/18/09 6:27:24 PM Neighborhoods

Many families live in crowded situations in Santa Ana. V; 

kids playing on balcony, people out walking. I; resident, 

says there's not enough space for children to play in Santa 

Ana. V; community meeting. I; Erualdo Gonzalez, 

community organizer, says they are listening to the public's 

ideas and coming up with a plan. I; resident, says they 

need affordable housing. V; kids playing on concrete. 

Martin Plascencia reporting.

02:51 Thu 11/19/09 6:00:06 PM Education

Hundreds of students protested yesterday against tuition 

increase at UCLA. V; students protesting. I; students, 

commented on the future of their education. V; riot police 

on campus, police dispersing students. I; students, are 

angry. V; university vice president. GR; more information. 

Azucena Gomez reporting.

00:29 Thu 11/19/09 6:02:57 PM Crime & Gangs

Border agents confiscated shipments of drug 

paraphernalia. V; pictures of officers holding some of the 

items.

00:20 Thu 11/19/09 6:03:26 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The University of California board will work along with the 

Los Angeles county to re-open the Martin Luther King Jr. 

Hospital. V; patients leaving King Hospital.

00:24 Thu 11/19/09 6:03:46 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Los Angeles international airport flights were not delayed 

despite a computer glitch in Atlanta. V; plane taking off.

02:16 Thu 11/19/09 6:04:10 PM Education

Hundreds of students protested yesterday against a 32 

percent tuition increase. V; students protesting. Azucena 

Gomez reporting.

00:30 Thu 11/19/09 6:08:48 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

The homeland security department has announced the 

new E-Verify campaign. V; ICE police arresting immigrant 

workers, detained immigrants.

02:38 Thu 11/19/09 6:13:59 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

There are all kinds of free stuff to be had on craiglist.com 

from furniture to baby formula. V; can of Enfamil, sofa set, 

bathroom items. I; Pamela Kyles, donate items via 

craigslist, says she's been successful listing items online. 

V; woman putting a grill in her trunk. I; Chloe Cooper, 

Uses craigslist, has gotten lots of free stuff. Roberto 

Lacayo reporting.

02:05 Thu 11/19/09 6:16:37 PM Children's Issues

Lauren is a student at the University of Souther California 

where her father is a professor. V; Lauren and her father 

on campus. I; Roberto Alderette, dedicated parent, 

commented on his decision to take his family out of the 

projects. V; Roberto in his art studio. I; Lauren, says her 

father has accomplished a lot.
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03:17 Thu 11/19/09 6:18:42 PM Culture

Actress Carmen Villalobos visited the studio. She is the 

star of the soap Ninos Ricos Pobres Padres. SI; Carmen 

Villalobos, actress, says the soap is a success. V; scenes 

from the soap. Carmen was listed on People en Espanol's 

list of 50 most beautiful. Carmen and her co-stars will be 

greeting fans at Famsa in Huntington Park tomorrow. GR; 

more information. Melissa Martinez reporting.

00:30 Thu 11/19/09 6:29:26 PM Education

LAUSD officials celebrated the launch of the Million Word 

Challenge this morning in LA. V; mayor at event, kids at 

school.

02:42 Fri 11/20/09 6:00:44 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The economic crisis is forcing residents to ask their 

relatives for money from their homeland countries. V; 

people walking. I; Residents, say the situation is very hard, 

they have received money from Mexico. Roberto Lacayo 

Reporting.

00:17 Fri 11/20/09 6:03:26 PM Employment

The unemployment keeps increasing in California placing 

the state in the 4th position in United States. V; people in 

workplaces.

01:23 Fri 11/20/09 6:03:43 PM Education
UCLA students are conducting protests against the tuition 

increase in California. V; students protesting.

00:22 Fri 11/20/09 6:05:06 PM Crime & Gangs
A man who was arrested under sexual abuse charges in 

California was extradited to Mexico. V; man, photo.

00:27 Fri 11/20/09 6:05:28 PM Minority Concerns
Activists conducted a protest to support women's right in 

Los Angeles. V; women protesting.

00:19 Fri 11/20/09 6:05:55 PM Neighborhoods
There will be delays in the Metro Station due to 

construction work. V; passengers.

02:03 Fri 11/20/09 6:08:36 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Health experts are recommending women to take less Pap 

Smears exams. V; women undergoing exams. I; Lourdes 

Escobar, says she will have a pap smear every year, she 

is concerned about her health. I; Dr. Ryan Lee, Glendale 

Memorial Hospital, says women should continue her 

common practices. Azucena Gomez Reporting.

00:29 Fri 11/20/09 6:10:39 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

4 patients have been diagnosed with a new type of H1N1 

virus which is resistant to Tamiflu. V; patients receiving 

nasal shot.

00:18 Fri 11/20/09 6:11:08 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Nasal spray Vicks Sinux has been retired from the market 

after a bacteria was found. V; nasal spray.

02:49 Fri 11/20/09 6:13:53 PM Education

Scholarships are available for Hispanic students in 

California. V; students in school. I; Elida Sanchez, student, 

says there are scholarships available even for 

undocumented students. I; Edson Rodriguez, student, 

says he covers his book expenses with scholarships. GR; 

more info. I; unidentified woman, says about 125 

scholarships are given out annually. V; students walking. 

GR; Internet site. Martin Plascencia Reporting.

01:37 Fri 11/20/09 6:17:51 PM Culture

The annual Victoria Secret's fashion show took place in 

New York. V; models doing show. New Moon movie has 

been released in United States. V; movie, preview. Singer 

Sandro will undergo a heart transplant. V; Sandro 

performing.
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00:38 Fri 11/20/09 6:29:55 PM Neighborhoods
An ice skating rink has been inaugurated in Los Angeles. 

V; people skating.

02:05 Mon 11/23/09 6:00:12 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

People talk about coyotes at Griffith park. Anchor talks 

about the coyotes at Griffith park. V; Map of Griffith Park, 

coyote. I; Javier Solis, Los Angeles Park and Recreation 

Department, says people at Griffith park feed the coyotes 

and this has to stop. I; Dina Cardoza, Is Afraid of Coyotes, 

says people feeds the coyotes at Griffith park. V; People at 

a park. In September, two people were bit by coyotes. 

Experts say coyotes are not dangerous but they're still wild 

animals. V; Photos of Taylor Mitchell. Mitchell died after 

being attack by a coyote. V; Do Not Feed The Wildlife 

sign. SB; Man, talks about not feeding the wildlife. V; 

People having a picnic. I; Maria Avina, Sees Coyotes as 

She Eats, says its not right to feed the coyotes. Reporter 

talks about three reasons not to feed coyotes. V; Violators 

will be cited $1,000.Fine and/or 6 months in Jail. 53.06.5 

LAMC www.laparks.org. Mariate Ramos reporting.

00:30 Mon 11/23/09 6:02:17 PM Crime & Gangs

Two red headed girls were attacked. V; Building, tennis 

shoe, school. Experts say everything started by the 

cartoons of South park. The cartoon showed how they 

attack kids with red hair. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

03:07 Mon 11/23/09 6:02:47 PM Crime & Gangs

Five students were suspended from Long Beach high 

school due to sexual assault. This school is a well known 

school with great academic achievements. V; Long Beach 

Poly Technic High School. Five football players assaulted 

two girls. I; Students, comment on the incident. V; 

Students. I; Mother of a Student, says the school should of 

notified the parents of what happen. The school denied an 

interview. The students will also have to go to court and a 

judge will decide a sentence. Azucena Gomez reporting.

00:15 Mon 11/23/09 6:05:54 PM
Government, 

Politics

The public transportation council approved a cut on 

several bus routes. V; Public Bus, people boarding a bus. 

Reporter talks about the bus route cuts. Azalea Iniguez 

reporting.

00:19 Mon 11/23/09 6:06:09 PM Culture

The Los Angeles committee will be discussing the extra 

$3.2 million used at the memorial service of Michael 

Jackson. V; Footage of the memorial service of Michael 

Jackson. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

00:23 Mon 11/23/09 6:06:28 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Dr. Conrad Murray is back to work. V; Dr. Conrad Murray, 

Michael Jackson, vial of Propofol 1000mg/100mL. Azalea 

Iniguez reporting.

00:45 Mon 11/23/09 6:09:08 PM International Affairs

In Honduras, presidential elections will be held on 

November 29. V; People at a fair, 2009 General Elections. 

Hondurans who live in Los Angeles will be able to vote for 

the new president of Honduras. V; Curacao Building. 

Reporter talks about the place people can go and pick up 

their voting ballot. Azalea Iniguez reporting.
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02:05 Mon 11/23/09 6:13:59 PM Neighborhoods

A woman talks about her faith and her miracle. Anchor 

talks about the miracle and the faith of a woman. V; Fram 

of Our Lady of Guadalupe. I; Teresa Ramirez, Cancer 

Survivor, talks about her prayers to God and to the Our 

Lady of Guadalupe. Reporter talks about the cancer of 

Ramirez. V; Photo. I; Ramirez, talks about the promise 

she made to the Our Lady of Guadalupe if she was healed 

from cancer. V; Photos. Reporter talks about the 

thousands of miracles people have experience due to their 

constant prayer. After Ramirez was healed she visited the 

basilica in Mexico city to be thankful of her healing. I; 

Ramirez, talks about going to the basilica. Martin 

Plascencia reporting.

02:11 Mon 11/23/09 6:16:04 PM Culture

Entertainment, highlights. The American Music Awards 

were held. V; Performance by JLo. JLo fell during her 

performance. V; Famsa logo. The actors of the soap 

opera, Ninos Ricos Pobres Padres were at the Famsa 

store. V; Actors, Famsa logo, Telemundo logo. In Los 

Angeles, Maribel Guardia was the special guest at the 

Christmas parade. V; Maribel Guardia at a parade. SB; 

Maribel Guardia, thanks for being invited to the Christmas 

parade. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

00:30 Mon 11/23/09 6:19:48 PM Neighborhoods

At the Los Angeles convention center, 2,000 turkeys were 

giving away to several needy families. V; Boxes with food. 

Reporter talks about the give away. Azalea Iniguez 

reporting.

00:44 Mon 11/23/09 6:28:08 PM Children's Issues

More than 2 million cribs are being recalled. V; Crib. 

Reporter talks about the cribs Storecrafts. V; Simplicity 

logo. Reporter talks about the damage these cribs can 

cause. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

01:13 Mon 11/23/09 6:28:52 PM Culture
Roberto Inigo talks about the Telemundo 52 news via 

Internet. V; Telemundo 52 web news.

02:51 Tue 11/24/09 6:00:06 PM Neighborhoods

Over 10,000 families received a turkey and items for 

thanksgiving dinner. Jackson Limousine sponsors this 

event every year. V; people lined up to get their turkey and 

other items. I; Maria Valencia, received free food, needs 

all the help she can get. The Casa Italiana also sponsored 

a dinner for immigrant families today. V; people eating. I; 

David Gomez, unemployed, is trying to sustain his family. 

I; Manuel Rodriguez, is thankful for the dinner. I; Father 

Raniero, San Pedro Italian church, commented on helping 

the needy. Azucena Gomez reporting.

02:00 Tue 11/24/09 6:03:43 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

The city of Los Angeles is debating the closure of 

hundreds of marijuana dispensaries. V; city leaders 

meeting. I; Ed Reyes, councilman, says these 

dispensaries are abusing their authority. According to 

some reports there are more dispensaries in the city than 

there are Starbucks coffee shops. V; person working in 

dispensary. I; Manuel Hernandez, works in dispensary, 

says they have a large clientele. V; packages of marijuana, 

person buying in dispensary. Roberto Lacayo reporting.
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00:23 Tue 11/24/09 6:05:43 PM Crime & Gangs
Northridge police have arrested 3 men involved in a 

highway shooting. V; suspects surrendering.

00:21 Tue 11/24/09 6:06:06 PM Crime & Gangs

Calabasas authorities say 5 students were attacked after 

someone sent out a facebook message inciting people to 

beat redheads. The idea for the incident may have come 

from an episode of the cartoon South Park. V; area where 

crime occurred, facebook page, scene from South Park.

03:24 Tue 11/24/09 6:08:55 PM Neighborhoods

Gov. Schwarzenegger has nominated Abel Maldonado as 

lieutenant governor. SI; Abel Maldonado, candidate, says 

he has a good relationship with his colleagues and hopes 

to be confirmed. Maldonado says he will support an 

immigration reform. V; ICE police arresting immigrants, 

immigration march, students on campus, students 

protesting.

02:05 Tue 11/24/09 6:14:46 PM Culture

Hilda Zepeda is convinced that a miracle by the Virgin of 

Guadalupe saved her during her journey to the US. V; 

pictures of Hilda. I; Hilda Zepeda, commented on financing 

her travel to the US. V; pictures of Hilda's family. Hilda 

says she prayed to the virgin to arrive safely in the US 

after immigration agents stopped them on their way. V; 

picture of Hilda collecting roses for the saint. Hilda also 

attributes the amnesty she benefited from to a miracle 

from the virgin. V; pictures of Hilda's family. Roberto 

Lacayo reporting.

01:44 Tue 11/24/09 6:18:20 PM Culture

Shakira was caught yet again wearing another dress that 

had been worn by another celebrity. Shakira wore the 

same dress to the American Music Awards that Jennifer 

Lopez wore to the launch party for her new album in 

Miami. V; picture of Shakira and Lopez wearing the same 

dress. Shakira also wore the same dress as singer Pink 

did to the MTV music awards a few weeks ago. The 

Tijuana police chief has accused the group Los Tucanes 

de Tijuana of having ties to drug traffickers. The chief says 

this is evidenced by the drug ballads the group is famous 

for writing. I; Mario Quintero, lead singer of Tucanes de 

Tijuanes, says they've never charged money to write one 

of their ballads. Melissa Martinez reporting.

00:31 Tue 11/24/09 6:28:39 PM Children's Issues

The California Public Interest group has released the list of 

dangerous toys. V; Playskool Stompers Triceratops figure, 

FurReal friends toy. The list includes Bright Lights phones 

from Vtech and the Laugh and Learn learning phone from 

Fisher-Price.

02:18 Wed 11/25/09 6:00:56 PM Crime & Gangs

3 teens have been missing since 3 weeks ago in Hemet. 

GR; area map. V; teen, photo. I; Dean Evans, police 

officer, comments on the teens. V; police at scene. V; 

teens, photos. I; residents, comment on the teams. 

Roberto Lacayo Reporting.

00:27 Wed 11/25/09 6:03:14 PM Crime & Gangs
A suspect is wanted under robbery charges in Ventura. V; 

suspect, photo.

00:18 Wed 11/25/09 6:03:41 PM
Environmental 

Issues
A forest fire is affecting Anaheim. V; fire scene.
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00:22 Wed 11/25/09 6:03:59 PM Employment
New jobs will be available in Downey with the creation of 

an auto company. V; cars.

01:44 Wed 11/25/09 6:04:21 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Low income families received a free meal in Los Angeles 

today. V; people eating. I; residents, say they are happy 

about the food, they have been going through a very hard 

situation. Azucena Gomez Reporting.

01:13 Wed 11/25/09 6:06:05 PM Neighborhoods

Frank Garcia is encouraging everyone to participate in a 

Thanksgiving meal in Los Angeles. V; dishes. SB; Garcia, 

encourages people to come.

02:03 Wed 11/25/09 6:15:13 PM Culture

A mother reveals that the Virgin made a miracle to save 

her son in Los Angeles. V; Virgin image. I; Piedad 

Gallardo, mother, says her son suffered a traffic accident, 

she always had faith on the Virgin, her son was saved by 

the Virgin. Martin Plascencia Reporting.

00:44 Wed 11/25/09 6:17:16 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

A scientist from San Diego University designed a cell 

phone to help immigrants to cross the border. V; 

immigrants at the border.

01:40 Wed 11/25/09 6:18:00 PM Culture
Coverage on new movies for this weekend. V; movies, 

previews.

00:18 Wed 11/25/09 6:30:24 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Toyota company announced difficulties on car's 

accelerators. V; cars.

03:04 Fri 11/27/09 6:00:41 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

People talk about the sales of Black Friday. Anchor talks 

about Black Friday. Reporter says although the economy 

is bad people are still buying. V; Crowd of people entering 

a store, people shopping. I; Juan Villatoro, Saved $200 in 

Computers, talks about the bargains of Black Friday. I; 

Sonia Flores, Planned to Get the Black Friday Savings, 

talks about her planning. V; People carrying a TV. I; 

Christian Herrera, Bought a 40 TV, talks about the cost of 

his TV. V; Best Buy. I; David Pena, Manager of a Best Buy 

branch, says this month the sales have been very good 

and they've improved last year sales. V; People shopping. 

I; Carlos Flores, Saved to Come to the Black Friday Sales, 

says he buys all his electronics at Best Buy. I; Magaith 

Vera, Bought Merchandise Although the Economic Crisis 

is Bad, talks about his job. The national minority federation 

estimates 134 million people will be out shopping. Mariate 

Ramos reporting.

00:26 Fri 11/27/09 6:03:45 PM
Environmental 

Issues

In Sought El Monte, a warehouse caught fire. V; 

Warehouse fire. Reporter talks about the fire. Maria Garcia 

reporting.

00:22 Fri 11/27/09 6:04:11 PM
Government, 

Politics

Antonio Villaraigosa is in Mexico to participate at the book 

fair in Guadalajara. V; Antonio Villaraigosa. V; LAPD-Los 

Angeles police department. Reporter talks about the fair 

and other meetings Villaraigosa will be having in 

Guadalajara. Maria Garcia reporting.

00:34 Fri 11/27/09 6:04:33 PM
Government, 

Politics

Governor Schwarzenegger owes California around 

$79,000,000 in taxes. V; Governor Schwarzenegger, 

people at an office. Maria Garcia reporting.
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00:27 Fri 11/27/09 6:07:17 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

In Mexico, the secretary of health received the first swine 

flu vaccine. V; People getting vaccines. This initiates the 

swine flu vaccine campaign. Maria Garcia reporting.

02:09 Fri 11/27/09 6:07:44 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

People talk about a new procedure to lose weight. Anchor 

talks about the Thanksgiving dinner and a new procedure 

to loose weight. V; People exercising. I; Martha Munoz, 

Visits a Gym, says she loves to go to the gym. I; Dr. 

Steven Greenberg, Plastic Surgeon, talks about a new 

procedure to shed pounds. V; Woman having the new 

procedure done. This is approved by the FDA-food and 

drug administration. Reporter talks about the procedure. 

The cost of the procedure costs $3,000. V; Men 

exercising. I; Raful Pizano, Personal Trainer, says many 

people gain their weight back on if they don't eat right and 

exercise. Reporter says people have to eat healthy and 

exercise to loose weight. Liz Gonzalez reporting.

00:33 Fri 11/27/09 6:09:53 PM Employment

LULAC is hosting a job fair at the Millennium Biltmore 

Hotel. Reporter talks about the job fair. V; Job and Health 

Fair, Millennium Biltmore Hotel, 213-624-1011. Maria 

Garcia reporting.

02:32 Fri 11/27/09 6:13:05 PM Neighborhoods

Truck drivers talk about the new truck regulations. Anchor 

talks about the new law which is affecting many truck 

drivers. I; Francisco Barias, Owner of a Truck, says he 

does not know what's going to happen. Reporter talks 

about the new regulations for truck drivers. The new 

regulation will affect to almost 5,000 truck drivers. V; Truck 

motor. Many Hispanics have two trucks. I; Barias, says big 

companies can afford the new regulations not the small 

companies. V; El Gallo Trucking. I; Jose De Anda, Truck 

Driver, says it hard for him to pay for his truck and to pay 

for the new truck driver regulations. Roberto Lacayo 

reporting.

00:38 Fri 11/27/09 6:15:37 PM International Affairs

Hondurans in Los Angeles can now vote during the 

presidential elections. Reporter talks about the location 

where people can get their voting ballot. V; Curacao 

Building.

02:31 Fri 11/27/09 6:16:46 PM International Affairs

People talk about an ice bar. Anchor talks about the new 

bar in Mexico. V; Scene of an ice bar, Arctic Bar. I; Man, 

says this concept of the bar came from Europe. I; Man, 

talks about their alcoholic drinks. I; Woman, talks about 

her favorite drink. Reporter talks about the ice sculptures. 

I; People, talk about their experience of visiting the Arctic 

Bar . I; Woman, says she loves the bar. Agustin Olais 

reporting.

01:13 Fri 11/27/09 6:19:17 PM Culture

Entertainment, highlights. Alicia Villareal is having a 

martial crisis and is thinking in getting a divorce. V; 

Performance by Alicia Villareal. V; Luis Miguel. A new 

book by the name of, El Sol No Brilla Para Todos will soon 

be out to the public. Maria Garcia reporting.

00:21 Fri 11/27/09 6:20:51 PM Neighborhoods

In Universal Studios, they lit their Christmas tree to 

announce the start of this Christmas. V; Inauguration 

ceremony. Ericka Pino reporting.
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02:20 Mon 11/30/09 6:00:41 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

People talk about a government mortgage program. 

Anchor talks about the mortgage crisis. President Obama 

launched a mortgage program. V; Women in an office. I; 

Dina Garcia, Waits for her house Modification, says she's 

just waiting for her home modification. The government 

launched a mortgage program. I; Sandy Flores, Real 

Estate Expert, says the government program is going to 

bring lots of benefits to many home owners. V; Loan 

Modifications. V; First Team. Reporter talks about the 

issue with home loans. V; New Regulations. I; Flores, says 

the program will allow the government to have more 

control of the loan modifications. I; Martin Estrada, Waits 

for her house Modification, says its hard to wait for an 

answer towards a loan modification. Martin Plascencia 

reporting.

00:26 Mon 11/30/09 6:03:01 PM Employment

President Obama will support a job summit. V; Workers. 

This is to help to create more jogs. Azalea Iniguez 

reporting.

00:21 Mon 11/30/09 6:03:41 PM Crime & Gangs

In San Bernardino, a man was arrested after being 

entrenched in a liquor store. V; Police car, crime scene, 

man arrested. Reporter talks about the entrenchment and 

the arrest. The SWAT-special weapons and tactics team 

helped in the arrest. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

02:41 Mon 11/30/09 6:04:39 PM International Affairs

People talk about the elections in Honduras. Reporter 

talks about the elections in Honduras. V; People at the 

polls. I; Edgardo Benitez, Incharge of the Honduran 

Consul, says many Hondurans are very positive due to 

having a new president. I; Man, hopes Honduras gets 

back to normal. Many Hondurans in Los Angeles voted for 

a new president in Honduras. I; Man, hopes Honduras 

comes back to peace. V; Protest. I; Woman, says the 

presidential elections were a fraud. Dunia Elvir reporting.

03:00 Mon 11/30/09 6:09:48 PM International Affairs

A political analyst talks about the new president of 

Honduras. V; Porfirio Lobo. Lobo is the new president of 

Honduras. SI; Carlos Rajo, Political Analyst, says several 

countries have to give their approval for the new president 

elected in Honduras. V; Porfirio Lobo at the polls. SI; 

Analyst, talks about the US and their support to Honduras. 

Azalea Iniguez reporting.

00:24 Mon 11/30/09 6:15:12 PM Culture

In Massachusetts, a woman says the image of Jesus is on 

her iron. V; Iron. Reporter talks about the image. Azalez 

Iniguez reporting.
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02:11 Mon 11/30/09 6:15:36 PM Minority Concerns

Women talk about life lessons and their faith. Anchor talks 

about the faith of a woman. I; Maria Isabel Quiroz, 

Believer of the Our Lady of Guadalupe, says the doctors 

had told her she might be pregnant. V; Photo. I; Quiroz, 

says she taught she was going to die when they told her 

she had a tumor in her womb. V; Candle. I; Maria Briones, 

Sister of Maria Isabel, says she felt peace after she prayed 

for her sister. V; Photos. In 2007, Quiroz had won her 

battle with cancer that same year her daughter died. V; 

Photo. I; Isabel Del Socorro Briones, Mother and 

Grandmother, says she couldn't believe the death of her 

grand daughter. I; Briones, says the dead of the neice was 

very hard. V; Abril Pescador Briones. I; Quiroz, says God 

has not finish with her and this is the reason she did not 

die. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

01:48 Mon 11/30/09 6:18:08 PM Culture

Entertainment, highlights. The Recodo band talks about 

the issue of bands who's songs have been censored due 

to the songs content. Ricky Martin got scared after he had 

an issue while flying on his private jet. V; Ricky Martin 

performing. Solagne Magnano died during cosmetic 

surgery. Magnano was Miss Argentina in 1994. V; Photo. 

Melissa Martinez reporting.

00:40 Mon 11/30/09 6:19:56 PM Culture

Chelsea Clinton is getting married. Chelsea's boyfriend 

proposed to her on Thanksgiving Day. V; Chelsea Clinton, 

Hillary Clinton. Reporters comment on Chelsea's wedding. 

Azalea Iniguez reporting.

00:21 Mon 11/30/09 6:20:36 PM Neighborhoods
Reporter encourage viewers to go to Pershing Square to 

ice skate. V; Ice Skating Ring. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

01:00 Mon 11/30/09 6:29:14 PM Culture
A man talks about the highlights on the web on 

www.telemundo52.com. V; News 52 web page.

00:28 Mon 11/30/09 6:30:14 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

A study says, people who see a photo of a loved one can 

help with pain. V; Couple. Experts, say its important to 

have healthy and good relationships. Azalea Iniguez 

reporting.

03:14 Wed 12/2/09 6:00:05 PM
Government, 

Politics

President Obama is being criticized for his decision to 

send more troops to Afghanistan. V; members of the 

organization Answer, Veterans for Peace, Familias de 

Militares que Hablan, Veterans of Iraq Against the War 

protesting in Westwood. I; activist, says the money being 

used for war needs to be invested in the US. V; soldiers 

fighting in Afghanistan. Maria Garcia reporting.

00:25 Wed 12/2/09 6:03:19 PM Crime & Gangs

Thieves made off with 100,000 dollars worth of food and 

gifts donated for needy families. V; warehouse where 

break in occurred.

00:24 Wed 12/2/09 6:03:44 PM Crime & Gangs

Authorities have announced a 1,000 dollar reward for 

information on people selling pirated items. The reward is 

being sponsored by the American Film Institute and 

fashion district merchant. V; CDs and DVDs.

00:15 Wed 12/2/09 6:04:08 PM Crime & Gangs
Southgate police now have a new video camera system to 

help them fight crime. V; police vehicle, equipment.
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02:31 Wed 12/2/09 6:04:23 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Damian Aguilar uses marijuana to ease the pain after 

suffering a near fatal accident. V; picture of Damian posing 

with his sports car, Damian walking with the help of a 

cane. I; Damian Aguilar, marijuana patient, says he has 12 

fractured vertebrates and several other injuries. V; picture 

of Damian on his wedding day. Damian and his wife are 

now part of the medicinal marijuana controversy in 

California. I; Damian's wife, says her husband would not 

be able to walk if it weren't for his use of marijuana. V; 

Damian shopping for medicinal marijuana at the Healthy, 

Wealthy and Wise dispensary, containers of marijuana. 

The state government is investigating these dispensaries. 

Authorities have accused them of just trying to make a 

quick pay day. I; Vito Glazers, Healthy, Wealth, Wise 

dispensary co-owner, says his business is operating 

legally. Roberto Lacayo reporting. Roberto Lacayo 

reporting.

00:31 Wed 12/2/09 6:08:59 PM Crime & Gangs
Authorities discovered a luxury drug tunnel in Tijuana. V; 

interior of tunnel.

02:06 Wed 12/2/09 6:09:30 PM Culture

The American dream seems to have vanished. The 

recession in the US has become a nightmare for even 

those living across the borders. V; people in money 

transfer house. I; Susano Lopez, is sending less money 

home to Mexico, because his business is not doing well. 

GR; numbers from Banco de Mexico. I; Alicia Alvarado, 

Money Express, has seen a decrease in people sending 

money home. I; Roberto Laurean, Federacion de 

Michoacanos, says the month of December will be the 

most difficult. Martin Plascencia reporting.

02:47 Wed 12/2/09 6:14:05 PM Culture

Maria Munoz is convinced that she was cured of cancer 

through a miracle from God. V; family at home. I; Maria 

Del Consuelo Munoz, cancer survivor, says she turned to 

God for help after the diagnosis. I; Rodolfo Munoz, Maria's 

husband, says their faith sustained them during that time. 

V; pictures of Jesus Christ. Martin Plascencia reporting.

02:30 Wed 12/2/09 6:17:40 PM Culture

La Gran Senora is the title of Jenni Rivera's new album. V: 

Jenni performing. I; Jenni Rivera, say she is the executive 

and musical producer for the album. Jenni is also 

launching her new fragrance called Jenni Rivera. V; 

perfume set, Jenni's music video. Jenni's life has been 

marked by several scandals this year including a sex tape, 

being detained at an airport for carrying large amounts of 

money, and a fight between she and singer Graciela 

Beltran. V; Jenni at airport, Graciela Beltran. Jenni says 

she's learned a lot this year. V; Jenni performing. Melissa 

Martinez reporting.

00:59 Wed 12/2/09 6:20:10 PM Culture

Tiger Woods has released an online statement apologizing 

to his wife and family for letting them down. A voice mail 

message he left his allege mistress has also made its way 

out to the public. GR; statement from voice mail message. 

V; picture of Tiger Woods.
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00:47 Wed 12/2/09 6:21:09 PM Culture

A fight broke out during a wedding ceremony in El Peru. 

The man getting married happened to be married already 

and his wife and her relatives crashed the service and 

started a fight. V; couple kissing, people fighting in church.

00:31 Wed 12/2/09 6:29:37 PM Culture

The auto show will start this weekend at the L.A. 

convention center. Ford Fiesta, Mazda 2 and the 

Chevrolet Cruise are some of those that will be on display. 

V; workers uncovering cars, Escalade.

03:20 Thu 12/3/09 6:00:05 PM
Government, 

Politics

A student has sued the mayor of Costa Mesa for civil 

rights violation. The student was arrested while speaking 

at a city council meeting. V; plaintiff arriving at court, 

mayor in city council meeting, activist speaking during city 

council meeting. GR; more information. V; police dragging 

activist out of meeting. Martin Plascencia reporting.

00:34 Thu 12/3/09 6:03:25 PM Crime & Gangs

Los Angeles police are looking for 1 of 3 suspects who 

robbed a check cashing location. V; police at the scene. I; 

Rosario Herrera, LAPD official, commented on the 

investigation.

00:33 Thu 12/3/09 6:03:59 PM Crime & Gangs
Ontario officials are looking for an inmate who escaped 

from jail. V; picture of suspect.

00:19 Thu 12/3/09 6:04:32 PM
Government, 

Politics

The new LAPD police chief was officially sworn in today. 

V; mayor speaking at event.

00:25 Thu 12/3/09 6:07:05 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Immigration agents arrested undocumented immigrants in 

San Diego today. V; dark video of the boat aboard which 

they were travelling.

00:22 Thu 12/3/09 6:07:30 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Over 2,000 new US citizens will be sworn in tomorrow in 

California. V; new citizens at ceremony.

03:07 Thu 12/3/09 6:07:52 PM Education

A 90 year old man won the national heroic parents contest 

hosted by Telemundo. V; pictures of and videos submitted, 

winner and others at event. I; Gusmaro Reyes, winner, 

urges parents to sacrifice for their children. I; Jaime 

Jimenez, sales manager, commented on the parents. V; 

pictures of Mr. Reyes and his family. I; Marian Reyes, 

daughter, says her father has always guided and inspired 

them. I; Olivia Reyes, daughter, says her father has lead 

by example. Mr. Reyes will receive 10,000 dollars, 2 cell 

phones and a trip to Hawaii thanks to Verizon Wireless 

and other sponsors. Azucena Gomez reporting.

00:42 Thu 12/3/09 6:14:01 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

Comcast announced today that it is purchasing NBC 

Universal which is owned by GE. V; exterior or GE 

headquarters, exterior of Vivendi Universal, NBC studio.

01:24 Thu 12/3/09 6:14:43 PM Culture

The lights festival was kicked off today in Griffith Park. V; 

lights, families on bikes. GR; more information. Melissa 

Martinez reporting.
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02:16 Thu 12/3/09 6:16:07 PM Culture

Some people believe the key to a woman's sexual 

pleasure is found in natural products. V; couple kissing. I; 

Evelia, says many there are many herbs that can be used 

to help women get back their libido. V; couple in bed, 

scene from the movie Como Agua Para Chocolate, 

couples together. I; Dr. Francisco Neida, says women's 

sex drive is closely linked to their senses. I; Emma 

Sequeda, psychologist, says love, communication and 

sexuality is the key to a woman's pleasure.

00:27 Thu 12/3/09 6:18:23 PM Culture
The Rockefeller Center Christmas tree was lit up tonight in 

New York city. V; people at event, lighting up tree.

00:16 Thu 12/3/09 6:28:25 PM Minority Concerns

Viewers can find pictures of the hottest girls interviewed 

on the Telemundo Deporte at telemundo52.com. V; 

pictures of 2 swimsuit models.

01:07 Thu 12/3/09 6:28:41 PM  
A break dance robot was put on display in Japan. V; robot 

dancing.

02:17 Fri 12/4/09 6:00:31 PM Neighborhoods

Investigations are taking place after a 17 year old boy was 

killed in Los Angeles. V; suspects, photos. V; victim, 

photo. V; police at scene. I; residents, comment on the 

crime, they are shocked about the crime. Roberto Lacayo 

Reporting.

00:22 Fri 12/4/09 6:02:48 PM Neighborhoods
2 cadavers were found inside a house in Los Angeles. V; 

crime scene, authorities at scene.

00:20 Fri 12/4/09 6:03:10 PM Neighborhoods

Activists conducted a protest to ask for more surveillance 

in the area in order to prevent accidents in Los Angeles. V; 

activists protesting.

00:23 Fri 12/4/09 6:03:30 PM Neighborhoods

Lenox police department is conducting a program to 

exchange firearms for money in order to keep streets 

clean. V; police officers, firearms.

03:02 Fri 12/4/09 6:03:53 PM Minority Concerns

The list of teams that will participate in the soccer world 

cup. V; soccer ceremony. Mexico is second on the list. 

GR; list of teams. V; fans celebrating. I; fans, say they are 

happy about the soccer world cup, they will be supporting 

Mexico. V; soccer products. Azucena Gomez Reporting.

01:53 Fri 12/4/09 6:09:20 PM Neighborhoods

Mexican functionaries held a reunion in order to come up 

with new ways to prevent the violence. V; functionaries in 

reunion. I; Miguel Pulido, Santa Ana Mayor, says they 

discussed about important points. I; Pablo Alejo, Mayor of 

Ensenada, says security issues are the most important. I; 

Hugo Torres, Mayor of Rosarito, says Rosarito's crimes 

have been dropped. I; Rep. Jesus Sanchez, says police 

officers are receiving more training. Martin Plascencia 

Reporting.

00:29 Fri 12/4/09 6:11:13 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

A new report reveals a slight recovery in the employment 

sector of the economy in United States. V; people in 

workplaces, Wall Street.

00:28 Fri 12/4/09 6:14:46 PM Latino Issues
About 107 people were recovered after they were serving 

as slaves in Mexico. V; victims being recovered.
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00:21 Fri 12/4/09 6:16:52 PM Children's Issues
Children will have to use masks in schools to prevent the 

spread of the H1N1 virus in Los Angeles. V; masks.

01:27 Fri 12/4/09 6:17:13 PM Minority Concerns

Film director Rolman Polansky is out of jail but will have to 

use an electronic bracelet. V; Polansky around others. 

Singer Elizalde is promoting his new album. V; Elizalde 

performing. I; Elizalde, says he will be celebrating the new 

year. Melisa Reporting.

00:36 Fri 12/4/09 6:29:40 PM Children's Issues
A group of disabled children decorated a giant cookie to 

celebrate Christmas. V; children decorating.

02:40 Mon 12/7/09 6:01:03 PM Neighborhoods

People talk about the damages due to the rainstorms. 

Reporter talks about evacuations due to the rainstorms. V; 

Cars on a rainy road, scene of a car accident. Reporter 

talks about accidents due to the rainstorm. I; Henry 

Rodriguez, Fire Department of Los Angeles Spokesman, 

talks about the possible mudslides due to the rainstorms. 

V; Neighborhood, map. Reporter says many homes could 

be affected by possible mudslides. V; Bags. The fire 

department is handing out bags to be filled with sand and 

protect their property. I; Mauricio Cruz, Works at La 

Canada Flintridge, says he wasn't prepared for the 

rainstorm. I; Oscar Cabello, Works in La Canada 

Flintridge, talks about the floods in Pasadena due to the 

rainstorm. A community meeting will be held at a church in 

Porter Ranch. Mariate Ramos reporting.

00:29 Mon 12/7/09 6:03:43 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

A man was rescued from the Los Angeles river. V; Man in 

a river, LAPD-Los Angeles police department raft. 

Reporter talks about the rescue. Azucena Gomez 

reporting.

00:25 Mon 12/7/09 6:04:12 PM Neighborhoods

The highway patrol has received several calls reporting car 

accidents. V; Scene of a car accident. The car accidents 

have been caused due to the rainstorms. Reporter talks 

about the car accidents. Azucena Gomez reporting.

00:24 Mon 12/7/09 6:04:37 PM
Environmental 

Issues

In North of California, snow was reported. V; Cars on the 

road. The Grapevine area was closed due to the snow. 

Azucena Gomez reporting.

00:15 Mon 12/7/09 6:06:56 PM Minority Concerns
Anchor talks about the live images of snow in Big Bear. V; 

Scenes of snow.

00:51 Mon 12/7/09 6:08:47 PM Culture

The annual procession of the Our Lady of Guadalupe was 

held. V; Scene of the procession. Reporter talks about the 

procession. The campaign for an immigration reform was 

also part of the procession. V; Testimonies of Faith, 

www.telemundo52.com. Azucena Gomez reporting.

00:30 Mon 12/7/09 6:09:38 PM Culture

The midnight mass at the Vatican on Christmas Eve will 

now be held at 10:00pm. V; Pope Benedict XVI. Reporter 

talks about the changes. Azucena Gomez reporting.
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02:09 Mon 12/7/09 6:10:08 PM Minority Concerns

People talk about the real meaning of Christmas. Anchor 

talks about finding the way to have a happy Christmas 

during a time of crisis. V; Christmas tree, Play Doh logo, 

toys, people shopping. Reporter talks about the real 

meaning of Christmas. I; Man, talks about the real 

meaning for Christmas. I; Woman, says Christmas is a 

time to exchange things for a relationship with a relative or 

friend. V; Nativity scene. Reporter says its not hard to 

have a good Christmas with no money. I; Man, talks about 

the real values during Christmas. Pablo Barragan 

reporting.

00:33 Mon 12/7/09 6:14:50 PM Latino Issues

In Juarez Mexico, a protest was held due to the violence 

rate. V; Scene of a protest. People want peace in the city. 

Azucena Gomezr reporting.

02:21 Mon 12/7/09 6:15:23 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

People talk about the Guardian aircraft which will be used 

by the department of homeland security. Anchor talks 

about the air immigration. V; Light aircraft, Homeland land 

Security logo. I; Juan Munoz Torres, U.S. Customs and 

Border Protection, talks about the Guardian aircraft. 

Reporter talks about the Guardian . V; Footage of the 

Guardian aircraft. Reporter talks and demonstrates the 

pilot area of the aircraft. The aircraft will be used in 

January. The aircraft will also be abel to intercept illegal 

transactions to the US. I; Torres, says human traffickers 

are now looking for new routes to cross illegal immigrants. 

V; Announcement by Angelica Salas of the Coalition of 

Human Immigrant Rights of Los Angeles. The Guardian 

costs 13 million dollars. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

01:53 Mon 12/7/09 6:17:44 PM Minority Concerns

Entertainment, highlights. Mexioco held its annual 

Telethon. Lucero cuts her hair to donate to a kids cancer 

foundation. V; Lucero, Lucero's mom, Luis Fonsi, Ninel 

Conde. I; Ninel Conde, Actress, talks about her relatives 

with cancer. I; Alejandra Guzman, thanks God for giving 

her a second chance to live. Melissa Martinez reporting.

00:48 Mon 12/7/09 6:22:11 PM Latino Issues
Reporter talks about tips to loose weight. V; Don't Gain 

Weight. Azucena Gomez reporting.

00:46 Mon 12/7/09 6:29:55 PM Minority Concerns
Roberto Inigo talks about the latest news on 

www.telemundo.com. V; Photos.

01:59 Tue 12/8/09 6:00:09 PM Employment

Dozens of teachers are protesting cuts to the school 

district budget. V; teachers protesting. I; Alberto Lopez, 

Los Angeles Unified School District teacher, would prefer 

to have days cut instead of cutting teachers. Dinorah 

Perez reporting.
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02:29 Tue 12/8/09 6:02:34 PM Neighborhoods

Highway 5 has been re-opened. The highway was closed 

down because of snow on the road. V; traffic, people out, 

plants in the field, parent out walking with her kids. I; Alicia 

Alcantar, parent, keeps her children warm with pajamas 

and blankets. Alicia cannot afford to turn the heat on. V; 

mother out walking with her children. The Los Angeles fire 

department officials are concerned that people may create 

unsafe conditions in their homes because they are trying 

to save on the heat bill. V; firefighters. I; Cecco Secci, fire 

department, commented on safety tips when using space 

heaters. V; frayed wire, space heater, man filling grill with 

coal, stove. Many people use grills and stoves in order to 

stay warm creating the right conditions for carbon 

monoxide poisoning. V; woman spreading blanket on bed. 

Azucena Gomez reporting.

00:29 Tue 12/8/09 6:05:03 PM Neighborhoods

The Los Angeles city council has agreed to limiting the 

number of medicinal marijuana dispensaries to only 70. V; 

senate meeting, bottles of medicinal marijuana.

00:23 Tue 12/8/09 6:05:32 PM Neighborhoods
An elderly man was killed in a house fire today in Los 

Angeles. V; house on fire.

00:21 Tue 12/8/09 6:05:55 PM Neighborhoods

Authorities are investigating the death of a prominent 

attorney found shot to death in his Rolling Hills home. V; 

picture of attorney, investigators at scene.

00:29 Tue 12/8/09 6:08:10 PM
Government, 

Politics

President Obama announced his plan today to create 

more jobs. V; president speaking in Washington, factory 

workers, woman in unemployment office.

02:30 Tue 12/8/09 6:08:39 PM Neighborhoods

A South Gate young man was killed 10 years ago. Police 

have still not found his killers. V; picture of victim. I; 

Sandra Flores, victim's mother, cannot get over her son's 

death. V; restaurant where victim was killed, CCTV image 

of suspects, sketches of suspects. I; Det. Romero, says 

the suspects are still dangerous. Roberto Lacayo 

reporting.

02:09 Tue 12/8/09 6:13:48 PM Neighborhoods

Maria Garcia says her faith in the Virgin of Guadalupe 

cured her of breast cancer. V; Maria at home, alter to the 

virgin. I; Maria Garcia, believer, says she was saved by a 

miracle. Jose Rondstat reporting.

00:25 Tue 12/8/09 6:25:34 PM Children's Issues

Elian Gonzalez, the young Cuban boy who was rescued 

while trying to make it to Florida, is now 16 years old. V; 

pictures of Elian.

02:28 Tue 12/8/09 6:25:59 PM Neighborhoods

The Toys of Tots is holding a toy drive. V; toys. I; Ofc. 

Jorge Raul Diaz, is inviting people to donate. People can 

drop off toys at Wal Mart, Toys R US, Pier One Imports 

and Lucky Brand Jeans. Melissa Martinez reporting.

03:11 Wed 12/9/09 6:00:32 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The unemployment rate has increased in Los Angeles. 

GR; more info. V; people in work places. I; residents, say 

they are struggling to find a job, they have been obligated 

to change jobs, the situation is very hard. V; President 

Obama speaking. SB; President Obama, says he will not 

going to rest until every American finds a job. Martin 

Plascencia Reporting.
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01:47 Wed 12/9/09 6:04:07 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The Census office is looking for new candidates for jobs. I; 

Armando Mendoza, Census office, says the government is 

offering job opportunities through the Census. V; people 

walking. V; questionnaires. Roberto Lacayo Reporting.

00:28 Wed 12/9/09 6:05:54 PM Neighborhoods
3 suspects have been arrested under assault charges in 

Newport Beach. V; assault scene.

03:22 Wed 12/9/09 6:08:25 PM Minority Concerns

Rocky will be confronting against Kelly Pablig. I; Rocky, 

says his dream is to win, he is glad to have the 

opportunity, his mother is his idol. V; boxers in combat. I; 

Ana Garcia, mother, says her son has the opportunity to 

win. V; family, photos.

00:38 Wed 12/9/09 6:14:22 PM Children's Issues

Two teachers were found having sex inside a classroom 

and in front of their students in Los Angeles. V; teachers, 

photos.

01:06 Wed 12/9/09 6:15:00 PM Minority Concerns

Singer Alejandra Guzman will not have to pay an amount 

of money after winning a lawsuit. V; Guzman around 

others. Model Giselle Budchen had a baby boy yesterday. 

V; Budchen modeling.

01:00 Wed 12/9/09 6:16:06 PM Minority Concerns
Serralde is promoting his new video clip. V; Serralde 

performing.

02:06 Wed 12/9/09 6:17:24 PM Latino Issues

Sanchez family are devotes of the Virgin. I; family 

members, say they feel proud to have the Virgin image at 

home, they are faithful about the Virgin. V; believers 

celebrating. Azucena Gomez Reporting.

00:31 Wed 12/9/09 6:19:30 PM Culture
Believers will be celebrating the Virgin of Guadalupe on 

December 10. V; believers at scene.

00:44 Wed 12/9/09 6:20:01 PM Minority Concerns
50-feet waves have been reported in Hawaii and surfers 

are taking advantage. V; people surfing.

03:16 Thu 12/10/09 6:00:45 PM Employment

Several teachers may be fired after the students are 

making low grades in Los Angeles. I; Elisa Garcia, 

teacher, says her job as a teacher will earn in June 30, 

teachers are always committed to help students. I; Monica 

Garcia, teacher, says the school district is bringing 

opportunities for the young people. V; Mayor Villaraigosa. 

I; parents, comment on the improvements of the school. 

Roberto Lacayo Reporting.

00:24 Thu 12/10/09 6:05:03 PM Neighborhoods
A man was arrested under murder charges against a 

pregnant woman in Los Angeles. V; crime scene.

00:19 Thu 12/10/09 6:05:27 PM Neighborhoods A fire inside a company in Artesia. V; fire scene.

00:17 Thu 12/10/09 6:05:46 PM Latino Issues
2 victims died today in Ohio due to a plane accident. V; 

accident scene.

02:11 Thu 12/10/09 6:08:53 PM Children's Issues

Parents must be aware of the right time to give their 

children a cell phone. V; people using cell phones. I; 

Psychologist, says children start needing a cell phone 

when they turn 12 years old, a cell phone will give control 

to the parents, a cell phone will give the feeling of 

independence to children. I; mother, says the cell phone is 

useful to know the location of a child all the time. I; 

unidentified man, says a cell phone is not a toy. Nadia 

Torres Reporting.

01:42 Thu 12/10/09 6:13:34 PM Latino Issues

Believers thank the Virgin for the miracles. I; Maria, 

believer, says her faith is miraculous. V; Virgin of 

Guadalupe. Azucena Gomez Reporting.
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01:42 Thu 12/10/09 6:16:43 PM Minority Concerns

Reporter Carmen Dominicci will join Telemundo. V; 

Dominici around her fans. Actress Irma Serrano 

celebrated her 74th birthday. V; Serrano speaking. PC; 

Serrano, says she wants to live in peace. Melissa 

Reporting.

00:42 Thu 12/10/09 6:18:25 PM Minority Concerns
A surfer posses as a Santa in Manhattan beach. V; man 

dressed up as Santa Claus surfing.

02:00 Fri 12/11/09 6:00:26 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

ICE police arrested close to 300 criminal immigrants in 

California. V; ICE police conducting operation, police 

arresting suspects. I; Robert Naranjo, ICE spokesperson, 

says they are satisfied with the result. V; official press 

conference, police processing detainees. Azucena Gomez 

reporting.

02:22 Fri 12/11/09 6:02:26 PM Neighborhoods

More storms are predicted for California. V; rain falling. 

Authorities will close roads in the areas where the station 

fire destroyed vegetation on hillsides. V; sandbag wall, 

closed roads. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

00:29 Fri 12/11/09 6:05:34 PM Minority Concerns

Tiger Woods announced via his website that he's taking a 

break from golfing and that he's truly sorry for the pain he's 

caused his family. V; Woods golfing, tabloid headlines, 

picture of him and his wife, exterior of their mansion, more 

pictures of his wife.

00:30 Fri 12/11/09 6:06:03 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

The Metrolink fare increase has been postponed. V; 

Metrolink meeting, commuters getting on train.

02:21 Fri 12/11/09 6:09:04 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

The Orange County School District has started vaccinating 

students against the H1N1 flu. V; kids getting vaccine. I; 

Paulina Jacobs, Monte Vista elementary principal, 

commented on vaccinating the kids. Gr; more information. 

I; parent, favors the vaccine. I; kids, commented on the 

vaccine. Gr; more information. Martin Plascencia 

reporting.

02:43 Fri 12/11/09 6:13:56 PM
Environmental 

Issues

Scientists say we only have 20 years within which to stop 

catastrophic global warming. The issue of global warming 

has divided those who believe that it's a natural process 

and those who believe that humans are causing the 

phenomenon. The climatic conference started in 

Copenhagen amid a scandal caused by rumors that Al 

Gore may have omitted important information from his 

climatic documentary An Inconvenient Truth. V; Al Gore 

and his wife, footage from documentary. There have even 

been reports that Gore's Oscar award may be revoked. V; 

leaders at the conference, traffic, people out walking, 

people pedaling bicycles to create energy. I; Linda 

Escalante, Onda Verge spokesperson, says global 

warming is one of the most important issues of our time. 

V; smoke coming from factories, construction workers, 

natural disasters, ocean, birds.
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03:03 Fri 12/11/09 6:16:39 PM Culture

Saturday is the Virgin of Guadalupe's feast day. V; pilgrims 

walking to the basilica in Mexico City, pilgrims singing and 

playing guitar. I; believers, commented on their pilgrimage. 

I; believers, commented on what they are asking the virgin 

for and what they are thankful for. An image of the virgin 

specially made for visually impaired believers was unveiled 

at the basilica. V; image of virgin, person reading 

information in braille, pilgrims sleeping outside the basilica. 

Believers in Los Angeles are also getting ready to 

celebrate. V; man leaving flowers at an alter erected to the 

saint. Gr; more information. Agustin Olais reporting.

01:37 Fri 12/11/09 6:19:42 PM Minority Concerns

Gloria Trevi will get married tomorrow. V; Trevi performing. 

Celebrities are getting ready to celebrate the Virgin of 

Guadalupe feast day. I; Rogelio Martinez, singer, says the 

virgin protects him. I; Los Horoscopos de Durango, music 

group, commented on the importance of the virgin to them. 

I; Banda el Recodo, says they always pray to the saint. I; 

Tucanes de Tijuana, says they belive in the virgin and pray 

to her. Melissa Martinez reporting.

00:28 Fri 12/11/09 6:29:27 PM Minority Concerns

Researchers at the University of Minnesota found that 

casual sex dose not cause emotional problems. V; couples 

out.

03:15 Mon 12/14/09 6:00:48 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Congressman Luis Gutierrez will be presenting an 

immigration reform proposal to congress. Reporter talks 

about the integrated immigration reform proposal. 72 

sponsors are supporting this proposal. I; Jorge Mario 

Cabrera, CHIRLA-coalition of human immigrant rights of 

Los Angeles, talks about hope and the new integrated 

immigration reform. V; People walking, people running in a 

desert. I; Cabrera, says this is the first step to take when a 

proposal is being presented. Congress Gutierrez wants 

the House of Representatives to start voting on the 

immigration reform by January 1, 2010. 110 votes are 

necessary for an approval of an immigration reform and 

they only have 72. I; Cabrera, says they're going to visit 

three congressman who don't support the reform. I; 

Cabrera, talks about the support of the president and the 

senate for this reform. Vicky Gutierrez reporting.

03:58 Mon 12/14/09 6:04:03 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

A political analyst talks about the process of the 

immigration reform proposal. I; Carlos Rajo, Political 

Analyst, talks about the process of the immigration 

proposal that congressman Luis Gutierrez will be 

presenting to congress. 218 votes are needed to have an 

approved immigration reform proposal. I; Analyst, says 

president Obama can veto the proposal. V; Protest, capitol 

building, farmers. I; Analyst, says president Obama has 

not complied with what he said on immigration. I; Analyst, 

says this is going to be a very hard proposal to get 

approved. Azalea Iniguez reporting.
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02:49 Mon 12/14/09 6:10:02 PM Neighborhoods

In Fullerton, a man has been missing for three days. The 

police are looking for him but have not had any luck. V; 

Photos of missing man, James Wernke. I; Vanessa 

Becerril, Friend of the Family, says his family has been 

very worried about him. Wernke, had gone out to walk the 

dog of his girlfriend. I; Bob Wernke, Father of James, says 

all this is so weird. I; Becerri, says he didn't took his wallet 

and has not returned home. V; Photos. I; Lieutenant Alex 

Bastreri, Fullerton Police, talks about an investigation. 

Many people are volunteering for the search of James 

Wernke. I; Sheri Wernke, Mother of James, sends a 

message to his son. Martin Plascencia reporting.

00:14 Mon 12/14/09 6:12:51 PM Neighborhoods

The police are investigating a burglary at a religious 

center. V; Sign. The police believe this was a racial hate 

crime. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

02:53 Mon 12/14/09 6:15:38 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

A high school student died due to an alcohol overdose. 

Anchor talks about the death of a teen due to an alcohol 

overdose. V; Photos of Aydin Salek, South Pasadena High 

School. Salek was a leader at school and was involved in 

several groups. Salek went to a party where he collapsed 

and never woke up again. V; Salek Facebook page. I; Lea 

Lewis, American Cancer Society, says sometimes people 

find themselves at percailor places. V; South Pasadena 

High School, photo of Salek. Reporter says sometimes 

teens don't think on the consequences of things. I; Dr., 

says the brain is the main organ of the nervous system. I; 

Dr., says drinking alcohol can be tricky to the body. V; 

Video. Reporter talks about the reactions the body may 

have due to an alcohol overdose. I; Dr., says call 911 in 

case of an emergency. V; Video, photo of Salek. Maria 

Garcia reporting.

01:35 Mon 12/14/09 6:18:57 PM Minority Concerns

Entertainment, highlights. Ramon Ayala was arrested 

during a presentation at a Christmas party. V; Ramon 

Ayala. The police are questioning Ayala due to his 

presentation at the house of a drug trafficker. Niurka 

Marcos had the Cuban flag painted on her body to pose 

for a magazine cover. The magazine is called Target Style. 

The health of Sandro is very critical. V; Sandro. Melissa 

Martinez reporting.

01:36 Mon 12/14/09 6:28:53 PM Minority Concerns

A man talks about the news 52 highlights via Internet. V; 

Web page. SI; Roberto Inigo, www.telemundo52.com, 

talks about the news highlights via Internet.
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04:14 Tue 12/15/09 6:00:03 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Rep. Luis Gutierrez presented an immigration reform bill to 

congress today. V; Gutierrez speaking in Washington. I; 

Rep. Gutierrez, says the president will sign this bill. GR; 

more details. An event took place in San Bernardino today 

in support of that bill. V; immigrants. I; Daniel Arriaga, was 

arrested by immigrants. I; Antonia Esquivel, wife, says 

they acknowledge that they broke the law entering the US 

illegally. V; Antonia and Daniel at home, picture of the 

family and their children. Roberto Lacayo reporting.

02:20 Tue 12/15/09 6:04:17 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Immigrants rallied today in support of the immigration 

reform bill. V; immigrants protesting. I; Angela Zambrano, 

NALACC, say this is a serious push to start the debate. I; 

Mr. Mejia, commented on the reform. V; immigrants 

passing through customs, immigrants crossing border. I; 

Luis Huerta, undocumented student. V; immigrants in state 

capitol offices. GR; more information. Azucena Gomez 

reporting.

00:25 Tue 12/15/09 6:08:44 PM Crime & Gangs

Fullerton authorities found the body of a 21 year old 

missing student. V; authorities at scene where body was 

found.

00:25 Tue 12/15/09 6:09:09 PM Crime & Gangs

A mother, her 2 children and the children's grandmother 

were all found dead in a San Clemente home. V; aerial 

view of scene.

00:23 Tue 12/15/09 6:09:34 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

The CDC has recalled 800,000 H1N1 flu shots for 

children. V; researcher in lab, person getting lab. The 

vaccines, manufactured by Sanofi Pasteur, are not potent 

enough.

02:00 Tue 12/15/09 6:09:57 PM Neighborhoods

A fire destroyed a community center today in Santa Ana. 

V; firefighters putting out fire. I; unidentified woman, says 

they lost everything. V; fire damaged center, people who 

benefited from the center. I; Andres, got food from the 

center. V; people cleaning up. Martin Plascencia reporting.

06:13 Tue 12/15/09 6:14:11 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

The new immigration reform bill was presented only today, 

but already has opponents. V; anti immigration protest. I; 

Ray Herrera, Minutemen spokesperson, says this country 

is for White Americans and that will never change. V; Rep. 

Gutierrez, congress meeting. I; Luis Alvarado, Republican 

strategist, says the bill will face many opponents. V; 

immigrant field workers, people out walking, immigrants in 

immigration office, construction workers, women making 

food. I; Maria Elena de la Cruz, Whittier resident, has been 

waiting 20 years for a reform. SI; Alma Rosa Nieto, 

immigration attorney, says this bill is only the beginning. V; 

detained immigrants. Maria Garcia reporting.

00:30 Tue 12/15/09 6:29:45 PM Minority Concerns

Jenni's new fragrance named Jenni will go on sale 

tomorrow. She will also be greeting fans in Los Angeles. 

V; Jenni's music video.
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02:26 Wed 12/16/09 6:00:05 PM Crime & Gangs

Singer Ramon Ayala has been charged for alleged 

involvement with drug traffickers. V; Ayala performing, 

soldiers conducting operation, suspects in custody. Police 

also arrested members of the Beltran Leyva cartel. SB; 

Adolfo Vega, Ayala's attorney, says his client does not 

belong to any criminal organization. Alejandra Guzman 

was involved in a similar scandal last year after she was 

accused of performing for drug traffickers. These singers 

usually do not have any way of finding out if the people 

hiring them are involved with organized crime. V; Ayala 

performing, scene from his music videos. Singer Paquita 

La Del Barrio said today that she does not see anything 

wrong with performing for drug traffickers. Paquita 

admitted to performing for drug traffickers in the past. GR; 

question to viewers. Melissa Martinez reporting.

03:04 Wed 12/16/09 6:02:31 PM Neighborhoods

Volunteers have been delivering food at the site to the 

community kitchen which was destroyed by fire earlier this 

week in Santa Ana. V; people eating outside the center. I; 

Elsa Alvarado, volunteer, says the fire will not stop their 

work. V; firefighters at scene. I; Gina Najera, volunteer, 

commented on how the center helps the needy. GR; more 

information. I; Omar Armenta, 17 year old, eats at the 

center on a daily basis. V; volunteers handing out food, 

volunteers loading boxes into truck. The Luiseno Native 

American tribe donated 35 boxes of canned food today. V; 

workers and homeless people helping to unload boxes. I; 

Andres Balderas, laborer, says the center is important to 

him. Martin Plascencia reporting.

02:01 Wed 12/16/09 6:05:35 PM Neighborhoods

The Marine Corp. Toys for Tots program did not get as 

many donations this year. V; toys, empty boxes. I; 

Jonathan Retana, Marine Corp., commented on the 

scarcity of donations this year. V; Marine loading toys into 

vehicle, volunteers collecting toys, FedEx logo. I; Santiago 

Villagrana, Angel Tree coordinator, says his organization 

helps children whose parents are in prison. V; empty 

boxes. Azucena Gomez reporting.

00:32 Wed 12/16/09 6:09:51 PM
Government, 

Politics

Many legislators say Rep. Gutierrez's immigration bill will 

not go very far. V; immigrants in immigration reform.

00:19 Wed 12/16/09 6:10:23 PM Crime & Gangs
The 2 men suspected of killing a truck driver on the 

highway have been arrested. V; suspects in custody.

00:19 Wed 12/16/09 6:10:42 PM Crime & Gangs
Four suspects in a Hollywood Hills robbery and shooting 

have been arrested. V; police at scene.
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05:08 Wed 12/16/09 6:13:36 PM Crime & Gangs

Maria Del Carmen Martinez claims Joe Arpaio's sheriff 

officers arrested her in Arizona. V; victims of arrest, picture 

of injured victim, Sheriff Arpaio speaking. I; Maria Del 

Carmen Martinez, victim, says she was arrested for a false 

ID. V; jail. Martinez say 6 officers fractured her arm while 

trying to force her to sign an ICE document. Martinez has 

sued the sheriff department and the Maricopa county 

supervisors. I; Daniel Ortega, attorney, commented on the 

case. Leopoldo Arteaga, who is a US citizen, claims sheriff 

officers arrested him. I; Leopoldo Arteaga, commented on 

his case. V; pictures of Arteaga after he'd been beaten by 

officers. Jose Ronstadt reporting.

01:00 Wed 12/16/09 6:19:00 PM Minority Concerns

Jenni Rivera launched her new fragrance called Jenni. V; 

Jenni at perfume launching event. I; Diana Hernandez, 

fan, is a fan because she's a single mom too. Melissa 

Martinez reporting.

00:52 Wed 12/16/09 6:29:11 PM Crime & Gangs

Singer Ramon Ayala has been charged for alleged 

involvement with drug traffickers. V; Ayala performing. GR; 

question to viewers. Singer Paquita La Del Barrio says she 

sees nothing wrong with performing for drug traffickers.

02:36 Thu 12/17/09 6:00:02 PM Neighborhoods

A rash of robberies have Los Angeles residents worried. 

V; scene of last robbery. I; Agripina Meza, neighbor, 

described what she saw. Suspects shot a homeowner and 

his dog yesterday during a robbery in Hollywood Hills. V; 

police at scene, injured dog. I; Norma Eisenman, LAPD 

spokesperson, says the recession is fueling the crimes. 

Mariate Ramos reporting.

00:27 Thu 12/17/09 6:02:38 PM Crime & Gangs

Police say 4 suspects entered a Hollywood Hills home and 

shot the owner. V; police at scene. The suspects have 

been arrested.

00:17 Thu 12/17/09 6:03:05 PM Crime & Gangs

Los Angeles police are looking for a suspect who shot a 

store employee with a taser after robbing the place. V; 

CCTV footage of robbery.

00:20 Thu 12/17/09 6:03:22 PM Neighborhoods

The Los Angeles municipal council has approved the 

training of a group of people to work along with the police 

department to combat gangs. V; gang members.

00:35 Thu 12/17/09 6:03:42 PM Neighborhoods

The Los Angeles Unified School District announced that it 

will have zero tolerance for those parents who keep their 

children out of school for longer than the 3 weeks winter 

break. V; students in classroom, students in hallway.

00:39 Thu 12/17/09 6:04:17 PM Neighborhoods

Southern California Edison donated 10,000 dollars to the 

community kitchen which was destroyed by fire earlier this 

week. V; volunteers in front of center. I; unidentified 

Southern Edison representative, commented on the 

donation.
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02:48 Thu 12/17/09 6:07:05 PM Crime & Gangs

Arturo Beltran Leyva, one of the leaders of the Beltran 

Leyva cartel, was killed today during an operation in 

Mexico. Six of his men were also killed. V; authorities 

conducting operation, picture of Beltran Leyva. PC; 

unidentified official, commented on the operation. V; 

suspects in custody. PC; unidentified official, commented 

on the operation. V; outside the home where the operation 

took place, injured man on the ground. I; unidentified man, 

commented on the operation. PC; Felipe Calderon, 

president, commented on the operation's success. V; 

authorities removing bodies from scenes of crimes. 

Agustin Olais reporting.

00:34 Thu 12/17/09 6:12:25 PM Crime & Gangs

Singer Ramon Ayala and members of the group Los 

Cadetes de Linares have filed a complaint with the 

national human rights commission over their recent arrest. 

V; Ayala performing. The singers are charged with money 

laundering. They were arrested while performing at a party 

hosted by the Beltran Leyva drug cartel.

04:22 Thu 12/17/09 6:12:59 PM Crime & Gangs

Arturo Leyva Beltran, leader of the Beltran Leyva cartel 

was killed today in Mexico. SI; Carlos Rajo, political 

analyst, says this is the biggest victory in the Calderon 

administration's war on drug trafficking. V; soldiers 

conducting operation, picture of Beltran Leyva, President 

Calderon speaking.

01:52 Thu 12/17/09 6:17:43 PM Minority Concerns

Gloria Trevi's church wedding will take place tonight in 

Monterrey, Mexico. She is marrying attorney Armando 

Gomez who is the father of her son. V; Gloria getting 

ready for a performance. Singer Rihanna appears topless 

on the cover of GQ magazine. V; Rihanna at a Hollywood 

event, Rihanna on cover of GQ. The singer talks in the 

magazine about her relationship with Chris Brown. La 

Jornada reports that Antonio Aguilar made a 300,000 

dollars loan in 1998, but could not repay it. The amount of 

the loan including interest is now close to 1 million dollars. 

V; Antonio and his wife at a walk of fame event. The 

Banrural bank has sold The Aguilars' 3 ranches in order to 

recover the money. V; Antonio and his wife on stage. The 

paper reports that both Aguilar's wife and his son Pepe are 

facing a lawsuit. Melissa Martinez reporting.

00:30 Thu 12/17/09 6:19:35 PM Minority Concerns
Universal Studios will kick off the 13 days of Grinchmas on 

December 19. V; scenes from Grinch play.

01:11 Thu 12/17/09 6:28:38 PM Minority Concerns

Viewers can find more information on the Beltran Leyva 

killing and on Ramon Ayala's arrest online at 

telemundo52.com. V; picture of Ayala on website.

01:05 Fri 12/18/09 6:02:31 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

27 workers were arrested during an immigration raid in 

Los Angeles. V; place in which the raid took place. I; 

Emilio Amaya, activist, says immigrants are wearing a 

bracelet now.
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02:17 Fri 12/18/09 6:03:36 PM Neighborhoods

Activists conducted a march to support the immigration 

reform in Los Angeles. V; activists marching. I; activists, 

say everyone deserves to be treated with respects, 

immigrants are part of America. Azucena Gomez 

Reporting.

00:31 Fri 12/18/09 6:05:53 PM Neighborhoods

Chief of police Charlie Beck announced that police officers 

will not be serving as immigration agents on streets. V; 

arrested immigrants.

00:21 Fri 12/18/09 6:06:24 PM Neighborhoods

Investigations are taking place after a man was burned 

alive and buried in the backyard of a house in Los 

Angeles. V; suspects, photos. V; crime scene, police at 

scene.

00:37 Fri 12/18/09 6:08:40 PM Crime & Gangs

Singer Ramon Ayala was arrested in Mexico after 

allegedly having connections with the drug trafficking 

organizations. V; Ayala performing.

01:03 Fri 12/18/09 6:09:17 PM Crime & Gangs

Drug trafficker Arturo Beltran was killed during a shooting 

in Mexico. V; crime scene. GR; more info. I; residents, say 

they believe the drug traffickers will win the battle.

02:01 Fri 12/18/09 6:12:56 PM Culture

A museum is now hosting toys to portray the Mexican 

culture in Los Angeles. V; Mexican culture toys. I; Pilar 

Compatan, coordinator, says this toys were used by many 

people in their childhood. I; Manuel Salinas, says he 

remembers the toys. I; Cynthia Cervantes, says she 

remembers her childhood. Martin Plascencia Reporting.

02:27 Fri 12/18/09 6:14:57 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Women can't live without high hills but they don't realize 

how it could affect them. V; women walking in high hills. I; 

women, say they enjoy high hills, high hills hurt very much. 

I; unidentified men, says high hills make women look 

beautiful. I; unidentified doctor, says the use of constant 

high hills can cause several problems. V; patients at the 

hospital. V; singer performing. Nadia Torres Reporting.

02:14 Fri 12/18/09 6:17:24 PM Minority Concerns

Singer Gloria Trevi got married today in Mexico. V; Trevi 

and her husband in ceremony. SB; Trevi, says she is very 

happy to be getting married. Singer Juan Gabriel received 

an star as a award in Vegas. V; Gabriel performing. PC; 

Juan Gabriel, singer, says he is very grateful about his 

award. Melissa Martinez Reporting.

01:49 Fri 12/18/09 6:28:40 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Experts have reported an increase of autism cases in 

United States. V; autistic children playing. GR; web site.
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03:18 Mon 12/21/09 6:11:26 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Immigrants talk about having competition when looking for 

a job. Anchor talks about a new type of temporary 

immigrant workers. Anchor says more Anglos are now 

competing with the temporary immigrant workers. V; 

martin.plascencia@nbcuni.com. V; Men standing on a 

corner, Day Laborer Hiring Area sign. I; Men, say many 

men from other ethnic groups are now looking for a job 

like they are and this is reduces the chance of 

employment. V; Amount of Lost Jobs in Construction. 

Reporter says many immigrant workers are now 

complaining about the amount of other ethnic groups who 

are looking for a job like they are. I; Woman, says many 

Anglos are now taking away the jobs of the temporary 

immigrant workers. I; Man, talks about their competition. I; 

Man, says Anglos can't stay waiting the whole day for 

them to get hire. Martin Plascencia reporting.

02:37 Mon 12/21/09 6:14:44 PM Neighborhoods

A sergeant talks about home burglaries. Anchor talks 

about the issue with home burglaries. V; People shopping. 

In Downey, a family was victim of a home burglary. V; 

Downey Police Department. I; Alex Irizabal, Downey 

Police Sergeant, talks about home invasion and an 

increase in crime. V; Future Resident Parking. I; Sergeant, 

talks about a home burglary in Downey. The police are 

now searching for the home burglars. I; Woman, says she 

was surprise to hear about a home burglary in her area. I; 

Sergeant, gives advice to prevent home burglaries. Vicky 

Gutierrez reporting.

01:57 Mon 12/21/09 6:19:32 PM Minority Concerns

Entertainment, highlights. Britanny Murphy died suddenly 

due to a heart attack. V; Britanny Murphy, Ashton 

Kushtner. Murphy was found by her mother. V; Polaroid 

logo. V; Scene of a protest. Followers of Ramon Ayala 

protest for his release from jail. Its been eleven days 

Ramon Ayala has been in jail. I; Yadira Ayala, Daughter of 

Ramon Ayala, talks about a conversation she had with her 

father. Melissa Martinez reporting.

00:44 Mon 12/21/09 6:26:42 PM Latino Issues

Pope John Paul II will soon be canonize. V; Scene of the 

Vatican, Pope John Paul II, Pope Benedict XVI. Azuena 

Gomez reporting.
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05:51 Tue 12/22/09 6:00:07 PM Crime & Gangs

Four members of a Marine officer's family who took part in 

the killing of drug boss Arturo Beltran Leyva were 

massacred in Mexico. The officer was killed during the 

operation against Beltran Leyva. V; police vehicles, picture 

of Beltran Leyva. PC; unidentified official, commented on 

the tragedy. V; pictures of victim, officer's funeral. PC; 

President Felipe Calderon, sent his condolences to the 

family. V; soldiers conducting operation, suspects in 

custody, confiscated drugs and weapons. SI; Carlos Rajo, 

political analyst, says the Mexican government acted 

recklessly in letting the officer's identity be known. V; 

funeral services. Rajo says the Mexican government 

needs to change it's strategy in the war on organized 

crime. Agustin Olais reporting.

02:49 Tue 12/22/09 6:09:27 PM Neighborhoods

Some Huntington Park residents report that they've seen 

ICE police officers conducting immigration raids aboard 

passenger buses. V; people out shopping. I; Antonio, says 

he's seen ICE police in the area. I; resident, says he's not 

seen anything. V; bus. I; Elisa, says ICE showed up at her 

door looking for 2 people a couple weeks ago. V; people 

out walking. ICE denies they've conducted any raids in 

Huntington Park. I; Abigail Valle, Huntington Park police, 

says no immigration raids took place in the city. Maria 

Garcia reporting.

00:32 Tue 12/22/09 6:12:16 PM Neighborhoods

Police are looking for an Apple Valley man who raped a 5 

year old boy. V; picture of the suspect and his wife, home 

where crime occurred.

01:55 Tue 12/22/09 6:15:18 PM
Government, 

Politics

California congress woman Loretta Sanchez says that 

undocumented immigrants will not be covered by the new 

healthcare reform. V; couple with new baby, Rep. 

Sanchez. I; Rep. Loretta Sanchez, says this bill will also 

affect the immigration reform bill. V; president speaking. I; 

Arturo Montez, LULAC, says they support a bill that is all 

inclusive. GR; more information. Families USA reports that 

over 12 million Californians do not have health insurance. 

V; baby in doctor's office. Martin Plascencia reporting.

02:44 Tue 12/22/09 6:17:13 PM Minority Concerns

Performing some simple rituals can lead to more harmony 

during the Christmas celebration. I; Deseret Tavares, 

psychic, says salt cleanses negative energy from the 

home. V; woman sprinkling salt then sweeping it up. After 

sweeping out the sale a humidifier or candle should be lit. 

V; lighting candles. White candles should be lit. Burning a 

white and blue can help to create harmony during 

Christmas dinner. V; blue and white candle, red roses, 

candles. Maria Garcia reporting.
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01:47 Tue 12/22/09 6:20:18 PM Minority Concerns

Actress Sofia Vergara's father passed away in her native 

Colombia. V; Sofia at different Hollywood events. The 

televisa espectaculos website in Mexico reports that 

Angelina Jolie is depressed. There are reports that 

Angelina cannot stand being away from Brad Pitt and that 

she had a panic attack while at home alone with the kids 

and Brad was in France. V; couple signing autographs for 

fans, Jolie and Brad Pitt on red carpet. A police report 

states that a large amount of prescription medication was 

found at Brittany Murphy's home. V; Murphy on red carpet, 

police and paparazzi in front of her home, exterior of 

Cedars Sinai Medical Center. Authorities are investigating 

how TMZ obtained this confidential information. TMZ also 

was the first to report the details of the forensic exam 

performed on Michael Jackson's body. Melissa Martinez 

reporting.

00:46 Tue 12/22/09 6:29:09 PM
Environmental 

Issues

Heavy wind knocked down trees in parts of California. V; 

down trees, windy conditions, traffic.

02:29 Wed 12/23/09 6:00:35 PM Neighborhoods

A train accident crashed against a car in Los Angeles 

resulting in several injured. V; accident scene. I; Alberto 

Comparan, witness, says he witnessed the accident. I; Bill 

Bustos, LAPD, says 8 people were injured during the 

accident. I; residents, comment on the accident. V; 

firefighters at scene. Vicky Gutierrez Reporting.

00:28 Wed 12/23/09 6:03:04 PM Neighborhoods
A man died after being shot by the police during a chase in 

LA. V; shooting scene.

00:26 Wed 12/23/09 6:03:32 PM Neighborhoods
A motorcycle accident took place in LA. V; man being air 

transported, helicopter, paramedics recovering victim.

03:11 Wed 12/23/09 6:03:58 PM Neighborhoods

Investigations are still taking place after a family was killed 

on last Christmas. V; neighborhood in which the fatal fire 

took place. I; witness, comments on the crime. V; suspect, 

photo. V; victims being recovered. I; Bernarda Arias, 

resident, says the area is desolated. Maria Garcia 

Reporting.

00:37 Wed 12/23/09 6:09:08 PM Latino Issues
A plane accident took place in Jamaica. V; accident scene. 

91 people were injured but no deaths were reported.

00:38 Wed 12/23/09 6:09:45 PM Minority Concerns
A woman died after being impacted by a human stampede 

in Peru. V; people running.

00:27 Wed 12/23/09 6:10:23 PM
Environmental 

Issues

Spain is being affected by strong rains. V; devastation 

area, affected families.

01:56 Wed 12/23/09 6:13:22 PM Minority Concerns

Polisera plant is a main attraction in Mexico for Christmas. 

V; plant. I; Francisco, says the plant is a tradition in 

Mexico. I; Miguel Ocampo, ecology specialist, says the 

plant has several applications. I; Araceli, says this is a 

Mexican plant. I; Jaqueline, says the plant represents 

Christmas. Agustin Olais Reporting.

01:07 Wed 12/23/09 6:15:18 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

Singer Jose Feliciano's song is being used against illegal 

immigrants. V; illegal immigrants. V; song with changed 

context. V; Jose Feliciano performing.
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01:19 Wed 12/23/09 6:16:25 PM Minority Concerns

A celebration will be taking place in Los Angeles in a few 

days. I; participants, say they are getting ready for the 

celebration. V; musicians performing.

02:05 Wed 12/23/09 6:17:44 PM Minority Concerns
Coverage on new movies for the weekend. V; movies, 

previews. Melisa Reporting.

00:32 Wed 12/23/09 6:30:06 PM Latino Issues

Santa Claus brought soldiers who came back from Iraq in 

Indianapolis. V; Santa Claus, soldiers back with their 

families.

04:18 Thu 12/24/09 6:00:19 PM Latino Issues

Special coverage on the testimonies of believers about the 

miracles of Virgin of Guadalupe. V; Virgin of Guadalupe, 

image. I; Teresa Ramirez, says the Virgin of Guadalupe 

helped her get recovered from cancer, she is very thankful 

by the miracles of the Virgin. V; family photos. V; women, 

photos. I; Hilda Zepeda, says the Virgin helped her cross 

the border to United States, she gives a mass every 22 of 

December to the Virgin of Guadalupe. Roberto Lacayo 

Reporting.

02:12 Thu 12/24/09 6:07:26 PM Latino Issues

Special coverage on the testimonies of believers about the 

miracles of Virgin of Guadalupe. I; Pilar Gallardo, says her 

son was in coma for a long time, she asked the Virgin for 

help and the miracle recovered her son. V; Virgin image. 

Martin Plascencia Reporting.

02:27 Thu 12/24/09 6:27:38 PM Culture

Special coverage on the testimonies of believers about the 

miracles of Virgin of Guadalupe. I; Lalo Garcia, says he is 

amazed about painting the Virgin of Guadalupe. V; Virgin 

of Guadalupe, paintings.

02:46 Fri 12/25/09 6:00:36 PM Neighborhoods

An artist talks about his disability and his talent for 

painting. Reporter talks about a man who wants to 

contribute in helping people. I; Raul Pizarro, says people 

have to be grateful with life. V; Pizarro painting. Pizarro 

was born with muscular dystrophy. I; Mother of Raul, talks 

about the disability of her son. I; Mother, says she wanted 

to go crazy when they told her about her son's disability. 

Reporter talks about Pizarro's paintings. I; Pizarro, says he 

paints to communicate his feelings. V; Pizarro paintings. I; 

Pizarro, says he gives painting lessons. I; Mother of Raul, 

says her son is the biggest blessing God has giving her. 

Azalea Iniguez reporting.
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02:51 Fri 12/25/09 6:03:22 PM Neighborhoods

A man talks about his life experiences and helping the 

community. Reporter talks about a man who is changing 

the life of many teens. V; Gang members, photos of Saul 

Figueroa. I; Saul Figueroa, talks about his experiences in 

school as a child. V; El Nido Family Centers. I; Figueroa, 

says he had to make a decision as a teen due to the bad 

influences he had. Figueroa decided to join the marines. I; 

Figueroa, says his biggest inspiration was his mother. He 

says his mother always had faith in him. V; Real Men Can. 

I; Figueroa, cry's and talks about his experience of having 

a community helping him out. V; Figueroa talking with 

teens at a table, El Nido Family Center Counseling, 

Education and Service Coordination. I; Teen, says its hard 

to find people who really care about gang members. 

Reporter talks about the importance of making a 

difference in a person's life. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

03:34 Fri 12/25/09 6:08:53 PM Neighborhoods

An artist talks about the origin of his art work. V; Footage 

of soldiers at war. Reporter talks about an art exhibition. I; 

Marc Valen, Artist, talks about his art work and the 

purpose for it. Valen was born in the US but his roots are 

Mexicans. V; Scenes of an art exhibition. I; Valen, talks 

about wars in Central America and the stories that inspired 

him to paint. Reporter talks about the real last name of 

Valen. V; Photos, footage of protest in the early 1900's. I; 

Valen, talks about the reaction of two teens who went to 

see his exhibition. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

02:48 Fri 12/25/09 6:15:29 PM Neighborhoods

A blind man talks about his disability and a foundation for 

the blind. V; Light Aircraft, man hiking. Reporter talks 

about the accomplishments of a blind man. V; Rafting. I; 

Miles, talks about his blindness and the accomplishments 

of his blind brother. I; Miles, says he realized his problem 

was not his blindness it was his attitude towards life. Miles 

has made several world records in several competitions. 

V; Flying a Dornier Floatplane. I; Miles, talks about his 

mission due to his disability. V; Driving a British Military 

Amphibious Tank Transporter. Reporter talks about the 

foundation, Seeing is Believing . I; Miles, talks about the 

amount of money the foundation has raised to help many 

people recover their sight. I; Miles, says we make a living 

with what we get but we make a life by what we give. 

Azalea Iniguez reporting.
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02:19 Fri 12/25/09 6:18:17 PM Latino Issues

A blind man talks about the cause of his blindness and his 

future goals. V; Man crying, photo. I; Jessie Jose Zosaya, 

Blind Man, says he feels like his wings were caught off. V; 

Resident Report Gardena Police Department. Zosaya and 

his son were brutality beaten due to racial hatred. I; 

Zosaya, talks about the incident that caused his blindness. 

V; Street crossing sings. I; Zosaya, talks about the insults 

he has to deal with due to his blindness. V; Blind Angels 

Foundation Joe Zosaya . Zosaya has accomplish to have 

street crossing systems for the blind. I; Son of Zosaya, 

says he's really proud of his father. I; Zosaya, says his 

dream is to be able to help others. zalea Iniguez reporting.

02:14 Fri 12/25/09 6:24:17 PM Neighborhoods

A woman talks about her job at an organization in Skid 

Row which helps the homeless. V; Photos. I; Selene 

Cardenas, says her mother tells her she likes to bud in a 

lot in other peoples business. I; Cardenas, says she hates 

to see injustice. V; Photo, sign. Cardenas is the director of 

the Alcohol and Prevention Center in Skid Row. I; 

Cardenas, talks about homeless teens. V; The Angels. 

Cardenas, says the police treats homeless people with 

brutality. V; Arrest, crime scene. A woman talks about a 

homeless being shot during the interview with Selene 

Cardenas. V; Crime scene. I; Cardenas, talks about the 

controversy of the increase in police force and the need of 

jobs and housing at Skid Row. Azalea Iniguez reporting.

02:38 Mon 12/28/09 6:01:05 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

People talk about the new airport security regulations. 

Anchor talks about the changes in security at several 

airports. Reporter talks about the security at the Los 

Angeles International Airport. V; Airplane departing. I; 

Woman, says she just followed orders due to the new 

airport security restrictions. V; Photo. A man tried to set a 

bomb on an airplane in Detroit. V; Airplane. The suspect 

has burn injuries when trying to detonate a bomb. V; Delta 

Airlines. V; Photo. Al Queda from Yemen confessed they 

are responsible for the terrorist attack. The new 

restrictions will not allow airplane passengers to get up 

from their assigned seats. V; Mexicana airlines. 

Passengers will not be allowed to carry personal 

accessories on their lap. V; US Airways, people at an 

airport checkpoint. I; People, talk about their experience 

due to the new airport security regulations. Roberto 

Lacayo reporting.

00:37 Mon 12/28/09 6:03:43 PM Terrorism

Reporter talks about the Nigerian terrorist on the Delta 

flight in Detroit. V; Photos of the terrorist. Terrorist was on 

a list of a possible terrorist. The father of the terrorist 

reported his son due to his weird behavior. Maria Garcia 

reporting.

00:36 Mon 12/28/09 6:04:20 PM Neighborhoods

Police are looking for a man who disappeared in 

Hollywood. V; Photo of Tovias. Reporter talks about the 

missing man. Maria Garcia reporting.
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02:20 Mon 12/28/09 6:04:56 PM Neighborhoods

People talk about a house fire. Reporter talks about a 

woman who died in a house fire. V; Neighborhood, 76th 

street, fire truck. I; Ronnie Villanueva, Los Angeles Fire 

Department/Battalion Chief, talks about the house fire and 

the death of a woman. V; Burned pot. Neighbors say the 

house was property of the government. A woman was 

found dead inside the house. Experts suspect that the 

woman used charcoal to heat herself. I; Neighbor, talks 

about the woman who was found dead. I; Villanueva, says 

people should not try to heat themselves by using the 

stove, candles nor charcoal. V; Los Angeles Fire 

Department badge, heater, smoke and carbon monoxide 

detectors. Experts recommend to have smoke or carbon 

dioxide detectors. Mariate Ramos reporting.

00:33 Mon 12/28/09 6:07:16 PM Neighborhoods

The Golden Metro Line announced their participation in the 

Rose Parade. V; Mariachi band. They will be transporting 

people to the Rose Parade site. Maria Garcia reporting.

02:21 Mon 12/28/09 6:09:55 PM Minority Concerns

People talk about the controversy of text messaging and 

issues within couples. V; Cell phones. Reporter talks about 

the popularity of text messaging. I; Man, says he had 

issues with his wife due to the use of text messaging. V; 

Tiger Woods and his wife. V; Blackberry. I; People, 

comment on checking your partner's cell phone. I; Gilberto 

Garcia, Lawyer, says legally a married couple can not file 

for individual privacy due to being a married. I; Lawyer, 

says a court will accept the proof of an inappropriate text 

message to file for divorce. Maria Celeste reporting.

00:34 Mon 12/28/09 6:14:49 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

The US government has approved the first for the 

construction of the wall on the Mexico/ US borders. V; 

Security camera. Reporter talks about the construction 

plans. Maria Garcia reporting.

00:39 Mon 12/28/09 6:15:23 PM
Government, 

Politics

The US congress has an immigration reform bill. V; US 

Senate, workers. Many democrats are worried for the 

approval of the immigration reform. Maria Garcia reporting.

01:58 Mon 12/28/09 6:16:22 PM Minority Concerns

Entertainment, highlights. Gloria Trevi and Sergio Andrade 

will be working together in an album. V; Sergio Andrade, 

Gloria Trevi. Ramon Ayala was released from jail due to 

health issues. V; Ramon Ayala. Lucero and Mijares. 

Lucero and Mijares will be celebrating New Year's in 

separate places. Melissa Martinez reporting.

01:58 Mon 12/28/09 6:18:20 PM Neighborhoods

Many people are getting ready for the Rose Parade. V; 

People cutting, people decorating the Rose Parade floats. 

I; Woman, talks about the material used on the floats. I; 

Teen, says her mom left her the tradition of helping in the 

decorations of the Rose Parade floats. Marcela Navarete 

reporting.

00:35 Mon 12/28/09 6:30:02 PM Minority Concerns
In Asia, the Tiger is the animals which will be representing 

the 2010. V; Baby tiger. Maria Garcia reporting.
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00:44 Tue 12/29/09 6:00:04 PM Neighborhoods
A teen was struck and killed by a train in Los Angeles. V; 

police at scene.

00:32 Tue 12/29/09 6:00:48 PM Neighborhoods
A robbery suspect barricaded himself in a home in Van 

Nuys. V; police at scene.

00:23 Tue 12/29/09 6:01:20 PM Neighborhoods

A fire security guard barricaded himself inside an office at 

the Barona Casino in southern California. V; aerial view of 

scene.

02:26 Tue 12/29/09 6:01:43 PM
Immigration,  

Naturalization

The E-Verify program goes into effect on January first and 

will require that workers present a valid social security 

number in order to be employed in the city of Lancaster. V; 

woman making food. I; Silvia Rodriguez, restaurant owner, 

likes living in Lancaster. V; people eating in restaurant. I; 

Rex Parris, mayor of Lancaster, says the few jobs in 

Lancaster should go to US citizens first. V; exterior of 

Dona Blanca Salvadorian restaurant, E-Verify website. 

Roberto Lacayo reporting.

03:08 Tue 12/29/09 6:06:10 PM Latino Issues

Los Angeles authorities will crack down on those who shot 

firearms into the air at midnight new year's eve. V; people 

celebrating, man shooting into the air. PC; Mayor 

Villaraigosa, Los Angeles, says shooting firearms into the 

air is illegal and stupid. GR; more information. I; Rob 

Risiglione, Los Angeles sheriff dept., says this practice can 

cause tragedies. V; people out walking, police monitoring 

images on security cameras. I; unidentified resident, says 

his brother was arrested for shooting into the air. I; 

Rosario Herrera, LAPD, says those arrested can face up 

to a year in prison. Mariate Ramos reporting.

00:32 Tue 12/29/09 6:11:57 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Johnson and Johnson is recalling Tylenol Arthritis Pain 

because of possible contamination. V; packets of Tylenol.

02:14 Tue 12/29/09 6:12:29 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

It is possible for people with fat brain to eat like a person 

with a skinny brain. I; Dr. Solomon Jakubowicz, says the 

brain starts adjusting within the first 24 hours of eating a 

healthy breakfast. V; fat people out walking, people eating 

breakfast. Skinny brain people tend to forget to eat dinner 

then wake up the other day and eat a big breakfast. 

People with fat brains do not forget to eat. V; people 

eating. The doctor recommends the use of protein shakes 

to jump start the transformation from fat brain to skinny 

brain. V; containers of No more Diets shakes. The doctor 

also recommends the facebook Diet which entails a 

monthly meeting of people seeking support during weight 

loss. V; facebook page. The doctor's recipe book entitled 

Ni Una Dieta Mas can be downloaded for free online. V; 

book.
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01:47 Tue 12/29/09 6:14:43 PM Minority Concerns

Actor Jorge Salinas was arrested for physically assaulting 

his ex wife Fatima Boggio. V; Salinas speaking to 

reporters. Actor Christian Meier sued his ex wife Marisol 

Aguirre demanding child support and medical insurance. 

V; Meier speaking to reporters, scenes from Meier's soap 

El Zoro. Talk show host Laura Bozzo was named least 

liked personality in El Peru. V; Bozzo on her show. Melissa 

Martinez reporting.

02:00 Tue 12/29/09 6:16:30 PM Neighborhoods

The Roses parade will take place on new year's day. V; 

volunteers working on decorating floats. The members of 

the National Honor Society will take part with their float. I; 

National Honor Society Members, commented on taking 

part in the parade. V; members decorating their float.

00:47 Tue 12/29/09 6:18:30 PM Neighborhoods
A Victorville mother of 7 won half a million dollars in the 

mega million lottery. V; winning family.

00:46 Tue 12/29/09 6:20:56 PM Neighborhoods

The Toys for Tots Marines have accomplished yet another 

mission of delivering toys to kids. V; Marine officers 

delivering award to Noticiero 52's director.

00:55 Tue 12/29/09 6:29:16 PM Minority Concerns
Peruvians take part in fist fights as part of a new year 

ritual. V; people fighting.

02:03 Wed 12/30/09 6:00:05 PM
Health, Medicine, 

Safety

Airport security has been increased at airports across the 

country following the failed bombing attempt aboard a 

plane last week. V; passenger inside scanner machine, 

passengers in airport, plane on runway. Increased security 

includes full body scanners at some airports. V; x-ray 

images. I; passenger, says we just have to accept that 

things have come to this. V; passengers going through 

security check point, picture of terrorist, Delta plane, 

security officer patting down passenger, officer looking at x-

ray images on his computer screen. I; passengers, 

commented on the increased security. Roberto Lacayo 

reporting.

00:27 Wed 12/30/09 6:02:08 PM Neighborhoods

Police are looking for a woman and 2 children caught 

stealing money from a store in Paramount. V; CCTV 

footage of robbery.

00:24 Wed 12/30/09 6:02:35 PM Neighborhoods
An indoor marijuana cultivation was found in Lancaster. V; 

authorities at home where the drug plants were found.

02:27 Wed 12/30/09 6:04:01 PM Neighborhoods

Security has also been increased for the Roses parade 

which will take place on New Year's day. V; people out, 

closed road. I; Sgt. Bobby Lomeli, Pasadena police, says 

people are not allowed to bring certain items. V; parked 

RV's near the parade area. I; Ward Wildanger, says a 

group of about 25 people travelled to Pasadena for the 

parade. V; police vehicles. I; resident, will attend the 

parade no matter what the weather is like. Mariate Ramos 

reporting.
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01:08 Wed 12/30/09 6:09:05 PM
Government, 

Politics

The US anti drug agency alerted Mexican officials of 

possible attacks on law enforcement as well as civilians. 

V; officials at scenes of crimes, funeral for fallen officer. 

Suspects opened fire on a hospital in Tijuana then set fire 

to a car lot. V; fire, firefighters at scene.

00:30 Wed 12/30/09 6:10:13 PM Minority Concerns

Mexico is the country on the North American continent 

where the most beer is consumed. V; people drinking 

beer.

01:45 Wed 12/30/09 6:13:25 PM Latino Issues

The new year rituals abound from eating 12 grapes at 

midnight to wearing colored underwear. V; people out 

walking, colored candles. I; resident, commented on his 

new year ritual. V; colored underwear. I; residents, 

commented on what they do to bring them luck in the new 

year. V; red lingerie, woman shopping for red candles. 

Nadia Torres reporting.

00:21 Wed 12/30/09 6:15:10 PM Minority Concerns A blue moon will be seen tomorrow night. V; full moon.

01:48 Wed 12/30/09 6:15:31 PM Minority Concerns

Lady Gaga will perform in Miami tomorrow. V; Lady Gaga 

performing. Michael Jackson's Thriller video is now 

included in the congressional library's national film registry. 

V; footage from Thriller. Melissa Martinez reporting.

01:50 Wed 12/30/09 6:17:19 PM Neighborhoods
The marching bands are ready for their Roses parade 

performance. V; bands rehearsing.

01:13 Wed 12/30/09 6:28:08 PM Minority Concerns

Viewers can find the best of 2009 celebrity scandals 

including Father Alberto's wedding and Alejandra 

Guzman's botched gluteoplasty in an online gallery at 

telemundo52.com. V; picture of Irma Serrano and El Pato, 

picture of Father Alberto and his wife all on website. A 

photo gallery of the hunkiest banda singers like Roberto 

Tapia, Bobby Pulido and Espinoza Paz can be found 

online. V; picture of El Macizo and other banda singers.

00:46 Wed 12/30/09 6:29:21 PM Latino Issues

A float commemorating Mexico's 200 years of 

independence will take part in the roses parade. V; 

volunteers decorating the float. Raul Rodriguez, who's 

done lots of work for Disney, designed the float.

03:32 Thu 12/31/09 6:00:54 PM Neighborhoods

In North Hollywood, a check point was held due to drunk 

drivers. Reporter talks about a check point in North 

Hollywood. V; Scene of a check point. V; Man playing a 

saxophone. I; People, talk about celebrating the New 

Year. V; Police officers. I; William Bustos, Highway Patrol, 

talks about prevention. V; Los Angeles Police badge, 

cones being dropped on the street. Experts say people 

tend to drink and drive on New Years Eve. I; William 

Bustos, Highway Patrol, talks about the consequences of 

getting caught drunk driving. .08 is the limit of alcohol a 

person can have when driving. Experts say people should 

always have a designated driver when driving. V; Scene of 

a check point. Metro is giving away free ride due to the 

amount of people who drink on New Year's Eve. GR; 

Consequences for Drunk Driving, source CHP. Roberto 

Lacayo reporting.
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00:30 Thu 12/31/09 6:04:26 PM Neighborhoods

In Oakland, a woman died due to a police chase. V; Scene 

of a car accident. Reporter talks about the police chase. 

Maria Celeste reporting.

02:52 Thu 12/31/09 6:04:56 PM Neighborhoods

Woman talks about the Rose parade. Reporter talks about 

people getting ready to see the Rose Parade. I; Woman, 

says she's been seeing the Rose Parade for 20 years. V; 

Scene of floats. I; Woman, talks about the same place she 

always gets to see the Rose parade. Reporter talks about 

the weather. Ericka Pino reporting.

00:27 Thu 12/31/09 6:08:07 PM Minority Concerns

In New Zealand, people are now celebrating the New 

Year. V; Fireworks. New Zealand is the first country to 

celebrate the New Year. Maria Garcia reporting.

01:40 Thu 12/31/09 6:10:43 PM

Your Money, 

Consumer Issues, 

Economy

A man talks about the jobs for 2010. V; Couple talking. I; 

Salvador Garcia Pacheco, Greatly Affected by the 

Recession, talks about the issue of finding a job. I; 

Pacheco, says he hasn't had luck finding a job. I; Juan 

Carlos Cruz, Manager of ManPower, says jobs are coming 

up slowly. GR; Jobs in 2010, source ManPower. I; 

Pacheco, talks about the jobs which will be more popular 

for this 2010. V; People walking, workers. Reporter talks 

about job openings. I; Pacheco, talks about temporary 

jobs. V; Car plant, cooks, man cleaning a windshield. 

Nancy Leal reporting.

02:35 Thu 12/31/09 6:15:30 PM Latino Issues

A man talks about the New Year's resolutions. I; Woman, 

talks about dieting. V; People crossing the street, women 

exercising. The most popular New Year's resolution 

among women is to loose weight. I; Women, talk about 

their New Year's resolution. V; Calendar, people at a gym, 

smoker. I; Man, says people should work on a goal at a 

time to avoid giving up on a New Year's resolution. The 

key is to make a positive change in our life. I; Man, says 

people should not give up on accomplishing their New 

Year's resolutions. V; People waving to the camera, 

fireworks at Time Square, people exercising. I; Man, says, 

little things make a difference. V; People celebrating. Many 

people are waiting to celebrate the New Year at Tiime 

Square. Maria Torres reporting.

00:49 Thu 12/31/09 6:18:05 PM Neighborhoods

Many people are already waiting for the Rose Parade. 

Reporter talks about the people who are waiting to see the 

Rose Parade. V; Float. Ericka Pino reporting.

01:57 Thu 12/31/09 6:28:16 PM Minority Concerns

Around the world people celebrate the New Year. V; 

Fireworks. Soldiers in Irak also had a time to celebrate the 

New Year. V; People celebrating, fireworks. Maria Garcia 

reporting.
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